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INTRODUCTION
This volume contains a series of papers written for a symposium at the Adult

Euucation Research Coriference in Vancouver B.C. May 7-9, 1980, by members of the

research group for Adult and Recurrent Education at the Stockholm Institute of

Education. The title of the symposium was "Adult Education and Allocation Policy

in Sweden".

Adult education in the.Nordic countries has, in the 1960's and 70's, become an

integrated part of these countries' economic and welfare policy. During this period

the allocation goal has beCome the overwhelming goal of adult education. This 'goal

is defined as equalization of certain, resources (political, economic, cultural and

social).

The principal purpose of this symposium was to indicate a theoretical framework for

conducting research on adult education and allocation policy PS defined above. Our

intention has beento present a series of studies ranging from macro aspects (the

influence of government policy) to micro aspects (the teaching process) of alloca-

tion.policy.

The lack of and need fol- an established theoretical framework in adult education is

becoming_ more and more obvious as adult education has come into the public zone.

Knowledge production in the discipline has been bound to or reduced to phenomena

concerning the acts of learning and cognition. One consequence of this perspective

has been the lack of adequate conceptualization of the adult educational phenomena,

which links explanation of economic, social and cultural factors in society to the

explanation of the nature of methou, content, techniques, devices and processes in

adult education. Chapter one is intended to.g;ve,a broader framework for analyzing

allocation policy in adult education. Following the sound route set by Jensen

(1964:105) an attempt is made to borrow And integrate theories developed in other

disciplines than adult education. The ;nteroretie framework is organized around

the assumption that the effects ef the allocation policy both an participants and

society are greatly determined by the institutional rules defining (a) who gets

recruited to what kind of adult education, and (b) to what extent the different

programmes and self-directed learning contribute to the creation of resources

'(economic, cultural, social and political). The assumption. here is that the inner

functioning of adult education is, linked to the external functions.

4,6l,M1',0.(-41`^r47.1D-.0,41.42,43.D, vv. .0- ---
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In chapter two the allocation policy in the various Nordic countries is discussed.

The paper.to be presented at AERC is based on data for the total area of adult

,educatibn,in the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden). The goals

of adult education in each of these countries are analyzed_with reference to

conflicts and institutionalization of the allocation policy. In all o( the

countries one can find some steps taken in order to fulfill the allocation goal.

Experiments with outreaching activities, study subsidies and special programmes

for disadvantaged groups are some examples. The effects oS these reforms as described

in,national evaluations are presented and discussed. The review shows that the anti-

cipated effects were unrealistic in relation to the measures that were taken in

order to achieve the allocation goal.

Chapters three to five present single empirical. studies. These studies have double

purposes. On one hand they are formed within the framework given above. On the

other hand they areformed according to some specific problems and questions raised

in the Sviedish edwAtional system. The studies have been financed by the National

Board of Education.

An individual's occupatift can presumably give a good picture of the person's

economic, educational and social status. In chapter three it is shown how changes

in the occupational structure over time can illustrate long-term effects of educa-1

tion. By occupational structure we mean here the composition of a specific group

with regard to occupational status expressed according to Roe's (1962) classifica-

tion system. The same procedure is used to describe the group which participated

in some form of adult education in 1977 and which up to that time had changed its

occupatiOnal structure. For instance, it can be noticed that the group which parti-

cipated in Niult education in 1977 (the,. 28 years old) has had, up to that time, a

more favourable development of its occupational structure than the group that did

not participate. Consequently, those who take cart in adult education are those

who, to a great extent, already have had a favouraoledevelopment of their occupa-

tional structure.

This condition is not in agreement with the aim of the allocation policy in Sweden.

The use of various, forms of adult education by different social groups with regard

to investment and consumption is discussed in light of '1) the cultural capital

gained through upbringing and formal schooling and (2) lair life situation as

adults. Finally, a few research problems which have come to light in connection

with this unique (at leastlor Sweden) data base are discussed.



With a reorientation in adult education policy in the 70's from the service poll-
,

ti-cal goal towards the allocation goal, there followed-a shift of emphasis, in --

that under-educated persons came to constitute the main target group not only in

adult eduCation in general but also in municipal adult education. This is the

topic of chapter four where a study of drop-out in municipal adult education is

presented. The change in policy formed the stating point fo, the GRUV project

(Elementary School Studies for Adults) that Was been undertaken in order to evaluate

the benefits of adult education to persons with short-term formal education, the

difficulties encountered by these students and the need for changes. One of the

aims of this project was to illustrate the drop-out problem. 84 evening teaching

groups in English, mathematics and Swedish included in the study Were folloWed for

thenumbers of terms their courses lasted.

The data indicate that the selectign at entry through the admission system has in

municipal adult schools turned into a selection by failure. For the evening students

in municipal adult education, the system has developed into what Clark (1960) has

called a "cooling out function"; i.e.'students are not rejected in open competi-

*with other students, Lit instead meet hidden and informal forces.

One conclusion drAin from the study is therefore that municipal adult education

seems to operate in the same way as compulsory schooling as far as the sorting.out

of pupils is concerned. 'crop -out appears to be the counterpart of disciplinary

problems and poor marks in compulsory schooling.
if

Finally in chapter five the'allocation policy is analized at the level of the

teaching process. In order to map out and explain he teaching process, both

,. quantitative and qualitative data were collected. The data collection consisted

of an intensive and an extensive phase. Data was collected by classroom observa-

tion (240 lessons), tape recordings (30 lessons); questionnaires and interviews

were used at various times with both participants and instructors. The extensive

phase consisted of questionnaires to a representative sample of teachers and all

,rincipals of municipal adult education.

Analysis of the observations and recordings shows that the tools necessary to

understanding cultural, Political and social actions are not transmitted through

municipal adult education. Looking at participant learning with regard to subject

knowledge, communication skills and what the participant learns about his own

.a
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learning, we, find very little in the in:,tructional process that would result in____
stfengtheninrthe participant's responsibiiity.or self-confidence. The, data show

that
o

ti!e results cannot be explained by lack of insight or understanding among

the instructors. The micro-system creates such limitations that most of the

instructors, despite various attitudes toward teaching, come to use Much the

same types of tactics.

For readers not familiar with the Swedish system of adult education an overview

-iS-given in appendix one.

Last but not least, we also want to express our gratitude to Leena Druck, who did

the typing for her patience with the authors' eagerness to change their manuscripts.

StLckholm in October 198C

Robert Wighielm Kjell Rubenson
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BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL
C 0 N.TE:XT

Kjell:Rubenson

INTRODUCTION

a,

In the seventies adult education has become a major topic for public policy in

Sweden and is seen as one nitrument, together with others such as the tax

system, t redistribute cultural, economic, political and social rescurces. This

article.is intended to present a general theoretical context for analyzing the

role adult education can play in promoting and redistributing these resources.

Adult education has gained prominence at a time when much of the optimism of the

fifties and sixties with regard to education has been eroded. Today's deep-

rooted pessimism concerning the role of education in promotfhg social mobility

as well as economic, political and cultural development, reflects the limited

outcomes of earlier reforms. This pessimism is also the result of the ehormous

and unrealistic expectations concerning What education could do, especially

beering in'mind the resources that were allotted to it.

0

Today we are involved in lifelong education, whereof adult education is a

cornerstone that is promoted as the panacea for all problems facing the educa-

tional *Vern. What we object to is not the principle as such, but the latk of

analysis of the prerequisites for creating and operating such a "syster. In the

absence of critical thinking most of the writiAgs on lifelong-education become

naive and at best utopian. A useful starting point for developing a critical
0

framework for policy in this area would be to draw upon the developments and

changes that have taken place in the social sciences in general and in the

sociology of education in particular over the last 20 years (see Karabel &

Halsey, 1977 b, for an excellent,overview of development).

Some of the advocates of a discipline of adult education would argue that as

these theories are based on pre-adult education, they are not directly appli-

cable to acult education (see e.g. Apps 1979:62). It is our view that the effect

of adult education as an instrument to promote and redistribute resources (the
0



allocation policy) has to be seen in the context of the general role of.educa-

. tion in society. This is especially crucial] in the light of:lifelong education,

where eqvity, has to be studied from a fife cycle perspective: The question.to

be answered is, "What are the cumulative effects of education and learning,

taking place in formal and nonformal instructional settings as well as in

natural societal settings, on the distribution of resources in the population?"

FurtheP, if research in adult educatic indicates that the predominant models of

education in society are partly incorrect, then those models should be-rejectsd

or revised. However, the present models are so embedded in research from diverse

aspects of education that, it is difficult to foresee that the incorporation of

adult education would lead to any major shifts, although some adjustments maybe

callei for (cf. Hopper & Osborn, 1975:21f). One aspect that we currently find is

not accounted for by traditional models is the role adult education plays as a

channel for mobility through noW-traditionc.1 routes such as trade unions,

popular movments and other voluntary associations.

In Sweden, where there is a widespread tradition to base reforms on pribr offi-

cial inqdiry, the changed status of adult education was followed by a sharp risein

the resources available for research and development (R&O). The status and direc-

o tion of research in Sweden, as In the other Nordic countries, reflect the fact

that adult education is an integral part of social and economic policy. As a

o result it is the problem,and not whether adult education could be seen as a

distinct discipline or not, that has been the concern. In the USA, on the other

hand, there has been, since the fifties, a concentrated effort among the pro-

fessors of adult education to establish a discipline.of adult education. Since

Liveright 4t has been accepted practice in North America to refer to adult edu-
.

cation as an emerging discipline (Liveright, 1964). This, in combination with a

growth of studies, has led, to an increasing extent, to researchers who publish

in Adult Education relying primarily on adult education literature (Boshier &

Pickard, 1979). It is unfortunate that these research findings so often are

neglected by Swedish researchers. However, North American research should not be

accepted uncritically. In this article we shall scrutinize the so-called discip-

line of adult education, in order to see if it can contribute to a framework for

analyzing Swedish allocation policy.



.4,,

Our search for a theoretical context.in_which'to analyze the allocation

..4111 start with a short interpretation of Swedish adult' education policy.
z

The aim is to describe and discuss the background objectives and premtsesof the

Swedish policy_for allocation and,redistributton of resources, and call atten-

tion to Oat copflicts and-plaffning paradoxes, e.g., tri:ht a planning measure
e:=3

_

taken may lead to a result which is opposite to the one expected. We thus find

Cohen,and Garei.'s (1975:42) view that policy research reslmhlesca disrotirse

about social reality - a debate about social problems and their solutions.6 much,
L. more, attractive than the notion thbt it is a first step toward establishing

general laws of the kind foOnd in the natural sciences.

ADULT EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN SWEDEN

; 9

4

,

;4

The Government Bill (1967:85) on Adult.Education formed the start of an exten-

sive eform period that brought adult education into the major zone of public

activ y. Those familiar with Sweds0 adult education may find it somewhat odd

we set the date. at 1967.

or over aikundred years, adult education has played a significant role in

Swedish society. For example, to thesjaders in tile workers' mwvement, popular

adult,. education, folk high schools and study-associations have come to function

as a parallel system to the formal educational systeb, which in most European

countries acted as a means of preparing political 'leaders. The absence of adult

education policy in Sweden had to do with the independent standing of adult

popular educatior in relation to official vthority. In fact, popular adult

. education was looked upon neither as a form of education nor ao a PiPtmef the

officio system of adult education.

e
The move of adult education into the public zone is reflected in changes in the

central administration. As of 1968, state and treasury requirements placed state

adult schools, municipal adult schools, and popular adult education under the

heading "adult education", In addition, the Ministry of Education and, the

National Board of Education were reconstructed in order to establish divisions

of adult eduption:

t



=The,1567 -Adult "Education Bill

e,,,overriclingfgals of education policy, as defined by the Government and

itikSdaT,are a declaration of political iitent. One crc the characteristics of

these overriding goals is that they'are vague and often 'contradictory. 'Thus the

gOais need to be interpreted and analyzed.with reference to their values

origins, consequences and conflicts (cf. Cohen and Garet, 1975).

4

The goals of adult education as prestribed in offitial documents can be charac-

terized-into four broad categories: eluality, democracy, the economy and the

satisfaction of individual preferences.

The major reform in the bill.was the creation of a new form of adult education,

"municipal adglt schools" that offer instruction in accordance with the\niform

'national curricula for the lower and upper secondary school levels.

The introduction of municipal adult schools was closely linked to the far- reach-

ing reforms in primary, secondary and higher education after World War II. The

1946 Schools Commission had already proposed that it would be beneficial for

society as well as for the individual to create possibilities for adultS with

good study abilities to receive secondary education (SOU 1948:27, p. 341). This

suggestion for, secondary education for adults was taken up by the 1960 Commis-

sion on-Secondary Education and the 1963 Commission on Vocational Education. We

would conclude that the reforms of adult education had the same origin as

reforms in primary aird secondary educatiOn and were based on the values which

embodied the government's ideology, or rather t social democratic party's

ideology on education and society. No outside p ssure groups had any major

impact on the process that, culminated in the 196

In order to understand the policy and goals as stated in the bi 1 we have to

turn to the environment of education policy at that time. It should be pointed

out that the following discussion is directly applicable only to the sector of

adult education. Thus it is our urderstapding that the Swedish ideology of _

demqcracy, and.equal opportunity hai been one of the c rnerstones in the far

reaching reforms that has taken place in the educatio..jl system since World War;

II but that these factors were of relatively less importance for the 1967

,Adult EduEation Bill.

13
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A general thesis in the fifties and sixties was that the radical technological

change taking place raised considerable demands for educational investments to

meet the need for well educated manpower. Further, at the beginning of the

sixties ,economists pronounced the significance of education for economic deve-

lopment. Denison's analysis of development in the USA had shown that investment

in education and research would be three times as Rrofitable_as investment in real

capital (Denison, 1962). These research results gave more fuel to educational

optimism. \ $

Even if it is possible,to demonstrate a certain complementarity between occupa-

tions usually requiring longer education and real capital the educational struc-

ture within the labour force probably gave rise to some concern. As a result, of

a very selective and hierarchically constructed education system, the proportion

of graduates among the economically active in Sweden was only 2 per cent in 196C,

a relatively low figure compared with other industrialized countries (Sohlman,

1976:117). In fact, Sweden had an occupational structure and a production/worker

ratio more reminiscent of the USA's than of Portugal's, while the supply of highly

educated manpower was closer to Portugal's than the USA's.

The idea of giving adults without upper secondary school education the opportu-,

nity of gaining a higher education was given more nourishment by the studies of

the "reserve of talent" carried out in Sweden in th fiftie see Harnqvist,

1958). The primary aim of these studies was to providea foundation for changing

and broadening the narrow intake to_upper secondary school education. However,

the studies were also of decisive importance for the reforms carried out in the

sixties with the aim of giving adults increasing opportunities of studying at the

upper secondary and post-Secondary levels. To sum up, we Are suggesting that the

environment in which the reform in adult education was initiated can be illus-

trated as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. suggests that the formulation of policy on adult education could be

explained to a great extent by attempts of the educational system'to close the

gap between the existing 'ntellectual resources in the country and those in

demand, due to the expected changes in the economy.

0
14



:66S-is 1

.,Structural change with.

considerable demands
-for the improvement of
the qualifications of
the labour force can be
expected-

6

Thesis 2

High correlation
between productivity
and investment in
education'

Policy-maker's basic
conceptual frame_

t
Thesis 3

There is a large
reserve of talent in
the adult population

Formulation of policy

1

on adult education

Political will

Figure 1. Social and etplic conditions for policy on adult education in the

sixties.

Reverting to the categories of goals, we would conclude that the economic goals

and goals of service policy (relating to the satisfaction of individual preferences)

goals predominated in the ~1967 reform. That is not to say that equality was out of the

picture. The refom gave talented adults a second chance to acquire the educa-

.tion they had been denied due to a selective and hierarchical educational system.

Furthermore, there was a general belief that economic growth was going to create

resources that could be distributed in such A way that the differences in

society would decrease. Responding to the claims 5..* adult education among the

"intel-iectual reserve" could be expected to have indirect redistribution

_effects. In short, the 1967 eform was an offspring of the "romantic period",

when education not. only was assumed to gererate directlieconomic growth, but

also to accomplish miracles U, other levels of society.

Towards an Allocation Policy in Adult Education

Bill-1970:35 signified a change in values in adult education and precipitated

new discussion on reallocation. No longer is the "intellectual reserve" the

:Point, the undereducated and the underprivileged become the focus. How is this

change to be explained? If the 1967 Bill was to be understood as a response to

perceived changes in the- economy, then the answer to the change in values lies

In the polity.



During the sixties the Swedish economy showed rapid growth, giving companies a

high net profit. Despite the steady growth in the economy, there was an emerging

awareness that the distribution of resources in Swedish society did not become

more equally distributed. The Swedish survey of living standard revealed the

vast differences that%till existed between different socio-economic groups (cf.

Johansson, 1970, 1973). As a result we can see a radicalization taking place in

the trade unions. This expressed itself in far-reaching demands for industrial

democracy, involving a share of the capital stock and a general reallocation of

resources in society. Briefly, it should be mentioned, that the trade union

demands resulted in major reforms in the Swedish labour market in the mid-seven:

ties.

The unions' philosophy on allocation policy was not limited to reforms in the

labour market, but also included adult education. In 1969 the Swedish Confedera-,

tion of Trade Unions (SCTU) published their first report on adult education,

which demanded allocation reforms in adult education. In addition, SCTU, together

with the Workers' Educational Association (ABF), wrote to the Government asking

ft,r.immediate action in carrying out experiments aimed at reaching the educe-

tionallysdisadvantaged. SCTU and ABF's ()emends are reflected in the 1970 Bill

which indicates the turning point in policy on adult education.

In the period following 1970, the allocation policy (c_,_;ty and detocracy) became

more and more articulated and reached its lax With the 1975:23 Adult Educa2

tion Bill, in which it is the dominant goal. The goal of individual preferences'

has steadely diminished in importance compared to the goal of equa3ity. The more

subprdinate role allotted to the economic objective in pond documents for adult

education can, according to Brostr% and Ekeroth (1977:87), oe ascribed to its

more direct relat;on lately to labour market policy, e.g., via labour market

training. With reference to Fig. 1., it is also worth pointing out that the

opening up of secondary and higher education in Swederfhad created a vast in-

crease in skilled labour. This, in combination with a growing distrust in the

human capital theory, is also a part of the explanation as to why the economic

goal has come to play a more suboydinatevrole in official documents.

Interpretation of the Allocation Goal

Brostrom and Ekeroth (1977:91) interpret the adult.education policy as being

aimed at an equalization of living conditions through a redistribution of

16
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cultural, economic, political and social resources. Their definition of the

'concept "resource" comes from "The Swedish Survey of Living Staard" and reads:

"The individual's dispc.sition of resources in money, possessions, know-
ledge skills,. physical and psychological energy, social relations,
confidence, etc., pith the help of which thJ individual can control and

consciously command his life situation." (Johansson, 1970:25)

.

The definition does not depart from a consumption or need perspective, but

assumes An.active individual, in a marxist sense, that can influence and command

his life situation.

Brpstrom and Ekeroth's review and interpretation of the Swedish Bills on adult
. 0.

education (Brostrom and Ekeroth 1977:96-112) slow that adult education should

contribute to a redistribution of resources in the following ways:
0

Greater equality has in the educational debate often been seen as economic

equality. The supposed effect of adult' education on economic equity is both

'direct and indirect and can be illustrated in the following ways:

Participation of those
with low or no economic
resources in adult educa-
tion,

L-
increased possibilities
to compete for a job
that would improve the .

economic resources,

t influence upon the
political resources,

j

use of political
resources to change the
creation.of jobs or
setting of salaries,

redistribution of economic

resources.

Adult education functions as an instrument for redistribution both in a direct

and indirect way. Adults with a low income or none at all are supposed to be able to
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improve their situation' by participating in adult education, if in no other way

than that of being able to compete for those jobs available. The indirect effect

of adult education on economic resources has to do with the redistribution of

political resources and the use of these resources. Economic equity can thus come

,_about by changing the way of setting salaries, e.g., through a strengthened

labour union. It should be mentioned heize that the tax system,is a very important

instrument in the overall allocation policy in Sweden.

The role of adult education in promoting a democratic society is often emphasized

(see, e.g., SQU 1946:68). The contribution of adult education to democracy is

treated under the heading of political resources. The an,icipated relationship

between adult education and political resources could be illustrated as follows:

Persons with low resources
participate. in adult

education

Training in
"applied democracy"

:'Subject" Knowledge

1 °

Iinstruments indispensable to t
participate in decision-making ,

(skills, knowledge, values, etc..)

I

Participating in'
political, labour
or otheilorganizations

looking after., one's own
interests as against thbse
of official authorities

Redistribution of political
resources,

The adult educational process, regardless of the t.ontent': is seen in,itself to

provide possibilities for training in applied democracy. Tais would lead to the

establishment orinstruments" that would prepare the-individual to pqticipate

a) politically,,through.political parties, trade unions or other organizations,

or b) individually, e.g., through looking after his own interests vis

official authorities.

ay
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'Another Important function is that the studies could provide the knowledge and

.the; interest for social issues that are needed for taking part in political

Participation, either as an individual or in a collective.

`The impact of science and technology has broken up the traditional social network

'created for coping with social problems. Especially in the big cities, people are

isolated and lack social contacts outside the family circle: Material, emotional

.and other help that used to be provided by the social network now has to come

from social and other authorities., Adult education is supposed to be instrumental

in creating such a social network. This is done through creating social contacts

among the participants, and partly by creating political resources which could be

used to strengthen the network.
4

c,

'Participation in cultural activities is seen as a possibility for the adu' to

obtain a richer and fuller life. Through adult education the individual sh, d

acquire the indispensable instrumeas.(e.g., skills, knowledge and attitudes)

for availing himself of the cultural amenities.'

ParticipatioOn adult
education by peoole with
low resources

content and the educatiohal
process

creation of instruments
for cultural participation
(knowledge, skills, values)

redistribution of cultural I e

resources.

Self-realization or personal fulfillment

of adult education (e.g.-Paterson, .1971).

,not address this goal directly. However,

tions for a full and rich life.

is often put forward as the major goal

The tour resource- components do

theytCould be seen as necessary eondie
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SO-far, we have tried to exemplify hoW adult education is supposed to be an

'instrument in, the redistribution of economic, political social and cultural

resources. In order to fulfill the allocation policy, the following two sondi-

dons must be met:

1. People with low resources have to be recruited to adult education, and

2. by participation in this activity they should be able to acquire resources.

We must ask under what conditions (with regatd to society; educational-measure-

ments and the individual) adult education can be instrumental in creating a.nd

redistributing resources. Our search for an answer will start by examining the

so-called discipline of adult education.

THE DISCIPLINE OF ADULT EDUCATION' 4

In order to understand knowledge production in the discipline welhave to be aware

of the dominant role that, until very recently, North America has played in adult

education research. At a time 'when there hardly existed any research in most

other countries; the commission of professors of adult education in the USA

worked toward what they saw as a discipline, defined as "a brahch of knowledge

involving research." The discipline grew out of the movement toward professiOna-

liOtion and institutionaliza,tionmarked by an expansion of programs in adult

eaJcation.-Thefocus for the commission of professor's Was not research as such,

but the development of a_profession. In, preface to their report, Adult Educa-
.

tion - Outlines,of an Eme- rging Field of University Study, they state: .

"This book had to be written; nut iicause_teayorld needed it, but because
the University professor of adult education needed to write
The editors hope that the book will be'of value: to prfeqsord.pfoadult

education as they ddvelop'their programs of graduate sydies; to `other

members of education faculties by indicating the character and scope of

adult education as an area of graduate study; to potential graduate
students in adult education as it reprdsents the current thinking of the

leadePs regarding the conceptual foundatioqs of the field and to'all
persona active in various aapedts of adult and continuing education by

suggesting the range and variety of insights, understandings and rela-'
tionshipa involved in operating in their chosen - field. A furthcr hope is

that within all of these groups ex book will stimutate'the growing and
ever-widening discourse and dialogue about, the essential kinds of knw-7-

ledge and practice which are essential to a thoughtful and efAc;.ive
adUlt educator." (Jensen et al., 1964: xiii).
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:Adult edutation is characterized as a practical and normative discipline, in

the purpose of research is to evolve programs which have the Rost likoli-

,hood,of Promoting such learning'situation- in which behaviour changes may.best

-lie brought about ',Liveright, 1964:90). The stress on prficticality and the needs

.;of the field have, no doubt, determineo which problems have been selected as

legitimate for research (RLbenson, in press). With reference to the sameynat

hazy concept of R & D, we would say that research in the discipline has mostly been

of the "D- Kind" (development). Vractice- oriented research aimed at solving an

actual issue is not intrinsically negative.

The heart of the matter is the lack of balance betwgen practice-oriented research

and discipline-oriented research, where the purpose is to develop and t.st

theories and lay the necessary foundations for applied research.

Due to the lack of an intradisciplinary orientation, practiceoriented research

has become almost totally atheoretical. The main difference between the practice-

oriented and discipline-oriented research ought not to be the extent to which

they are theoretical, but rather that the former should primarily be directed to

answer questions from outside the discipline and \hei latter to deal with problems

originating trom'withiri the discipline. Thus there l're two interr2lated problems

facing adult education. the...balance between practic land discipline-oriented

research, and the atheoretical approach of applied re arch.

Adult education is considered a normative discipline, in that it is concerned

with deliberate attempts to help adults develop in certain.ways (Verner, 1918:43).

There is no doubt that adult education'as a distinctive social activity is norma-

tive as it involves primordial .value judgments (Paterson, 1971). HoweAr, we have

to remember that educatior. systems are designed to serve, not only an inner

function, the achievement of.educattonal and instructional goals, but also an

external function, e.g., socialization and iegitimiiation. As value judgments
.

rarely take into account the relat:onship between the internal and external

functions, they cannot be used as a balse for developing adult education theory.

Instead, such a theory must depart from the educational process as it exists in

;fealty and not from what6someone thinks it ought to be (cf. Lundgren, 1979:20).

,The neglect,of the adult education process as it exists in reality and the

narrow focus on.psychological aspects have resulted in an inadequate conceptuali-
,

21
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,zation of adult education phenomena. As most-of the research training is done in'\.)

.departMents that deal primarily with the education of instructors, the lath of a ,

macro perspective is quite understandable. Theloutcome, however, will be that the

. researcher at best will only be familiar with those theories developed to explain

individual behaviour.

Faced with a problem closely related to social change, the researcher comes to

rely on these tools. However, these theoriOare not intended to explain collec-

tive behaviour such as educational reform. Useful theories on he nature of such

events will have to address themselves to such questiohs as when, how ani'foe

whom collective decisions are made (Merritt & Coombs, 1974:260).

The lack of concern for how the economical, political and cultural structure in

society influence adult education is reflected in the North American debate on

the future'Of adult education (e.g. Cotton, 1963). Reading the debate, one

gets a picture of the adult educator with a firm grip on the rudder keeping the

vessel on the right course. However, no one seams to ask wh're the wind and

waves are coming from. Instead the adult educator becomes the hub around which

the discussion on adult education and social change circulates.

In the introduction to his book Comparative Aspects cn Education, Havighurst

suggests that a good way to study education comparatively is to examide the

educational i:espOnse made by various societies to their social problems

(Havighurst, 1964:4V). It goes without saying that the pointiof departure for this,

r kind of exercise would not be the opinions of the teachers as a professional group'

(that this might be one aspect of interest is another thing). Nor-should the

'adult educators be the...point of departure for analyzing the ro'e of adult educe-
...A--

'tion in society.
.

We can pur5sue-the analogies to comparative education a bit further since it can

be helpful in understanding the state of the art in adult education. The study

of comparative education tends to focus upon two central problems: ow-oo educa-'

tionarsygtems contribute to social, political and economic development and how

,do %ocial and economic growth lead to the greation of modern educational'ingtitu-
.

tions (Bock, 1976:346). The almost total absence of work dealing with 'adult

education in the comparative research literature (see e.g. Koehl, 1977) reflectsi,

the fact that until recently adult education seldom was used as a public response

O ' f ,
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O

liy:soCiety to their soojal problems. However, due to changes in other imtitu-

tiont, economy. and polity, and demographic changes which force the institutions

to ippk for new Clientele, adult education is on the way to shedding its marginal

role and come into the forefront of public interest. This is especially true in

many of the Third, World countries, where adult education is seen as a central

,Component in the construction of a pew educational system (e.g. Nyerere,

1976; Mohi 11-Dine Saber, 1977). The changing role of adult education in society

spotlights the current state of the discipline.

Due to the fact that the territory of adult education has been defined mainly

from assumptions about the characteristics of the learner, the knowledge produc-

tion in the discipline of adult education is ill-equipped to serve as a framework

for looking at questions that range from macro to micro aspects, as is the case

with Swedisimallocatinnpolicy in adult education.

This conclusion brings us to one of the "hot questions" among adult education

researchers - the borrowing of knowledge and concepts from other disciplines.

Borrowing from Other Disciplines

Among advocates for a
4
discipline of adult education, there is a strong belief

that not only is borrowing of littleiialue for adult education, but it is also

damaging.

Boyd and Apps (1980 in print) argue that it would be an error to seek assistance

from recognized disciplines before the field of adult education itself is clearly,

understood. Their arguments should be carefully examined because of the conse-

Auences they have for the training .f graduate students in adult education = the

next generation of researchers. The authors present fdiir, what they call er'ro-

'neous assumptions that may be accepter' when borrowing from established disci-

plines to define problems in adulteducation:

1. Concepts from other disciplines can be applied directly to adult

st education without 'specifying situational variables;

2. Concepts can stand bx themselves;
v.

3. Concepts can be mixed;

4..0ther disCiplines can define adult education.

23
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The basic-problem that Boyd and Apps indicate in points 1 to 3 fs not specific to

adult,eduCationi but is of a general epistemological nature. Theqclaim that
.-
adult education researchers have blindly borrowed and misused concepts developed

by other disciplines is to a large extent true. However, the problem is not

restricted toAArrowing between disciplines, but appears alsb with borrowing

within a diz;cipline.-The underlying issue is that of mixing concepts and theories

from different and contradictory research traditions.

The research tradition provides a set of guidelines for the development of specific
o

theories. Part of those guidelines constitute an ontology which specifies, in'a

general way, the types of fundamental entities that are legitimate for any theory

inside the research tradition in question. A research tradition will also specify

certain modes of procedures which constitute the legitimate methods of inquiry

open to researchers within that tradition. "Put simplistically, a research tradi-

tion is thus a set of ontological and methodological 'do's and don'ts' !Laudan,

1977:30):

e

h. fully agree with Boyd and Apps that it is important to look at the phenomena

in-their context. Nor is this a problem restricted.tothe relation between

disciplines. Furthermore, it could very_well be that the context is better under-

stood by using knowledge from another discipline than to stay inside one's own

discipline. Our discussion,_ for example,,on nuw social ami educational change has

been conceptualized by adult education researchers could be taken as one example

of this.

The heart of the matter seems to be the fear that by borrowing concepts from

other disciplines, those disciplines will come to define adult eddcction. We are

having some difficulties in understanding this line of argument. If there is any

reason at all to be afraid, it would be that other disciplines because of their

better tools will take over the research that is now done by researchers in adult

education. As adult education becomes a central topic for public policy,

researchers from other disciplines will no doubt get interested in the phenomenon.

Our standpoiw,, does. not imply that the discipline of adult education is merely

the accumulation of knowledge produced in other disciplines. On the contrary,

there is a need to build a discipline of adult education based on specific and

tested knowledge. However, like Alanen (1978) 4e believe that there-exists some-
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'.thing. which could he called a general theory of education and that both pedagogy,

and adult education rest on this common base. Thus most common priv.iples on

*retatioAship of social structure and social change to education are the same '

for adult and, pre -adult education.
'0

According to Boyd and Apps, once the structure, the function, the problem and

the purposes of adult education are clearly understood, it would be appropriate

to seek assistance from other disciplines in solving problems and answering

questions. On the contrary, it is in the effort to understand the structure, the

ftinction and the problem of adult education that we need the help from other

disciplines,and v4iat we here have called general theoiy of education.

We shall thus turn to what could be called general theory of education.

GENERAL THEORY OF EDUCATION

Our, starting, point is the cnange in the research literature from the romantic

fifties and sixties to the cynical seventies.

.r

In the pre-World We?' II era, social scientists and politicians alike came to

look upon education as the "elan vital" of economic life, the panacea to popula-

tion growth and the great leveller of sucial inequities (Adams, 1977:298). The

obViovs policy for both poor and rich nations was to provide a larglr period of

compulsory education and to expand the, enrollments at the secondary and third

levels ii. circle? to maximize the educational influence. In some countries ability-

grouped classes were, abolished in favour of the comprehensive school.

lithe late 1960's and early 1970's,ept1cism-and disillusionment concerning

education he become widespread linvestx1nt in education had not generated the

expected economic growth_and worse, there was a realization that more and more

schooling did not necessarily solve equalization of access to a%allable goods

and services of society.

The equalization of life chances by the expansion of, the formal educational

system has been prevented by two simultaneously occurring and interrelated

processes: institutional differentiation and tracking (cf. Neelsen, 1975).

Institutional differentiation refers to the process whereby,at the time that



the lower strata improved upon their proportional share in educational institu:

tins of the poet-primary level, the upper strata turned to still higher educa-

tional institutions or qualitatively-better ones. The expansion of higher educa-

tiOn:Was-further followed by a strong,, class -based tracking within-the system

Sesser, 1971, HaiiWet,a1...1980). Those from theupper social classes

foll&ed programs with the test "pay-off4'in-the.form of income, status, °cepa-
!

ti on ,, pol i ti cal efficacy and etc.

is

Disillusionment conccningeducation as an instrument to promote social change

has forced thsocial scientists to reconsider the theoretical frameworks in

Uhtch they have, been working. If in one sentence'we had to summarizthe critique

towards tht. research conducted in the expansionist mode of the fifties and

sixties it would be that the phenomenon under study has been wrongly concep-

tualized. Regardless of where on the micro%macro dimension the event is located

this seems to be the issue.

In this paper ue shall deal briefly with three aspects of the critique: (1) con-

sensus versus conflict paradigm, (2) internal-external functions of education,

the economistic standpoint and (3) the internal-external functions of education:

the interpretative standpoint.

ConsensAvei.sus conflict

Merritt and Coombs (1977:24p argue that the biggest stumbling block that Ills

been removed was the once prevailing ncuion that education and educational

reform didn't have much to do with politics and social structure.

With the innocence lost, the adequacy of the predominant theoretical framework

on social and educational change, the structural functional, was questioned

because it underestimates the importance of confli.ct and ideology,

Acording :to the S/F view, chinges in the educational system,,are the result of

interaction between society and the ~schools and follOwssinsome fiVe steps:

1. a need arises in society; 2. the educational system is assigned the task of

, meeting the need; 3. change in the educational structure takes place to

accommodate the new function; 4. the new role is assumed by schools and 5.

,talent and manifest changes take place in society aS'a consequence of the new

educational functions (Paulston, 1976:14).



theorists have focused on the homeostatic or balancing mechanism,by.

4141society:MaintainsEa "uRiforM state". The framework assumes a high degree

OnOriiiative consensus across social systems. For functionalists, inequality in

seCietY,thus doei not arise out.of the vested interest of singleindividuals oft

groups. Instead, functionalists argue, inequality is not only inevitable, b4.

,necessary and beneficial to,all, since individual survival is contingent on the

survival and wellbeing of society (Lenski, 1966 referred in,Paulston, 1976). In

contrast to the functionalist vieWc theories departing from the conflict pare-
,

digm are based on the assumption, that whenever.,there is social life there is

conflict. Because of a scarcity of goal-satisfying values As well as the means

to reach them, the attainment of a particular g an element (individual,

group, or institution) hinders the chances of achievement on the part of other

elements.(Sztompka, 19,4:88).

The fact tht S/F analysis.almOst always has been based on the assumption of

consensus does not necessarily mean that this and other values associated with

this theory are inevitable properties of the functionalist frame of reference

(cf. Sztompka, 1974:67).

The conflict paradigm is accompanied with a shift towards constructssuch as

,power, ideologies, self and group interests, allocation-legitimation and further

the relationship between the internal and external fUnctions of education,codes

into focus.

Internal-external functions of education: the economistic position

That schools affect and are affected by their social context is of course a

truism that needs to be specified. The most common assumption, embocked for

example, in the S/F framework and the consonant theory of human capital, is that

education exerts its effect Upon society through the direct socializAion of

individuals to exhibit those competencies, attitudes and values crucial to the

development and maintenance of modern institutions (Bock, 1976:352).

This assumption has be.en questioned as the school effects are smaller than the

individual socialization model requires (cf. Meyer & Rubinson, 1975). Due to the

doubt about the adequacy of the individual socialization theory some social

. scientists have begun to think more in terms of allocation and legitimation. The

underlying assumptions is that the educational system helps to define which
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people may 4egitimately play which roles in socie quite apart from whether

the students are actually effectively trained or socialiied. Those representing

this view maintain that it is possible to show that the educated, e.g., possess

greater political, social, cultural and economic efficacy without concluding

that these traits were learned in school. Thus the individuals may learn the

values andnd competencies appropriate to the performance of the role allocated

to them by right of the schooling they have recieved after they have assumed

the role (Bock, 1976:353 f). By ostensibly providing an open and objective

mechanism for assigning individuals to unequal economic positions, the educa-

tional system legitimates inequalities (Bowles & Gintis, 1976:103).

The legitimation and allocation model is not seen as an alternative 6-s6Cializa-

tion theory, but rather as a supplement that explains the_ process more precisely.

With this framework. however, the schooling'process itself becomes of secondary

int()est.

This is also the case in Bowles' and Gintis famous work Schooling in4Capitalist

America, in which the schools are seen as.wholly determined by thg economic

forces outside them. The educational system is viewed as an integral element in

the reproduction of the prevailing class structure of society. The educational

.
systeni integrates the pipils into the economic system through a structural

torrespolidence between its social relationship and those of production (Bowles

& Gintis, 1976:131). According to the author, the structure of social relations

in education not only insures the student to the discipline of the work place but

develops Oe types of personal demeanor, modes of self-presentation, self-image

and social-class rdentification which are the crucial ingredients of job adequacy.

The "correspondence principle" as well as the economistic position in general

have been criticized for treating the school Simply as a black box which reflectS-

the economic forcks outside of it and thus misses the dynamics of what the inter-

pretalists have.cpme to call "cultural reproduction" (see Apple, 1978, Zacharias,

1979).

,
fnternal-external functions of education: the interpretative standpoint

Macrosociological approaches (mobility, selection, reproduction of the social

'division of labour) were not sufficient to explain the failure Of comprehensive
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schools toreduce-educational inequality because they largely ignored the educa-

tional pmcess. With the rise of the so- called "New Sociology," the search for an

understanding Of the relationship betweeh internal and external functions shifted

to the educational process.

The S/F view of socialization is criticized because it treats the curriculum as a

uni ed and coherent mechanism in a consensus world (Eggleston, 1977:18). Thus,

the functionalist framework is based upon the implicit assumption that the peda4-

gogic actions carried out by families from different social classes, as well as

those which are practi-sed.by schools, work together in a harmonious way to

transmit a cultural heritage which is considered as being the individual property

of the entire society (Bourdieu, 19771488). Instead, maintain the "new socio-

logists": the structure of knowledge and symbols in educational institutions is

closer to the dominant culture the therefore intimately related to the principles

and practices of social and cultural control in society (Apple, 1978). The purpose

of research is to exp'ore the ways in which a society selects, classifies, trans-

mits and evaluates its public knowledge (Bernstein, 1971 -).

In all these matters the school curriculum takes on major responsibilities. The

important point here is, as Eggleston (1977:11) has noted, that through the

curricula the school has an unavoidable relationship with the wider society, that

the normative and, power systems of the schools are not only part of the micro

system of the school but also of the macro system of all of society. The value

system in society is thus reflected in the. everyday practice inside the school.

One fruitful attempt to link daily practice in the school.with factors outside

the teaching process is the frame factor theory proposed by Dahllof (1971) and

further developed by Lundgren (1972, 1977). Their work, which has its roots not

in sociology but in education, reveals the limitation of using theory on learning

as a starting point for studying the teaching process. COntextual factors (called

frame factors) such as the subject matter, groups of participnts, institutional

. customs and policies, and social structure of, the_ nstitution are shown to govern

and restrict the conditions for the educational settings.

According to Lundgren (1979) the political process influences the teaching situa-

tion through its impact on curriculum, the administrative apparatus, school laws

and school legislation. In turn then, the curriculum, the administrative apparatus

29
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.,,and,the laws of .the school are supposed to reflect the economic, social and_poli-

tical structure of the society in the following way (after Lundgren 1979:25).

14,

Economic Social CultUral Political

Structure

1 1
I

Curriculum Administrative Judicial

1
Apparatus

1 I1'
,

Goal Frame Formal rule
tem tem

governing constraining regulating

Edutational Process'

Psychological conceptual-apparatus

C

While.the economistic-oriented models have been criticized for neglecting. the

educational process, the "new sociologists" and.the interpretative standpoint, in

general, are accused of ignOring material and structural determinants (see e.g.

Halsey & Karabel, 1977 a:49).

\The critique on the one hand against the economistic position for being too deter-

ministic and overlooking the acting subject and on the other hand against the
,

interpretative view for reducing the material and structural circumstances-to

symbolic context is a reflection of the classical dilemma in the social sciences

of how to relate the macro and micro processes`; said differently - the holistic

and,the individualistic approach. It is easy to call 'for an integratiqn between

the structural and intergrationist approaches and to warn against a false frag-

mentation and dichotomization, but quite another thing o overbridge the seemingly

incompatible ontological and'epistemological assumptions related to the two

research traditions. Suffice is to state that an adequate theoretical persNctive

must. be aikle to take into account human coherency and the creative power of indi-

viduals in acting in and transforming the world - and the relationship between

conscious 'activity and objective reality (Goldman, 1969).

4 \
V .

The effort to connect macro and micro processes often derive from a situation in

which the esearcher has been distressed, as the original theoretical framework

was inadeq ate to solve the problem under study. Some "classroom researchers".who

. wx
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,have-sterted from a theoretical perspective restricted to the teaching process

and/orthe educational system have, in their attempt to reach an understanding,

Aimed toward. integrating societal aspects into the theoretical framework (see ,

,e.g. Lundgren, 1977; Sharp S Green, 1975). This has been done by making Jme

assumptions about how the societal aspects ar=e reflected in the educational

system and the teaching process (see Lundgren's chart on p. 21).

A

In order to direct study, the mechanism by which cultural, economic, political

and social structures are reproduced within the educational system requires a

quite different approach than when the task is merely to study the teaching

pr cess. It is our opinion that this has to be done through a comparative app-
.

roach, either historically or cross countries. To exoec.. that one and the same

researcher or even research group should be able to cover both aspects empirically,

is unrealistic. tile best one can ask for is an awareness of research in the two
ze-r

areas and a willingness to use this knowledge,when_formulating the assumptions

regarding the level that is not covered.

Conclusion

In the earlier section "Interpretation of the Allocation Policy", we presented

the official view on how adult education is suggested to contribute to the promo-

tion and redistribution'pf resources. The discussion ended by asking under what

conditions adult education could be a successful instrument in the allocation

policy. Due to the weakness of the so-called disripline of adult education, wg

turned to the general theory" of education, in order to seek a framework for

answering this question. We shall now summarize this brief review by presenting

a simple paradigm (Fig. 2) that Indicates the rules through which the educational

system transmits and promotes cultural, political, economic and social resources.

We make no assumption about consensus. On the contrary, it'is assumed that the.

educational system intentionally or unintentionally will reflect self and group

interests.

It is argued that the educational system affects the individual's resources,4not.

only by they it trains and socializes him, but also by the way In which the

educational institutions define the roles in the social and cultural hierarchy

that he may legitimdtely play.

A
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Thusi, the-political, economic and cultural structures 'influence the,creation,pf

individual reso*et in two different"but related ways. The firSt and most qbvious

way is iliPbugh the so-called interchange systems, e.g. curricula,whicii link the/

wider society with the everyday practice in school. Here we are relying primarily

on the armor-Lundgren frame factor theory.

,

However, the educational system alio Operates on resources in a more indirect way

by allocating individuals to their future roles. The resources the person will

come to control due to the allocated role thus can be seen as quite separate from

the,kind of socialization that has taken place. ThiS is not to .deny that the

,pupils may be socialized to these competencies while they are still in school in
.-..

anticipation of the role the school "charter" is believed to entitle them in the.

fUture(cf. Bock, 1976:354). In the paradigm. this is indicated by placing a kind

of filter between the outcome of the educational process and the resul ing

resources. For example, it would be possible for.two persons who have partici-

pated in two different form of education to acquire the same "human capital" yet

possess quite differentsresoUrces due to the rules that define what the "gradu-

ates" legitimately may do.

THE APPLICABILITY OF GENERAL THEORY FORt4DULT EDUCATION

General Comments

So far we have briefly outlined some key elements in a framework for doing research

on allocation policy in adult education. However, there is an obvious weakness

with a paradigm based solely on general theory. Although the most common principles

bearing on the relationship Jf social structure and social change to education hold

equally true for pre - adult and adult education, general theory is developed without

actual data on adult education (cf. Alanen,.1978).

While the links between the wider society and pre-adult education take on a rather

"easily" definable character (seethe Lundgren chart), the ties with adult educe-

tion,are diffuse and less clear. This is a reflection of the different roles of

pre-adult and adult education in society.

A key assumption in general theory presented there is that education has external

effects on society and that the inner functions of schooling are linked to the

ev
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,external -functions. The fact that there exist wide differences about what these

,exerriat functions are and the character of the linkage mechaniSm is irreleven

to'the point'we want to make. Thus the main difference between adult education and'-

pre-adult education is that the former in some case may haie only an inner furidA-

tion. This is the case when the education fulfills only the role of, e.g. cultOral

consumption, wore or less in the same way as does a visit to a museum'. This dis-

tinction is different, although somewhat related to the common notion that the

major distinction between pre-adult and adult education is that the former

.prepares the students for future Itfe tasks while adult education3 is a response

to immediate needs. This discrimination, relevant as it is, misses the point that

the fulfillment of some of these needs is linked to the external function of

education, e.g. the labour market's need for qualiffcation.

We said earlier that allocation policy rests on two assumptions: that persons

with low resources can be recruited and that the educational process will create

resources. The paradigm addresses itself to bothaspect's. It deals _directly with"'

the question of production of resources and indirectly with recruitment. Thus

participation has to be,understood in the perspective of the cumulative effects

of the pre-adult educational system on recruitment to adult education. Thus,

instead of just concentrating on the differences between pre-adult and adult*6du-'

cation and treating them as two completely separate systems, participation in

adult education should be seen in the context of the. role pre-adult education is

awarded in society. It is puzzling that adult educators can so fully embrace 'the

principle of lifelong - education, and~yet still treat adult education as a system

in splendia isolation. Our discussion_on applicability will depart from the

holistic view of education that has been advocated and be orgnized around the

constructs of socializations and allocation.

Socialization

I. is obvious that adult edvation has.played a limited role with regard to

socialliation. However, we will adopt the view that cultural and social trans-

mission include not only the transmission of tradition from one generation to

tne next; but also the transmission of knowledge or cultural and social patterns

from anybody who "knows" to anyone who does not4(Singleton, 1974:28). Socializa-'

tion should thus be thought of as a lifelong Process:in which the individual,

through interaction with the surrounding world, obtains hiS identity.
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theretarethree things a-person requires before he is able to perform satisfac-

:000n,aroie.(irrim, 1966).. He must know what is expected of him (both with

e467A,to hell'aviour ant( values); he must be able to meet the role requirements;

and he must desire tb practise the behaviour and pursue the appropriate ends.
6

Depaking.from these three elements the authbr establishes the following cross-

:claslification in order to analyze changes in the con+ nt of socialization

,.-through the life cycle (Brim, 1966:65).

Behaviour Values

Knowledge A

Ability C D

Motivation E

Cells A and B indicate respectively that the individual knows what behavidur is

expected of him and what ends he should pursue. Cells E and F indicate that the

,individual is motivated to behave in appropriate ways to pursue the designated

values. Cells C and 0 indicate that the individual is able to carry but the

behaviour and to hold appropriate values. \

According to Brim, the most important changes from childhood to/adult socializa-

tion are the shifts.in emphasis from motivation to ability and knowledge and from
/

concern with values .6 a concern with behaviour. Society assumes that the adult,

knows the ,ralues to be pursued different roles, that he wants to pursue them

with the socially appropriate means, and that all that remains to be done is to

teach him what to do. That this interpretation of adult socialization governs the

perceived functions of adult 9ducation is reflected in the following quotation

from Verner (1964:88):

. "For purposes of adult education, at least, we can say, therefore, that
an adult is a person who has come into ,t state of life in which he hus
assumed respcnsibility for himself and usually for others, and who has
concomitantly accepted a functionally productive role in his community

This distinct-:on defines the character of adult education, sets the
bounaartes for research into the changiny pattern.; of responsibilt.ty in
adult life., and identifies the corresponding functions which adult educa-

'tion Should perform. An important problem for research is to formulate
learning objectivei which are functionally related to the emelliny tasks
that create the need for learning and provige the motivation for,parei-
cipation in adult education."

-



1;1604*:99in9:iht0 a more -detailed analysis of the cells in Brim's scheme, we

-want:t0:point out that the ,role of adult education varies from country'to country,

:60endihg on hiStorial, economic, politicaFand_cultural factors.

_Societies that-historically are in a revolutionary phase take quite adifferent

view on adult socialization from the one proposed hy Brim and reflected in

Verner's writing. Consequently, adult education is oft' n not only consciously
i*

used butalso described as an instrument for transmitting new values and-effecting:

motivation. Where the intbntjon is to break down an old society and to build a

new, morality becomes one of the primary learning priorities (cf. Paulston, 1970;

The emphasis on basic ,ialues and general socialization comes out very clearly in,

for example, documents on adult edu,ation from the East European countries.

Skalka (1977:79) states: "It is in the very systein:of lifelong communist educa-''

tion that adult -education fulfills its significant.irreplaceable function." He

fu ,ner noes that "it raises the qualifications of the working people, contri-

butes to the formation of their ideological, political, specialist and cultural

level and of the socialist way of lift." In'these countries political education
. .

belongs among the broadest branches of adult education (cf. Fukasz,

\ The transmission of values through adult education is'llso very clear..n many

Third World countries, where th2 primary concern is the destruction of an earlier

colonial system and the creation of a no system. Thus the mass literary

campaigns often have strong ideological roots, as is the case in Algeria, Cuba,_

Tanzania and Vietnam.

a

Countries like Canada, Sweden and the U.S.A., which are in a,conservative phase,

are not concerned with general re-socialization. Consequently, adult education

is seldom looked upon or referred to as an instrumenefor influenting basic

values. The exception occurs when adult education has a mal-ked component of m-
y ,.

Aocialization as in, for dkample, the education of immigrants. As a contrast to

the situation,in the U.S:A. today, at around 1920 "AmeriCanization" - the ma4n'

artivity of the public evening schools - dominated the scene to the extent that
-

adult education beZame synonymous with Americanization (Knowles) 197756).

The rest of the discussion on tile applicability of the construct "socialization"

--.-1--ni--------- --x--.---

will be structured around "knowledge",'Ntility" and "motivation" accoFding to

Brim's scheme, .

. .,,

\
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.he4PrOianoinicedroleAhat adult education'has,been awarded in the'process of

:WO* SOCIaliiation is related to-the rapid scientific and technological

elfaiigeT lb-To today's situation has*snmesimilarities with whIt

#0iO4 Somehundrerlyears ago when due-to the diversified" labour the

Oaditinnal institutions foisocialization (family, chtirch.and.community),needed

6=6e:complemented by a new institution ;education:Cue to changes in the

e0n6iliy,the-siiuCture of.the education system is beginning to be cluestioned and

a'recirganization.of the educational systeM after the principle of lifelong

-...ecification-(or recurrent education) is put forward.

'The-geiieral,argument for society to invest in adult education is that the well

;educated youth tuuay'is an obsolete mangy,tomorrow, and that the accelerated pace

of social change puts us in danger,of becoming obsolete, ot only with regard to

:knowledge and skills, but also in values and senses of belonging (see e.g. Jensen p

et al 1954:V), The role of adulteducation would be to keep Cells A and C

'knowledge and ability) at a level matching the changes.

'Adult education as a way to meet the challenges created by science and technology

is in no way a new phenomenon but was put forwa7-d also in the beginning of this '

'Oentbry. jhere is a difference. in reasoning that is worth mentioning. After World
- ,

War II', the arguments for adult education have been mostly related to the economy,

"Whil,Ohe cultural lag that was the focus in the earlier literature (see e.g.

indeman, 1921; SOU, 1924:5) plays a relatively smaller roje.

The crucial question with regard to knowledge-ability is who is, really affected

the technological changes and.to what extent? The general notipn in the fifties

and sixties was that at all levels of qualification more education was needed to

master the job, i.e., the labour market was consistently moving towards jobs

.which involved a general elevation of educational requirements, The actual deve-
-.

lOpment,is, h we have tried to show elsewhere (Rubenson, 1979), somewhat

different. There has not been a consistent move towards more educationally

demanding,_ jobs, but rather towards greater polarization. Mechanization and

,atitomatiori have substantially reduce the qualifications required of large

.groups, while a minority - although a growing one - is engaged in tasks,requiring

_higher qualifications and a greater degree pf specialization. Thu effect of the

111026.1.42..,
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A)91arii4ticin hicanS,that the differences existing among variouss.Oroups entering

thejehoUrnerket-become.more 'and more Pronounced throughout the life span.
.3 ,. 1 .

.Witfrregard to,the external-intAlal function of education,,cellsA and -C have

over the last 20 years been closely connected with the economy's demand for

qualifications; that is, to satisfy the economic goal (cf. the earlier discussion.

on Swedish policy). The internal process of these programs can neglect'the value

and motivational aspects as the transmission of general role expectations is

achieved through earlier schooling and allocation process. From what we have

beer, saying about the development in the labour market, it is obviotl that the

econoMy.goal will come into conflict with the'allocation goal.

As often pointed out in the'adult education literature, the changes affect not

only the demand for qualified labour, but also everyday skills as those involved

in child-raising, health, leisure time activity. Adult education has here become'

a substitute for tne help that the social network that existed in the tradi-

tional communities could provide. If one were to take the standpoint that the

person had the Motivation, the only would be to provide the knowledge

and skills necessary. There is, as we shall-discusslater, little-proof to

justify this assumption.

Motivation and.Values

Returning to the interpretation of the Swedish policy of adult education, it is

clear that the adult education experience is supposed fo effect not only khow-

ledge and ability, but also motivation Cells E and F). An important component

in the resources by which the individu ) can command his life situation is the

motivation to pursue the desired beha lour, e.g., participate in political or

cultural activities.

The educational process cannot, be separated from its social context. Thus adult

education theory cannot be based on the normative standpoint that education i

should influence motivation in a certain direction. Political and other decisions

reflecting the value system might come to influence the educational process in

such a way that the participants will come to be socialized 4n quite another way

Than expected (see, for instance,fribghielm's article below)
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:AilacatibirandLegitimation

t

With regard-to the,paradigm in Fig. 2, how do the allocation and legitimation

funCtions'aiiply;to adult education? According to the paradigm the creation of

resources-dePends'ncii only on what takes place during the studies, but also on

the rules deiAing what rolei "graduates! may play in society. In research on

outcomes of adult education one usually neglects the last aspect. Instead, the

.,p:=Oblem isconceptualized as follows:

Educational
Experience-

Adults engage

process.

Immediate
Iducztional ' Outcome
Outcome

Intermediate

' ,Adults put to
Adults learn

l

use what they .'

knowledge, learned.

skirls,
behaviour,

Outcomes from -
these efforts

attitudes. can be attri-
_ - _ . _buted,_at_least

. in part, to
1

ddadational

\- experience.

I

Figure 3: Distinctions between Immediate, Intermediate and
Ultimate Consequences (Adapted from Farmer,"Sheats-
and Deshler, 1972:33) t

Ultimate
Outcome

Cumulative
efforts of
many adult
learners bring
about a commu-
nity change
which can be

attnibuted, at_
least in part;'
to the educa-
tional experi-
ences of adult
learners.

The outcome will, according to the chart, depend entirely on the educational

experience. The underlying assumption in the adult education literature is that

there is a positive refitionship.between the adoption of adult education-0ln-

Ciples (influence from the learner, etc.) and the outcome.

To the best of our knowledge there does not exist any study that has directly

addressed the allocation effects of adult education. We will, therefore, discuss

this matter indirectly, departing from the following axiom:

The better an education pays off in the form of income, ssatus, occupation,
political efficacy, cultural competence and related facrors the greater
the socio-economic differences between participants and non-participants.

39
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'..vreasoping,w131 proceedAntwo steps. 'First we-shail look at different forips

-pf.adult_eduCation with-regard to socio-economic d:fferenCet and then to what

'------77.14:604i-prineipleTof-adult.leducationis applied.
4,

Eelow.we haveattempted, on the basis of English. North American and Swedish datio

insert-some forms of adult education bn,the socio-economic difference dimension:

1 2 3 4

No sacio-economic
differences established

between participants
and non-participants

1 = Learning-project

2 = Study circles, c..smunity organizations.-churches

3 = Education through- mployer

-4 . College and University programs for adults

It may seem strange here that "learning-project"
1) is included as it is more or

less self-directed. However, with the acceptance (in words if not in deeds) of

lifelonc-learningcas a master ,uncept for organizing the educational system, the

area for public'policy is widened drasticA1ly as the concept embodies a rather

...............--broad.v.i.ew..af....learaing.Tig,t/A.legislliorion lifelong-learning states:

Learning takes place through IvrmaLand iformal instruction, through

educational programs conductea by public and private educatnal and ether

inotitutions and organi.ations, through independent gtudy, d through the

efforts of business, industry, and labor. (Title 113, Section 131(9)

Large socio-

econenic
differences
established
between parti-
cipants and non-
participants

With this view on learning, research on learning efforts has become of vital

interest to those forMulating policy and rootrolling the distribution of resources

(see Ziegler, 11977). This is especially tr.-me asthere doesn't seem to exist any

urked variation in participation in learning. projects'with regard to socio-

economic status or race.
,

IIin. ..

brIef a learning project, also call.d learning effort, is ihighly deliberate

-.
effort to gain and obtain definite knowledge and skill to change in some way.

To be. included, a series of related learning sessions must add up to at least

seven hours (Tough; 1977), .
,

. 6

'Qv_
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0Oing':,thrOu§h the research within the fields of learning projects (1977:10)

mainainS . .

HiOetra's survey, like several others, has shattered some of our stereotypes
abeui,who doeq not participate -in lifelong learning. If, we study, participa
it* in adult education aldsseo, clear differences shog up betwben different
populat:ons. But that may part/9 occur because persons with high educational
aptainmr,nt have cause to believe that co..trses are more legiiimate or effec-.
.tive than selflTlanned learning, whereas those-who have had unhappy school
experiences very intelligeritly -refuse to repeat that experience and will
',Team an their awn. Turning to participation in learning projects, though,
moat of these differences disappear. --

Parenthetically, it is amazing that the results from research on Tearning projects

have not initiated any critical- analysis.of the resources, with which the learning
1

rojects'provide the 'individual. .
.

1
Let us now move to the opposite end of the, scale, where college and university

programs for adults haVp been placed. For economic reasons, as well as for the

sake or .,pity oetween generations, adults who have previously been denied the

possibility to yet post-secondary education are being given a second chailce. The

'people that have bepefited most from the second chance are not, however, those who

never hadfa chance, but those who had the first chance, but did not take it. Hopper

, and Osborrf(1975.78) found that full-time adult universitystudents in England were

downwardly mobile. They could revlsq this downward trend by the adult studies

which thus, in fact, came to work against class-circulation. The Swedish experi-

ence from the reform of higher education is of spec41 interest in this connec-

tion as it'is one of the few attempts in the worldto evolve a coherent approach

to ppeningpostsecondary education t6 adults. The Swedish experience so far is

that the reform has served persons from the upper - middle class who were alrefiy

quite well educated. Further, the findings follcw-the classical patterns that

the more prestigious and desirable_programs are the greater 'the social difference.

between participants (cf. Kim, 1979). .

The Swedish Survey of Living Conditions shows that the largest socio-economic

differences are found th post-secondary education (SC8, 1978). The great bulk of

adult education in Sweden is, however, done through the study associations, which
.

di, linked to the popular movements. As indicated on the scale, there are social

differences between pdrticipants in this form of education, though they are not

as marked as at the colleges and universities. The same pattern has been observed

- in the USA (see Johnstone kRivera, 1965:85).
,!ot
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0 0.

According to the axiom, we would expect that the adult university programs, due

to the rules that define what a person legitimately can do, would create the

greatest resources and the learning projects the least. To a large extent this

is a reflection of the demand for credit and certification in society, However,

we should be careful not to reduce the ques'Iihn of resources to a matter of

credit - lower sozio-economic, evels, adult educa-

tion is used for skill certifi tion or licence, while at the higher socio-

economic level the emphasis on job mobility (cfriohnstone & Rivera, 1965:159;

Cross, 1979:89). In the sam way, non-credit is tob heterogeneous a concept to be

useful. What a really wan to know is to what extent the programs are just a

form of recreation and to what extent they create, e.g., culttlral and political

resources. Following the iom, the hypothesis would be that the socio-economic

differences would be mo pronounced where the content could be labelled "high-brow

culture" than in recreation classes. Unfortunately the materials we have found

have been grouped in such a way that they cannot be used for answering the

postulated hypothesis.

The econd step in-our analysis is to look at how the instructional methods

appli d agree with the principles of adult education. Available data (see e.g.

Johnston & Rivera, 1965; SCB, 1978) indicate that the socio-economic differences

are most marked in programs in which talks or lectures dominate and are smallest

where discussion is the method used. Stated in another' way, there seems to exist

a negatf've connection between the use of adult education principles and the

creation of resources. So as not to bP misunderstood, it should be stated that

this is not a criticism of the principles of adult education as such. We whole-

heartedly agree with the idea tha*t adults, as well as children for that matter,

as far as possible should have influence over their own studies and be active.

The point we are trying to make is that the outcomes cannot be seen just in rela-

tion to the educational process as such, but that we must also take into account

what roles, culturally, politically and economically, to which the educate

,allocates the person.

Participation

The discussion so far has dealt with only one of the two assumptions behind

allocation policy in adult education: that participation in adult education should

create resources. Departing from the general theory, we shall now talk to the

other basic assumption, i.e., those with low resources should be recruited:
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The object of education is to develop in the child a certain number of physical,

.intellectual and moral states demanded of him not solely by the political

society as'a whole, but also by the particular milieu for which he is specifi-

cally destined (Durkheim, 1956:71). Thus, despite some rhetoric to the c6ntrary,

, children do not leave the educational system witti the same basic values.

With regard to Brim's scheme, the student, due to selective socialization and the

allocation functions of education, will come to differ with regard to Cells

A7.F. Given that, we accept, in principle, the argument so far, the question to be

answered is: to which groups in society has the educational system transmitted

the instruments indispensable to the successful undertaking of adult education

Looking at the research on participation in adult education, we would conclude

that it is almost axiomatic that adult education increases rather than decreases

the educational gap between socio-economic groups.

Adult educators often point to schools as the major villain. However, it is

not very fruitful to concentrate only on experienced comfort and well-being in

order to explain the influence of schools on subsequent participation in adult

education. Such a discussion departs from the implicit assumption that the only

purpose of the system is to facilitate the achievements of educational and °

instructional goals. One thus avoids the problematic aspect of how to account for

the influence of the4external functions of education.

An "adult education" that implicitly takes for granted that the adult is a

conscious, self-directed Individual in possession of the instruments vital to

making use of the available possibilities for adult education and that relies on

sea-selection to recruit the participants, will help to widen, not narrow, the

educational and cultural gaps in society. Further transmitting a culture closely

linked to the one dominant among the already resourceful group will result in

adult-education all the more perfectly strengthening this group. Far from being

neutral, the system reflects the values of the dominant groups. Thus, according

to Bourdieu's thesis on cultural reproduction (Bourdieu, )977), the more

successfully we declare the neutrality of adult education,,the more effectively

will the system reproduce the dominant culture.

Despite the gross differences in participation between socio-economic groups,

there are many participants from the so-called disadvantaged groups. If they

43
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participate in programs which only create resources in the area where they

already are fairly strong, the redistribution effects will be quite small. We

shall try to illustrate this by referring to participation by Swedish women

classified as farmers. Their total participation figure is, about the average for

Swedish women (SCB, 1978). Fiftv-sly. per cent of these women have been recruited

to a study circle in handicrafts. (The average figure among Swedish women was

25, per cent.) This type of course is usually of a hobby character that would

mainly provide social resources. The interesting thing is that, according to

other data (see SCB, 1979:21%), women farmers a1i.76i0 fiav,stronger social

resources than women in general.

'To order to account fully for the cumulative effects of the pre-adult education

system, we also have to look at the way in which people are allocated to different

natural societal settings and how-these affect participation in adult education.

The, allocation of roles influences participation in two ways. Firstly, certain

roles provide more opportunities to take part in adult education than do 'others.

This is most obvious if we look at occue tional positions. Not only do those in

higher positions get more opportunities thre i their work to'take part in

instit.tionalized forms of education, but t also have by far the best chances

to learn new things bn the job itself (see SCB, 1978:247). Further, they are in

environments which give them scope for influencing their situation.

The other way that the allocation of roles has an impact is more indirect and

has to do with how the objective world influences the perception of reality.

Thus, mental structures are inevitably formed differently in different social

and histor cal settings (Mannheim, 1936:238). Th;s is reflected, for example, in

the estabe. ed relationship between job design and the individual's life outside

work.

When the scope for personal initiative on the job was limited by factors in, the

work process, then the individual's ability to participate during leisure time in

activities which called for personal initiative seemed to decrease (Meissner,

1971). When employees were given increased influence over their own work, they

showed a greater interest iii participating in decision-making processes, both it

work and outside work (Gardell, 1976).

_
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Changes in the natural societal environment may modify the individual's view of

andransdit new values and competencies appropriate to the changed role.

Changing the social setting can also alter the instruments through whiCh,a person

relates to adult education. We could illustrate the relationship between the

socialization effect and allocation effect on d person's active preparedness for

---adUlt-edIccatioW in the following way:
Higher active preparedness
for adult education

Effects of school and
family socialization

.0**

2s No change in active
-/ preparedness for adult

education

....,

....

Effects of .".

the natural
societal setting

,Lower active preparedness
during adult-hood

for adult education

,One weakness of the general theory as presented here is that it does not directly

account for competing cultures. This less of a problem when analyzing the

school system, which is built on the dominant culture, than when analyzing adult

education, which nas a somewhat more pluralistic structure.
.

It may be recalled that S/F theory a.;sumes consensus across social systems while

Marxist theory departs from shared values within class and from conflict between

classes. There is, however, a third way, the cultural revitalization theory,

which, in contrast, focuses not on social classes but on deliberate organized

conscious efforts by members of a society to constructLa more satisfying culture

(Paulston, 1976:30). Before ending the discussion on the applicability of the

general theory, we therefore must address the question of competing cultures.

Competing Cultures

We can picture a situation in which a revitalization movement through adult

education transdits a culture which is in conflict with the dominant vulture.

Fig. 5 could be said to represent the situation in Sweden at the end of the

19th century and the beginning of the 20th, when the popular movements formed

their own adult education instititutuions; folk high schools and study asso-

ciations. Up until the present time these study associations form the back-



Dominant
Culture

Conflict

Selects, classifies, N. "

distributes, transmits and
evaluates all that is

dr considered to be "public
knowledge"

Selects, classifies, distributes,
transmits and evaluates all that
is considered to be "the movement's
knowledge'

Fig. 5. Competing culturearansmitted through adult education.
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The educational

system reproduces
the cultural and
social structure
in society

The educational
system reproduces
the culture and
social standing
of the,movement
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_

ne.pf,adulX-editcation in Sweden. The_aim,of, themovementsAlas been to innovate,

*MerelYAliCreie elements, but largely new cultural systems specifying. new

and behaviours.

:Take-the.workers'movements as an example. By establishing their own study associa-.

tion, they had.the power to control the content and'methods and allowed their

:educational programs to reflect their ideology (see Fig. 6).

In-parenthes-i-sT-it--could-be -mentioned that the North American labour movement, in__

contrast,, decided to rely on existing adult education institutions. Instead of

.trying to seize control and reproduce their own culture, they came to rely,op

institutuions that reflected the dominant culture. 1 '21P 7?

. Society.

ROMOition movement (ideology, goals)

Instructor

Target group Content

Techniques

Devices

Outcomes

Fig. 6. Linkage between revitalization movement and the educational process.

Adult education as part of a movement -had both a socialization function (is

defined in Brim's scheme) and an allocation function. The task of adul' eucatica

was to train and, strengthen the leadership and make the workers part of their

culture and in command of their life situations. The movement's education also

came to be an important channel formobility through non-traditional routes.

ti

The relationship in Sweden between the revitalization movements and the dominant

culture has changed during this century. The movements have, more and more, become

part of the establishment (see Fig. 7).

3. 47
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Culture

Time

-Fig. 7. The changed relationship between the dominant culture and the one

iepresented,by the moiement.

The- changed relations are 'reflected in the State subsidy to the study associa-

,tions,.mhich since they were introduced in 1947 have drastically effected the

situation for, the movements. The two most obvious'consequences have been an

enormous growth (the participation rate was about ten times higher in 1977 than

in 1947) and the difficulties in retaining and articulating the movement's

,sp,ecific culture (cf. SOU 1979:85).

The movement's program of adult education has through the subsidy system an

unavoidable relationship with society at large. Thus the value system in soc'ety

has, through political decisions, come to restrict the reproduction of the ,ove-

inent's cultire and increase the influence of the dominant culture.

Goa

The allocation function of popular adult education has also changed. The wide-

spread credentialiim is society has also reached the movements. Their educdtional

system has come to be used less as an alternative, but more as a complement to

------the-official-educational system.

,

Conclusion.

It is our view, as indicated in this article, that the general theory as outlined

mfig. 2 is adequate when solving problems with regard to the allocation policy

ii adult education. The general theory (Fig. 2) is directly applicable to those

forms of adult education that are pet of the official educational system, e.g.,



,idni000-schools, thus largely governed by the same mechanism as pre - adult +.

ObCation. This is not to say that the interaction systems are the,same. While

70eOfricUla cap by a suffijent starting point for looking at the links

*wen:the Wider-sociey and ph-adult education the financing arrangements

Cannot be left out when dealing with adult education (see e.g. MOrch-Jacobsen's

article below).

A The situation in Sweden today is that the allocation policy is implemented

through two different but somewhat related systems. One part of tne adult educe-

tion is completely -fin the power of the public authorities. The other part, the

Popular adult edUcation, which could be seen as a competing culture is connected

with the official system through the subsidy system. In order to account for the

role of the revitalization movements in Swedish Ault education, some changes

are needed in the presented paradigm (see Fig. 8): It.is argued that the educa-

tional process as well as the allocation function are effected not only through

their relation with the wider society at large but also by the relation to the

revitalization movement.

Up to this point we have outlined briefly a framework for conducting research on

the Swedish allocation policy. We have touched on,the problem of taking the so-

called discipline adult education as a point of departure and the need to

integrate general theory into the discipline. In doing that, we pointed to the

, relationship between the external and internal functions of educption. It was

argued that, to the extent that the adult education system is governed by the

same ideology, power and per:eived group self-image as the formal school system,

our assumption is that tis function is related to the functions of the formal

educational system and that the various roles it seemingly plays in socialization

have to be understood by the selection that has already taken place.

0

Obviously this whole structure is presented here only in fundamental terms. Our

intention here is merely to outline, the main points. The studies to be presented

in this volume are all carried oJt within the theoretical context briefly

described above.
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Cultural-, cOnblic, Political and Social- Structure
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Fig. 8.' The relationship between society, adult education through a revitalization movement
and the creation of individual resources.
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INTRODUCTION

.4? . .

POLICY IN THE

:TIU NT RIES O

AtIckation policy and adult education are concerned with social change. Thus the

vital issue concerns the Went to which adult education can help to improve the

Tiving,,situation of individual people and to change relationships within and

-between groups - large and small - and the community as a whole.

This4:is a highly complex question, and we do not really possess ahy substantial

0 ,t._--

do-umentation on which to base an answer to it. There are, admittedlya great

numgerof treatises, r.costl,. theoretical. Thus the hypotheses concerning ,education

and social change have reflected a wide variety of premises (usually ideologically

with structural functionalism and (more recently) the theory o6ystems,,

Aonstituting one body of opinion ..and theories of conflict, including Marxism and

anarchistic utopism, constituting another.

-6

These hypotheses, however, rest on very slender foundations in terms of empirical

_surveys concerning educational changes and their large-scale social effects -

intentional and unintentional.

In most cases where educational changes are implemented, only the goals and the

1mplemintation process are described, the effects being seldom subjected to any

closer analysis (Paulston, 1976).
s

In order, ther ore, to achieve a profounder understanding of educational and

social change,- e need to make a systematic study and comparison of a number o'

attempts at change, together with their intentional and unintentional consequences.
t

0

°J'start with, however, one's expectations concerning the results of this type of

research have to be realistic. Thus educational and social change involves an

extremely complex process of interaction between an extraordinary number and

variety of social factors.

a
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.It is naive to suppose that this can be described or explained by means of simple

'Cause-and-effect-models. For example, how can the effects of educational change

be discerned in the complex process whereby present and future society is shaped

, in a permanent interaction of economic, political and organizational forces at

local, national'and international level?

Complications arise not least on account of the vigorous interaction of the educa-

tional sector, with other sectors of society. In many cases, for examie, education

is also an integral part of activities in the organizations representing various

interest groups, and those organizat*Nns too are a factor contributing to social

development.

Specifying the effects of educational changes in general appears to be a complex

undertaking. Discerning the effects of changes in a single education field,: for

our purposes, adult education appears almost impossible. 0

.

But realization of the hazards involved and the entertainment of realistic expecta-

tions
1

ere no excuse for ignoring the question altogether.

One implication of our argument, therefore, is that we need to consider the

following question in the light of practical experience. What social changes can

be achieved in practice through measures in the education secto- and what changes

is it

,

Unrealistic to expect?

We shall now proceed to consider this question more closely with special reference

to the aims of adult education regarding allocation policy, together with the

efforts made and the effects produced in this respect in Sweden. To certain extent

weshall also take examples from otner Nordic countries, i.e. Denmark, Finland and

Norway.

Thus our intention is to assemble material concerning educational practice in a

number of countries which are very similar in structure. This should help to

deepen our understanding of social anci educational change and thus provide us

with.a better foundation for educational decision-making and action.

The deliberations and material presented here come from a survey the author is

cUrrentlyengagedii as expert adviser to the Nordic Council of Ministers. The main

concern of that inquiry, is with allocation policy and adult education in a Nordic
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perspective, so that the inquiry is based on an evaluation of adult education

policy in all th.. Nordic countries.

This inquiry is not yet comiileted; it has just about reached the half-way

mark. The deliberations and findings presented here are therefore preliminary, but

Ne hope that di cussions of this article will Contribute towards the further

elucidation o the problems involved.

WELFARE IN THE NORDIC AREA

Standards of economic afid material welfare in the Nordi: countries are definitely,.

high when viewed in an international context, jMst as class differences in the

Nordic countries are considered to be somewhat less than in most other western

countries. Nonetheless, the level of living surveys undertaken in the Nordic

countries during the 1970s revealed inequalities in the allocation of both material

and non-material resources between different population groups. (Allardt, 1976).

Whereas previously attention focused mainly on economic and material welfare,

the Nordic countries today have a bro4der and more balanced concept of welfare

which can, for example, be epitomized under the heading "The evolution of the

welfare concept. From consumption to human activity and creativity." (Ross, 1975)

This approach is manifested, for example, in Erik Allardt's survey of welfare

in the Nordic countries, which contains the following classification of funda-

mental needs:

(1) needs related to material and impersonal resources (Having)

(2) needs related to love, companionship and sordarity (Loving)

(3) needs devoting self-actualization and the obverse of alienation (Being)

Briefly Erik Allardt operationalizes the concept of welfare into the following

components in his Nordic survey:

(1) Having (2) Loving (3) Being

- Income - Community attachment - PersOnal prestige

- Housing - Family attachment - Insubsitutability

- Employment - Friendship attachment - Political resources

- Health - Friendship patterns - Doing interesting

- Education things

\
t "1 \
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We will not venture here into a discussion of the premises underlying Erik Allardt's

;investigation. Insteadwewill simply present some of the findings as a necessary

background to the description of aims governing adult education in the Nordic

r;cOuntries.
o.

Erik Allardt himself gives the following description of the starting point of his

investigation.

The aim has been to study indit,idual welfare. However, the tripartite classi-
fication of values does not exclude the consideration of values related to
social structure. When studying the dispersiat of Having, Loving and Being' we
are in fact studying the amount of equality - ineq.ality. If we follow a
suggestion by Johan Galtung, social ,justice in its turn can be operationalized
by studying how need satisfaction correlates with important social background
variables such as class, sex, age, religion, race etc. Social justipe is thr'n
the condition under which there are,no correlation: one's need satisfaction
does not depend on who one is. Thus social justice prevails when, e.g. health
does not depend on social class, ability to find companionship does not depend
on race, political resources do not depend on sex, and so forth.

It is-on these premises that Erik Allardt has investigated the allocation of

welfare in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. His main findings tally with those

obtained in,similar studies at national level. The main structure of his findings,

too, is the same for all the Nordic countries. Thus he finds a clear connection

between the components of "having".. In other words, the duration and nature of

education are bound up with income, housing conditions, employment and health. The

longer a person's education, the greater will be his income,' housing conditions

and health. Similarly Allardt finds that there is a population group (about 15

per cent) which has had a short-term educaticn and which by Nordic standards has

low income level, less good housing conditions, phylically and mentally strenuous

work and inferior health status. Furthermore, he finds a connection between having

and being, i.e. a connection between education,,living standard and, for example,

opportunities of influencing society politically, doing interesting things and

enjoying personal prestige.

The differences shown by Erik Allardt are similar to the results of severM other

parallel surveys. They have been an important back-ground for political action in

the nordic countries with the aim to put different, groups on i'more equal .

footing. Attention has naturally focused primarily, on eduCation, in view of the

importance with which it is credited as an infltiece on the distribution Of other

58
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benefits. Thus all of the Nordic countries have conducted practic0 experiments

in different forms of egalitarian policy within most educational sectors.

Norte . education policy has lately teen based on the assumption that a realloca-

tion of education is one instrument to sei.ure social change in favour of a more

.equal allocation of other resources between the various groUps of the population.

First and foremost there has been a desire to-reverse a trend whereb/social

heritage determines the s:ope and nature of the education received oy the next

. generation. Taking the education system as a whole, the expansion which took

place in the Nbrdic countries, during the sixties and seventies has not notably

reduced the inequalities (see e.g. H6rnqvist & iensson, 1980; Orum, 1976; The

CommiSsion of Low Income, 1980).

These experiences have made policy-makers aware of the fact that there has been

too much faith on what a general strengthening of resources for adult education

could lead to. Further edycation policy has come to be seen as interacting with

labour market policy, social policy and housing policy and with the general

structure of welfare policy. The worst jobs in the labour market are not eliminated

through adult education. Other people take them over, and competition for all job

opportunities is intensified. If adult education is to contribute towards greater

equality between different population groups, it must overcome powerful social

mechanism working against the 1.rocess of equalization. Thus an expansion of formal

qualifying adult education will not_in_ttself be sufficient to improve the posi-

_____tionof7apartialar group.

THE AIMS OF ADULT EDUCATION IN THE NORDIC COUNTRIES

AllOcationjolicy is presented and interpreted 'n the artcleby Kjell Rubenson

(see pp. 1-45).

However the greatest insight is to be gained by considering practical results.

Thus it is arguable that practice as a rule reflects substantial aims and that it

is a truer reflection than explicitly formulated goals of the real, division of

power between different interest groupings in society. Aims which have not been

officially formulated, for example, can also play a vital part in the allocation

resources. Thus it is an open secret that experienced politicians and organi-

zational representatives often take a fiscul view of overriding,', erbally formulated

goals and attach greater importance to the distribution of resources.
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Similarly, of course, the goals of adult education, like those of all other

social phenomena, are not static. Thus they reflect the relative power yielded

by.different (political) interest groupings at a particular time. This distribu-

tion of power is changing all the time, Theoretically, therefore, one can

conceive of a transformation between the formulation of goals and the moment

when thay come to be implemented.

We shall now proceed to describe how the normative pattern as expressed by the

allocation goals has been materialized. Our discussion will start with a brief

description of how the goals have been interpreted in the various Nordic

countrieS.

Interpretation of the allocation goal in the-Nordic countries

Politically and at central governmental level, the individual Nordic countries

have to a greeter or lesser extent formulated overriding aims for adult education.

Thus the Swedish Government"made repeated statements on this subject during the

sixties and seventies, while in Denmark, for example, policy statements were

confified to sporadic allusions.

Consequently the elicitation objective does not occupy the same central position

in the adult education policies of all the Nordic countries, and its positioh is

of course a manifestation of the power exerted by different political constella-

tions in the various countries *at certain points of time.

In principle, however, most political groupings in the Nordic area endorse an

overriding egalitarian objective, and there is virtual unanimity Concerning the

fungamental nature of the aim of furthering democracy. On the other hand, diff6ent

interpretations are put on the concepts of equal 'status and equality. Thus a'

distinction is made between formal equality (in the sense of adults having the

same fOrmal rights to education as young persobs), resource equality (socieiymust

ensure that equal economic resources are placed behind the individual person

regardless of social background etc.) equality in terms if formal qualifications
e ,

(it primarily' adults with the best aptitudes that must be helped to get op), or

equality of achievement (educational resources must be reallocated so that the

least advantaged receive most). The interpretation is equal to the alloca-
c

tion
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All these various interpretations have been put forward in the political arena ,

,during discussions of the aims of,adult education. But realization of one egalitarlan

aim can thwart the realization of another. For example, equality of formal quali-,

fications and equality of achievement are mutually antithetical.

Denman k does not have any legislation codifying the aims of adult education, but

the Minister of Education has made several pronouncements on the subject, for

example in connection with the launching of experimental projects. Thus in 1975

the focus was,upon "the large, forgotten groups which up till now have not

possessed the necessary motivation to go in for educational activities or

cultural activities,of a more general nature". Furthermore, the Minister clearly

speaks in terms of allocation policy when she refers to "those who educationally

speaking are most disadvantaged and underprivileged" and says that a system of

lifelong education must not result in_educational improve new for those popula-

tiongroupswhith areilready privileged in this respect. Considerations of alloca-

tion policy are also present in remarks ondraft legislation concerning formal

adult education and labour market training. (MOrch-Jacobsen, 1979)

The Finnish Government adopted a programme of principle for adult education in

1978. This programme .states that particular imoortance should be attached in

the planning of adult er.ucation to the establishment of greater educational

equality: Thus special attention should be paid to that part of the population

whose education is most deficient, the aim being to encourage them to study and

in every way to guarantee and improve their educational opportunities. (Fftintsh

Government, 1978) The Finnish objective has yet to be analyzed at close rang.

However, a series of interviews which the author has conducted with Finnish rese-

archers. administrators, organization representatives etc. in connection with the

work on the Nordic survey, point quite clearly to the allocation approach.

The Norwegian Adult Education Act, passed in 1977, states that

The purpose of adult education is to help the individual achieJe a more
meaningful life. This Act shall help to give persons ofadult.age equal
access to Rhowledgee insight and skills which stimulate the spiritual and
personal development of the individual and which strengthen the capacity of
the imdividual for, independent effort and co-operation with others in
working life and in the life of the community,

R



his,section'of the Norwegian Act is variously interpreted, b4c it'should be

apsidered in relation to another section of the,same Act, Section 24, which

!expressly refers to the reallncation of educational resources between social

:classes, age groups and. the sexes (BM No 35, May 28, 1976). Furthermore, one,

:observer concludes frrA an analysis of the Norwegian' Act thut-"the section of the

Adult Education Ac' most concerned with allocation policy enjoys widespread pol-

tkcal support". (Knudsen, 1979) Another relevant document is the long-term pro-

Aramme (1977-81) adopted by the Norwegian Government in_1976, which-Underlines

duties towards particular groups in society in relation to adult education

,4horwegfan-Parliament, 1976-1977).

The concept of equality underlying Swedish adult education objectives is best

referred to as ,equality of achievement and the aim of the allocation policy is

to redistribute economic, political, social and cultural resources (see Rutenson,

pp. 4-10).

54

Summing up, the allocation aspect has been and still remains a central component

of the explicitly formulated aims of adult education as defined by the govern-

.ments of Denmark, Finland, NorWay and Sweden.

ke shall now turn to L,P ass the measures taken in order'to realize the allocation

policy and analyze the effects of these measures.

MEASURE OF ALLOCATION POLICY IN NORDIC ADULT EDUCATION

- All of the Nordic duntries have implemented a number of measures of allocation

policy, especially during the second half of the 1970s. The most impbrtant of

these measures are as follows.

Entitlement to educational leave (Only in Finland and'Sweden)

In Finland and,Sweden there exist legislation that entitles allcemployees to leave

absence in order to participate in adult education. An employer may possibly

stipulate a certain period from this leave of absence, but otherwise the' employee

can devote his /leave of absence to any form of instruction and is entitled to

resume his employment afterwards. An employee can also opt to work part-time a

few hours a week.
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Economic assistance for adult education partftipants

Sweden is the only country in the Nordic -area if21,2TgArad_system-of economic

support for adult educaticay.--Thusicsupport can be given to particular

-grldups which are given priority for reasons of allocation policy. The number of

beneficiaries is limited by resources, but support is given to those considered

most in need. t

This economic support provioas almost complete compensation for the loss of

earnings entailed by partic pation in adult education during working hours.

There exist two forms of subsidies for adulcs.Hourly and daily study grants

provide compensation for participating in shorter courses, up to 70 hours.

Studies which must be pursued for longer uninterrupted periods qualify for a

-'special study allowance.

Outreaching activities at workplaces and in housing areas

Experimental activation schemes have been mounted,in all the Nordic countries.

These schemes have entailed personal contact with the target groukin order to

break down barriers relating to information and attituoes, and they have been

conducted both at workplaces and in housing areas.

In Denmark the Minister of Education "has announced legislation concerning activa-

tion measures.-

In Norway, provisions concerning activation measures halie been included in the

Adult Education Act (1978), but activation measures have not yet acquired any

considerable scope in practice.

In Sweden, activation measures at workplacet and among fishing and farming

communities are the subject of legislation passed in 1975, and these activities are

far more extensive than in, otherother Nordic countries. Parallel to the legisla-

tion concerning activation measures at workplaces, a Shop. Stewards' Act has been

passed concerning the status of union officials. This Act makes it possible for

outreaching activities to be conducted among employees during working hours.
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vekeleni--of educational formgind content

IffortsAnthefield of allocation,policy,have rrimarily been concerned with

iffering recruitment in existing adult education. Thus little effort hai been

,_made ,to develop the education for those adult grcups whiO are given priority in

-terms of allocation policy. For example, no such provisions are to be found in

the-othemise so comprehensive Swedish reforms passed in 1975. In certain fields,

however, development nas taken place in all the Nordic countries. The following

examples will be mentioned.

courses specially designed for acic,' who lack a fundamental command par-

ticularly of reading and writing have been introduced as part of formal adult

education. Special arrangements have been introduced for the disabled, the mentally
.$

retarded etc., and.teaching has been specia1144 adapted to these groups. Language

and scnial education courses have been provided for immigrants.

Norway hasafso laid dorm in its Adult Education Act that alt ,native .-Imary edu-

cation is to be aeveloped for adults. This is expected to confer the -ai-e formal

qualifications as traditional primry education, but it will be tailored more

closely to the aptitudes, needs and experiences of adults. Thus instruction will

not be tied down to traditional curricula, as is th.,cast. ritK formal instruction

at present. The Act also declares the intention o' building ur an alternativL

system of evaluation in which, for example, job experience can be credit:d and can

confer formal qualifications. Means of translating these ideas into practice are

currently being discussed (Dalin, 1979).

THE EFFECTS bF IMPLEMENTED REFORMS

As was mentioned by way of introduction. the entire question of measuring the

effects of changes undertaken in the field of adult education is highly compli-

cated in terms both of more theoretical considerations and of empirical 6easuremvnt.

Thus the measures undertaken can be evaluated in various fields and on various

levels, such as therfollowing.

1) Now many individuals and which persons have been recruited, i.e. what is the dis-

tribution of participants by background data? Which social and educational groups

have been reached? Which people have been recruited within the various groups - th
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active and highly motivated members or other members? Whut is the background.0

.thepar"ticipants who drop out?

"2) What is the effect on the total living situation of the individual participts?

One can, for example, adopt a wider approach in terms of welfare, possibly

following Allardt's'ilhave.love-be" classification in the Nordic welfare survey.

c

3) The effect in terms of the strengthening of organizations and other groupings;

to what extent have they been strengthened as a result of adult education

measures, and how conductive are they to the fulfilment of goals of allocation

policy?

4) The effect on society as a whole in relation to allocation aims.

5) Which of the inteAed effects 'have been achieved, and what unihtentional.effectS

have there been?

Starting with recruitment, an evaluation will here be undertaken of the effects

of the allocation policy.

Effects of allocation policy measures on recruitmentx)

The recruitment of participants in adult educa.tiOrLis_a we1J:mapPed sector of adult

education research in the Nordic area. Thus in all the Nordic countries several

investigations have been made concerning the bkckgrounds of participants.

Table 1 shows recruitment to some different forms of adult education.

Due to different methods of classifying the material and varying time - periods, it

is difficult to make comparisons between the countries. It should also be noted

that the statistical figures which appear are somdwhat uncertain.

01'

xiThissection is mainly reprodud from Rubensa, 1979.

r



Participants in some different forms of adult education.

,(After Rubensorri, 1971:5) All figures in per cent.

ITehMark .

.

-.Bunnage & Hedegaard
(=1978) refers to ages

t201: who participated

1975

:iloeviay

1-Knudsen & Skaalvik
::(1979) refers to
;participants August
11977 - May 1978

Finland
.Lehtonen & Tuomisto
(1975) refers to
participants

\
1971:72

Sweden
\

SCB\S1978) refers
to ages 16=74+ who
partitipated 1974

Voluntary Competence-
Total educational oriented adult

association education

In-serxice '

education

33 16 3
0

24 15.5 11

V

20

32 13
1)

1.4 5
2)

(app.13)
c3)

)The figures for Sweden are probably too low. Another SCB-figure shows that the
limner for municipal adult educaticr should be about 3 per. cent. The figures for
the study associations-are also too low. In 1974 there were approx. 2.5 million
circle participants. Hpwever, this number does not refer to physical persons as
one and the same person can be included several times depending on the number of
courses in which he/she participates. At a guess the true value fs approximately

17-18 per cent.

2)
A total of 27 per cent of the employed particpated in some courses during

working hours.

As an be seen from table 1 the voluntary :educational associations occupy a special

position. To illustrate the enprmous,expansion which has taken place in these

associations the development in Sweden during the period 1931-1977 is shown in

talk 2.
. .
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10.1116 aetivitY.'of the-voluntary educational associations in SWeden

:193141977,,-' ,

No. Of circles No of circle
participants.

1931/32
, 97 343

1941/42 -, 14 11 167 817

1951/52 33 482 346 117

1961/62- 87 060 882 777

1971/72 203 423 2 005 741

1977/78
'

3211200 2 997 100

In'what way have the increased opportunities of adult educati-n influenced the = '

distribution of education among different groups in society?

,1

The classic correlations between age - participation and educational /Social group -

participation, consistently emerge (Lehtonen & Tuomisto, 1975; Molander, 1973;.

Bunnage & Nedegaard, 1978; SCB, 1973; Knudsen t'Skaalvik, 1979): Contrary to the i

overall goal, the expanded system of adult education has thus served to increase the

differences within as mell as be tt ween generations in these countries.

? ;

Adult (Aucation as a whole can be included `among the many material and non-material t,

benefits which are unequally distributed in the Nordic countries. Thus there is a

connection between participation in adult education and educational, cultural,

regional, economic, family and general social background. As one might expect,

therefore, the shorter a person's formal education his been. the more inferior

. his nconomic and social conditions will be, and the less likelihood there is of his

participating in adult education as a whole. Within the various educational sroups,

it is primarily the active, well-endowed and highly motivated members who. participate.:-.

The results are not unique. Similar results are rem-red from other countries

(see e.g. London, 19'/0).

\
How are we to account for the fact that educational level consistently shows t

.

\ highest correlation with participation 1 ult education? To some extent of course,.

\
it depends on the fact that the Wighly-edudated are often in Occupational positions ''

1

which offer opportunities of pa-ticipation in different forms of education (see e.g.:.

SCB, 1978, p 248). The Nordic material shows, however, that the differences are

very large even wherenon-competence-giving adult educition is concerned (SCB, 1978;;;i

. \
.-

p\ 147;'Bunnage & Nedegaar.:, p. 69; Kliudsen & Skaalvik, 4979).
.
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iiiii-can-be ex0fained by the socialization which has ta4n place within the family,
. ,

...-

'66.,,,school system and, later on,,in working-life: This has resulted in adult educe- 1..,_

tiOn--becoming a part of the value system of certain groups but not of other groups.

.
'Piricipation in non-competence giving adult'bducation thus has been shqwn to be a

'part of a leisure style consisting of cultural activities - which is most usually

found in the middle and upper classes (Bergsten, 1977, p. 136; Knudsen & Skaalvik,

-'41979, p. 36).

:teveral investigations have yielded the observation thus summarized by Knudsen (1979).

benefas tend to rsemforce on ano,,her. Similarly, individual

benefits are reinforced by structural ones. Citizens with more long-term
fame. ed.ucat:cn often lice in municipalities with abundant adult education
,,opportunities, good infrasmctare and educational amenities within easy
reach. Jraaps ,,,hich are alrea4 privileged =joy more amenities and are in
the best position to avail themselves of t'hose amenities.

Ihie of the explanations of why education has not had the expected equalizing
- .

effects is that the advantaged groups :lave steered provision to too great an

exte-q. This is due to the lack of a precise statement of goals concerning what

-forms and what educational content can work for redtstributive policy, what groups'

living-standards are to be levelled out etc ;Brostrom & Ekeroth, 1977). A study of

'interest in this context is Finstad and Hansen's analysis of recruitment to Workers

voluntary educational association. This study snows that even an organization with

pronounced redistributive policy ambitions has a provision Aiich correrponds best

_ to the denmnds.of the advantaged (Finstad & Hansen, 1976). One contributing factor

is the general character of the subsidies which has made it difficult for organi-

zations,who seek to obtain allocation effects. As they could not compensate for

the increased costs involved in recruiting the underprivileged, they have been

forcedto concentrate on other groups.

;the fact that recruitment problems mist not be seen only as a question of how

information about the existing provision is to be supplied is underlined by the

results of a survey of study needs and study obstacles among undereducated

(Rubenson et al., 1977).

In spite of the availability of a wide selection of courses that was offered a

large group stated that they had no opportunities of studying the course they
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'-.4

.1,

.,,, desired. An examination of the actual provision shows that these 'tatementt are
','.*,

.z,,t,n. Iiientirely referable to ignorance of opportunities; they also reflect deficiences
. '

,,i',-,t jii-the'renge'.of:opportunities. .

-Jim analysis of the effect of adult education are limited, however, by the fact that

most of the-national descriptions have concentrated exclusively on particular points,

.above:all the recruitment _-'^ _^ organizational changes. But this also reflects

- the fact that allocation-APicy measures have above all been concerned with changes

in these copteits.,Conseguently the analysis of allocation effects mainly covers

recruitment effects; effects on the total 14ving, situation of the individual - and,,

connections with the form, content and scope_of adult education - cannot be empi-

rically elucidated to the same extent. We shall, nowever, con-ider the meagre
.4,

material available, and in doing so we shall consider a number of general issues

relating tiithe'educational discussion..

.

Allocation policy aims have been manifested first and foremost through a

succession of measures undertaken specifically on behalf of the groups which are

given top.priority in allocation policy. But the efforts which have been made are

limited in relation to the total body of adult education -and, as we have alreat./

seen, 'they have primarily concerned the recruitment aspect. Thus resources

available for allocation policy measures have been limited. .

-

The discussion so far has dealt with recruitment:to adult education in general. It

should be noted,that many of the studies were made before the allocation measure-

mentk came into full,effect. As regards the groups remited via specific r,asures

of allocation policy, evaluations of both experimental activiiies and permanent

arrangements lead to the conclusion that participant structure differs from that of,

the main Sector of adult education. As regards the identity of the persons recruited

with the aid of special recruitment Measures based on allocation policy, there has

been great success in reaching persons with only 7-8 years' previous schooling and

no vocational education (see e.g. SOU 1974:54). However we must not forget that the

people affected by the special educational measures are few in comparison to the

total number of participants in adult education. Bearing this in mind we shall now

turh to the most Specific measures, outreaching activities and study subsidies.

\
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Few, if any, Nordic adult educational experiments have aroused as much attention

internationally as the /erperimental nrogramme FUVUX pursued with outreaching

activity. Trying to interest people in adult education through personal ccatact

is. of course, not new; on the contrary, it has a long history in Nordic popular

adult education. The new feature which arrived with FUVUX is that the outreaching

activity is given a more established form and organization on the basis of ear-

marked state funds to act as a recruitment model (SOU 1974:54).

The FUVUX activity was followed by a gigantic experimental activity not only in

Sweden but also in the other Nordic countries; so far esp cially in Denmark. To

give an idea of the multitdide of projects which must have been carried out we can

mention that the Swedish National Board of Education's research programme for hous-

ing areas in 1976-1978 included, no less than 136 local plojects (NBE 1978-08-33).

..
:.

Despite - cr perhaps one should say thanks, to - the ext nt of the outreaching

activity it is almost impossible - except in a few instances like FVUX - to

get a coherent picture of the experience gained. From each and every one of the
/

local projects in, for example, the NBE's experimenta, progranme there is a small
/

report. However, in view of the disposition these have been given, it is difficult

drawhanymorecoherent-and general conclusions. /

Wedo not take up this aspect out of any wish to criticize the NBE; rather, the

' intention is to point to the difficulties which exi

in my view a locally based experimental programme

mind that large experimental programmes are under w

t when completely correctly .

is carried out. Bearing in

y in different countries,

.want to stress the need for analytical and co-ordinating ability in the certral

steering group.

However, despite the difficulties we have indicated(we shall try to take up some

fundamental aspects concerning outreaching activity nd try as far as possible

relate the results available to these issues. The po nt of departure is that

outreaching activity - as has been stated in various fficial documents - is a

selective method, based on personal contact, by means of which we want to achie e

redistributive effects i.e. recruit disadvantaged grou0s.

X
his section is mainly based on Rubenson, 1979 (pp. 12 et seq.).

) /
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The first uestion which appears is, of course, how effective the method has

turned out t be. The results of some Swedish experiments have been summarized

in table 3. It is important to stress th4X we must be careful about making any

direct comparisons of these results as the circumstances surrounding them are query

different. In fact it is only when we bring these into the picture that a comparison

becomes inte"esting.

As is evident from table 3 FOVUX has been considerably more successful than all

the other experiments. Three factors have contributed to this:

certain selectivity concerning who was approached

. advantageous study conditions"

the way the:',aaivity was carried out.

As a warning for and a criticism of'the FUVUX result it is sometimes stressed that

the selection which took place at the places of employment was made in such a way

that especially those who could be ex,ected to study were contacted. The results

from the first year of the experiment give this criticism some support as there was

a negative correlation beta en the proportion interested and the proportion con-

tacted at the place of work. However, in the material from subsequent years this

negative correlation does not appear. This, as well as the fact that 64 per cent of

those recruited in the fir.c year had never previously participated in any form of

-studies after elementary school, indicates that the good recruitment results cannot

de dismissed on methodological grounas.

1 The FaUX investigation was not conducted primarily to test outreach;hg activities,

but was set up with the more far-reaching aim of applying flexible studying
arrangements and varous other measures to encourage the participation of those
adults who, for social, psychological and geographical reasons, are not now

enrolled in any kind of adult education programme. The target individuals could
choose between different enrolement conditions (studies divided between working
nours and spare time, sdaie-time studies with 300 kronor in incentive allowance,

or spare-time studies without such an allowance). No charge was made for the

courses or the materials used in 'hem. In addition, 4'narcial assistance was

payable to compensate fo: the ext.a cost of travel, .,als and childminding
entailed by course attendance. These crnditions are distinctly better ttian
what could be offered in other experiments. The effects on recruitment of study
conditions and study support have been investigated. The possibility of studying
half-time during working hours also seems to have had a relatively' large effect

op recruitment. More than half of the Selected participants, who were offered this
study condition, replied that it had been of great importance when they
registered for their studies. On the other hand, the incentive allowance had
no tangible recruitment effect. Furthermore study support, in this case prin-

cipally compensation for child-minding or collectively organized baby-sitting,

seems to have seen of some :importance at recruitment among women workfng in the

home. For oche.% groups study support had little or no importance.



Table 3. Experiences from a few Swedish experiments with outreaching activities.

N Proportion
the study
agent
talked to

Proportion
interested

Proportion Time per
beginning visit
a course

X minutes

Cost per
contact
(Sw

crowns)

Cost per Education
.conversa- for the
tion study agent,

days

FUVUX (study circles
in priority subjects,
average result per
year)

(total)
4000

_1)
50 40 45 20 40 5

The Kronoberg project
(study circles,
municipal adult
education and higher
education)

.1500 38

Crt

NBE 1973 comprehensive school
studies in municipal
adult education and
priority circles

33 14 7 7 10, 30 0.5

SAMVUX (no courses offered
directly)

2400 73 20 24 40 55 5

NdE research programme in
housing areas (study
circles)

0.5-3

(NBE 1977-Q8-31) year 2 40000 18 13 21

(NBE 1978-08-30) year 3 60000 23 18 31

1)
Data not available.

n 72 O
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On account of the special supportive measures which occurred it is, of course,

,.impossible to distinguish clearly the significance of outreaching activity. How-
.,

ever, interviews with those affected show that many probably would not have parti-

cipated if they had not been contacted in the4way they were. In connection to the

outreaching activities of FOVUX - as of all the other experiments - the following

factors, among others are of interest:

*Level of ambition

Where the activity is carries ut end by whom

The coordination between different study agents

In the following these aspects are dealt with from a more general angle.

Level of ambition

The fundamental diviAing line goes between outreaching activity as a short-term

tool for recruitment and as a long-term instrument for giving the individual as

- fair a ch'hce as possible of judging whether he/she should commence some form of

studies. Take experiment 3 in table 3; this is a typical example of an informative

type of outreaching activity. In these earlier experiments in housing areas the

principal interest was to inform about a particular provision with the aim of

recruiting people. Moreover the time available was so short that on the average only

7 minutes could be devoted to each visit. This procedure could really be regarded

as 'a verbalized brochure method'. Those who can profit from it are people who

aheady have high study inclinations and many of theth would register anyway.

here we want fo refer briefly to a longitudinal study of obstacles to participate 1

in adult education (Rubenson, l97_). The design allowed the investigator to examine

study obStacles in the '.fight of both previous intentions and actual participation.

When obstacles were studied in this way, it was observed that environmental

obstacles, in particular "too little information", were - relatively - strong

deterrents among those who wishe4 to participate but did not. In addition it was

noted that those who did participate.could often be recogni ed by the infrequency

with which they reported psychological obstacles prior to recruitment, while those

who were not interested and did not participate Were conspicuous by the emphasis
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they placed upon such groups ,of factors, as "the education is of no value", and

"uncertainty in the face of the studies". a

Judging from these results the informative wodel for outreaching activity can be

'successful only where those who were interested but had not taken part are con-

cerned. However,to reach the target group the level of aspiration has to be much

higher than was the case in experiment 3.

In the SPAVUX 'project (experiment 4 in table 2) outreaching activity has been

analyzed from a redistributive policy, ,perspective (Brostrom & Ekeroth, 1976). The

'authors Itress that the fundamental idea should not be to recruit as many as

possible in the short term. Instead the study organizer should, apart from giving

a comprehensive picture of adult education, also start a contact which could be

regarded as the first step in a process which may eventually lead to recruitment.

This means a departure from the short -term campaigns which have mainly dominated

the activity.

Today has become popular to agree with the ideas of SAMVUX. However, as far as

the author is aware the "long-term model" has never really been tried. To a great

extent the expe,,ments still proceed more according to a campaign model. The

explanation is not insufficient will, but the fact that the funds for the activity

are allocated in such a way that long-term experiments are made difficult or

completely impossible.

The change that has taken place in recent years is a transition from more informa-

tive to communicative outreaching activities. If we look at the summary in table 3,

we see, for instance, that the NBE in its more recent experiments has given con-

siderably more time than previously. Existing reports from the study organizers

also show that they are now faced with new and difficult situations in the role of

'therapist'. .

The statistical data indicate - pe:naps completely according to expectations - that

with the longer time it has teen possible to get more people ir0he target group

interested. The FUVUX suixess as it appears in table 3 is, apart from the favourable

study conditions, a consequence of the high level of ambition, i.d. abundant time,

well-educated study organizers etc.
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The-design of the subs.idy system is probably the-strongest tool for directing the

ibvel of ambition.° A general character of the subsidies makes it difficult for

o(ganisations which seek to obtain allocation effects. As they'can not compensate

for the increased costs ir,,olved in recruiting the underprivileged, they will be

forced to concentrate,-on other groups.

Different forms of outreaching activity

It is common to distinguish betweenl outreaching activity in housing areas' and at

work-places. In the Kronoberg Project (no 2 in table 3) as well as in FUI/UX"the

main,part of the activity has been conducted at work-places.x) Judging from the

number of pgrsons recruited, it is obvious that the greatest successes have been

achieved at work-places. Several interacting factors contribute to this.

In housing areas the study organizers simply do not ge* hold of everyone.

Another reason is that the groups who are outside the labour market are often the

really disadvantaged and hard-to-recruit groups. Particularly exposed groups are

people on early retirement pensions and the long-term unemployed. Other groups are

immigrants, handicapped and those working in the home.

x)Outreaching activities at work-places are possible in Sweden on account of the

labour marked legislation, which gives the trade unions the possibility of

pursuing the activity during working hours. Outreaching activity in housing

areas still takes place to the form of an experimental programme for wnich the

NBE is responsible. The voluntary education associations apply to the NBE for

projects; the Board is responsible for evaluation. Where work-places are con-
cerned Parliament decided in 1975 that the regional adult education committees

should be responsible for funds which would beput at the disposal of the trade

unions. In recent years funds have also been allocated to the farmers' and the

fishermen's associations as well as to the craftworkers'.

Through different reforms in Sweden it has been possible to link outreaching

activity directly to the Educational Leave Act and the Studies and
Study. Assistance Acts so as to be able to offer as favourable a study situation

as possible. However, it turns out that it was often difficult to exploit

exttting legal opportunities. This was particularly true of small work-places

where people often stressed that their work-mates would land up in difficulties

(the Kronoberg Project, December,1977, p 73).
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a=ordination

AS,society has become more and more actively involved not only in education leading

toJormal qualifications but also in popular aduiteducation, demands for the co-

ordination of information activities have grown stronger and stronger. however,

while this has been happening, the voluntary education organizations have been

Putting considerable emphasis on deVeloping distinctive images in relation to one

another; they have also jointly adopted a partly dismissive attitude to the sector

- for education leading to formal qualifications. So the situation is not particularly

favourable a,s far as increasea co-operation in outreaching activities, for instance,

.is concerned.

Within both the Kronoberg Project and SAMVUX, models for joint information and

recruitment activity have been tested. Kronoberg vies a joint project involving

,42i different central authc'rities aad the trade unions. Thus it has support at the

w -- hjghest possible level _m_vihich_anzng_atherthingsprobably exp4a4ns- why i

possible to get the different organizers of adult education to agree on joint

:nformation. The experience of the SAMVUX Project, however, is co.iderably more

negative. Further, the NBE's evaluation shows that the individual voluntary edu-

cation organizations only presented their own arrangements and only obtained

information on e.g. education leading to formal qualifications in response to

direct inquiries. A similar split can be otserved in the Danish experimental

programme (cf. Mgirch-Jacobsei., 1979). Without strong central support it thus

seems to be difficult to achieve any faereaching attempts at co-ordination locally.

Study-subsidy

The available data on the Swedish reform of study subsidieg for adults indicates that

the target group has been reached - at far as the group is defined in terms of age

and previous education. In table 4 a comparison is made between those participating

in voluntary education associations and those who got daily or hourly study grants.

This kind of grants often are used for participating, in study circles oil other

shorter couises. In table 5 corresponding figures are given for individuari

receiving adult study allowance (intended ror 1;figer periods of education) and

participants, in municipal adult education.
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Table 4. Comparison between participants in study-circles *and individuals who
receivedjdaily or hourly study grants.

Educational Hourly and daily Participation in voluntary
background study grlants 1977/78 educational association

CSN 1979:6 (per cent) total (1976/77) SCB 1980:5 (per cent

6

7 years

8

21 46

12

34

9 years primary 24 14
education or
intermediate
school

Other forms of
^ education

N

31

100

52

100

119 328 app: 1 000 000

Table 5. Comparison.betweer participants in municipal adult education and,indi-
viduals who received adult study allowance.

Educational Adult study allowence
background CSN 1979:6 (per cent)

Municipal adult education
(Fall 1978) SCB 1980:5 (per cent)

6-7 years

8 yeras_

9 years primary
education

Intermediate

education

Other forms of
education

17

8

51

33

i6

19

46

35

100 100

N 22 199 app: 175 000

o
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As tables 4 and 5 show the proportion of undereducated is larger among those who

received some kind of subsidy. However, the data do not say anything about how

.these individuals would have acted if no subsidy had been available. In other words,

:are they the same kind of persons who anyhow would have participated? Here it is

,necessary to look at the whole reform strategy. Thus the possibilities for out-
.

reaching activities should be seen as an effort to reach the disadvantaged. How-

ever, it is always a risk that the available grants will be used by pePsonc wh6

are formally undereducated but in reality have strong resources.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Althougn the allocation goal is important in the adult education of all the Nordic

countries, its effects until now have been limited, if we look at adult education

as wnole. Thus the anticipated effects were unrealistic in relation to the measures

that were taken in order to achieve the allocation goal. In order to reach the goal,

etonomat resources-must be escalated_considerably, Ih view of the present economic

situation it is unlikely that the educational sector will ge, any additional money..

Further allocation measure must be financed by redistributing money already available,

in the educational sector. Such a process will reveal underlying conflicts in

s'wiety, and the real division of power between different interest groups will be

more v)sible. Thus the discrepancy between the normative pattern and the realization

of this resulting from the political decisions taken will increase.

T. ken as a whole, the question of adult education and allocation policy is a highly

complex one comprising, for example, elements from philosophy, political science,

economics, sociology, social psychology, organization psychology, pedagogics and

psychology. An integrated approacn is nonetheless called for. The distussiun must

not be confined to recruitment, for example. Ideally speaking, the integral approa:h

should include the following fields.

Fundamental human and social ideology. Views, as to,what the world is like and

what it ought to be like.

Analyses of our present society, based on interpretations of ,elfare studies,

statistics etc. What mechanisms are conductive to biased alloc,ition of resources?
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In the light of 4) and 2), a more detailed description and grading of important

social objectives, e.g. the desire for a greater degree of equality between-

different groups of the population.

Adult education in relation to desirable social changes. Explicit and implicit_

aims.of adult education. Allocation objectives and varying interpretations of

the same. (The aims of economic growth, quality of _life and equality have tradi-

tionally been discussed in relation to one anothe., and theorists have considered

the extent to which these three aims can be realized conjointly and the poirt at

whi-,;11 they come into conflict With each other.)

The practical ability of adult education to contribute towards social change and

deliberations concerning effects which can be realistically anticipated. Delinea-

tion of the role of adult education in relation, for example, to labour market

policy, social policy aid co-operation policy, housing policy, social welfare

.policy and so on.

Resources. How great are the efforts made in pursuit of the objective defined?

The allocation of resources in various spheres. What supplementary arrangements

are needed? General organization.

. The connections between the form, content and scope of adult education and the

social changes desired.

-7
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One of the most important aims of adult education is to narrow the education

gars produced by youth education. AdUlt education is assume in this connection
7

to act as an iwstrument of allocation policy and thus- contribute tolards great-

er equality and social justice.

In .pursuit'of this aim, several educational reformsihave been passed over the

years tomake it easier for inuividual persons to participate in adult educa-

tion. For example, the entrance qualifications for higher education have been

altered so that people without traditional bastc theoretical edutat!on can more

easily gain access to adult education a. post-secondary level. Ttie connection

between family background and educational achievement has been dethons-trated by

everal studies, e.g. HuFen :)9691. Coleman (1966) found amongother things

that family background did a great deal more than school characteristics to

explain differences in the educational achievement of individual schoolchildren

He also found that the differences between individuals with different family

backgrounds increased throughout their school careers. On the other hind, some

researc,,ers take issue with the Coleman Report. Carnoy and Lern (1976) pre-

,
sent sev2ral empirical studies that

were done primarily as a reaction to the Cole h Report 6.7. 1V68. Coleman

reported - erroneously - that once the s cio, onomic background of ehil-J

dren in school is accounted for, school npjfe have -egligible effect on

students' achievekient. The stud2es discus d here show that it is possible

to alter the allocation of resources in hoole to increase the perfor-

mance of those who are now receiving ph' schooling resources. But the
0

data also make clear that equalizing reso4<< ea spent on schooling for chil-

dren of different socioeconomic, ethnic, o
racial groups will not equalize

$

academic performance among those groups.

fhe questions to be answered therefore, are whetter the increased availability

of adult education will make it possible for the under-educated to obtain com-

pensation. How'are the reforms experienced and which groups of individuals will

go in for adult education? Finally, the most important qJest,on of all: do

-educational reforms and increased participation in adult education have the
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,effect of closing or widen.* the educational gaps in the community?

oistracri and Ekeroth (1- 977) refer among other things to the following problems

iri Connection with educational reforms.

one important element of a reform of the elational system concerns the
changes ahich the reform in itself produces;,in individual views concerning;

the value of reforms to the individual pers' n. If the commumty.at large
remains unchanged and an educational rcfb 'fq carried out, it is probably

------,n4y-peopLe with a positivainrofed t.-tuat-be-zffecree-
____Rebplez,;e:Aays akgady.receivaducod ed cation.

If this A550 . the reform_

cational gaps rather than

the case, and he attempts

of the preconditioas that

ielopment - namely active

educational opportunities.

in_qoUtion_11111_,_if_anything._ftelp to_widen_the edu-

reduce them. Rubenson (1979) maintains that this is

to explain this state of affairs and to indicate some

have to be met in order to change the course of de-

preparedness, structural factors, working life and

The intentional aim of allocation policy in adult education is to creak the

vicious circle whereby cultural capital is added to cultural capital throughout

the individual's life cycle (cf. Bourdieu, 1977, p. 493). The crucial question

then arises to what extent and under what circumstances (with regard to adult

educat:on end structural factors in society) adult education can decrease the____
\

gap- that_lias_been_devnlopecLthrojugfriipb71qginq and earl ier education. The lim-

itation of nearly all recruitment studies in dealing with this question IF '..hat

_they have beep hampered by the lack of long:tudinal.data,_since_one_needs to be

able to follow the development of individual subjects over a considerable

period of time in order to study the effects of family background, education

and working life.

The purpose of this article is to shed empirical light on a number of vital ques-

tions concerning adult education recruitment view, in tne context of alloce-

'-' tion policy.

The empirical part of this paper is footled on the data bank which has been

built up within the framework of three research projects financed by the

National Bard of Education, namely the Upper Secondary School Forecasting

Project: the Ustmdriland Surv^y and the STYGG project (STYGG in Swf 'ish being
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short for "studies, and vocational choices ten years after leaving elementar

school"). The survey population on which the three projects are basecrompri es

the entire geptration.of pupils which completed grade 9 of elementary school in

the County of Vastmanland in the school year 1965/66 (3 650 persons).

Among other Oings'the data bank contains data concerning social backgkound,

completed education and occupational activities from 1965 to 1977, by

--Tatter ate-the SubjeCtS were about 28 years-old. ine data-were- coileited from

.questionnaires.administered_Pn Various occa-

A more exhaustive description of the contents of the data bank can beffound in

Appendix A. 'The greater part of the information was collected by means of

questionnaires pctec to the survey population. All questionnaire studies are

affected by non-response, and this can sometimes be a real problem, elspecially

in iongitudinal studio... It was possible, howevt., to carry out comparisons of

response and non-responS'e to the various questionnaires because practically

coMprehensive information was available for the entire population cOincerning

sdich particulars as sex, social class, line of studies chosen in grade 9,

intelligence test results and marks.

Appendix B contains a comparison of respondents and non-respondents, plus a

table showing the drop-out rates err scans -when -questionnaires-

were administered.

Before going on to present the problems which I intend to elucidte in empirical

terms, I would like to discuss briefly the term "adult education". It is hard to

dome up with a completely straightforward definition of the term becAllse there

ire so many different factors involved, e.g. the participant's age, the level

bf studies, educational organization, the sponsoring organization and the dura-

tion of the studies and so forth.

The following definition, provided by the Commission on Vocational Education

;(SOU 1966:3, p. 276) has been adopted for the pUrpose.., of this article.

Education commencing after previously completed or discontinued basic
education and after a certain period of vocational activity. Adult educa-

tion is thus taken to include all education no4.- ,raring part of basic or

initial education. Basic education may have be6 vnfined to compulsory
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schooling or :t may haue inc:uded upper,secondary and post-secondary educa-
tion. Adult education muse therefore relate to all levels of the regular
education system. Its characteristic feature is that of being addressed to
adu:t persons who have been vocationally active for some period and have
thus gained experience, of gasnA/ employment and working life.

As Rubenson (1975) points out, this definition also entaili certain problems of

demarcation. How, for example, are we to characterize the ctivities of the

adult education associations? What are the minimum dimensions required for a

course to be classifiable as,adOt.0u,cat.i011?,,JAnd_what_about...pr_tvate,study? The

following operational definition of adult educat;on will be employed in this

paper:

Adult education is all 'education undergone after compulsory schooling

and preceded by at least one year's vociacnal activity. It must

correspond to at least one week's full-time studies.

This definition also involves demarcation problems. What about work in the home?

In the present article this type of work is treated on a level vith vocational

activity.

The following pages will be devoted to an emplrical investigation of certain

problems relating to adult education recruitment as an aspect of allocation

:policy, viz:
_

- Do increased adult education opportunities at post-secondary level help

to reduce the educatilnal gaps in society?

- What pattern of development is described. by the occupational status of

groups passing through the education system in different ways?

- Now does the content of adult education differ as between .ar ous groups

of parocipants?

Adult education as a route to higher education

The Swedish education system provides several different routes from compulsory

schooling to higher education. The traditional routa involves theoretical upper

secondary schooling immediately after compulsory elementary school, followed in

turn by post-secondary education (subject, where most boys are concerned, to a
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twelve-month intermission for military service). The education reforms passed

in recent years, including among other things a broader basis of admission to

higher studies, have resqlted in an increasing number of persons with job

experience embarking on ni0er studies.

In the following pages, various routes to higher educaf4;, will be considered

in terms of recruitment. What are the characteristics of the groups of individ-

suals opting, for the various routes?

We will start ay defining three different routes to higher education. For pur-

poses of comparison, moreover, we have the group of individuals which did not

go in for higher education.

Group A. The,peopla in this group slave opted for the traditional route, i.e.

compulsory elementary school followed immediately by upper secondary school and

then - also immediately, subject to the one year's military service done by

most of the boys - by hi,:.er education.

Group B. This group has completed compulsory elementary school and upper second-

ary school without any intermission and then completed at least one year's

vocational activity Lefore going on to higher education. (Vocational activity

has been taken to include work 41 the home.)

Group C. Ihis group has completed compulsory elementary school and thenhad_at

least one year's vocational employment or work in the hone: Eventually these

people have qualified fur higher education, either through upper secondary edu-

cation or else by meeting the requirements for wider admission to higher educa-

tion. viz 25 years of age and at least 4 years' vocational activity.

The ind,vidual subjects cannot be placed in any of groups A, 6 and C unless they

have kv,arted their higher education.

Group D. Tnis is the reference group, and its members have never embarked on

highe,.. studies.
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Groups A-D are schematically described in figure 1, below.
%

compulsory
elementary
school

upper secon-

dary school

higher
education

-3:

D.

oompulsor-y-

-el ementarr

school

3i5per_secon-

dary school

Nigher.

education

""-^"""-dary" -"' '"'
compulsory
elementary
school

uppersecon-frL:: Tigher
seAool education

higher

education

compulsory
elementary
school

upper secon-

dary school

Figure 1. various routes from elementary school to higher educa-
otes gailifu4-employment

What are the characteristics of groups A-D?

The various groups are compared below in terms of sex, social class, line of

studies chosen in grade 9, paternal education, intelligence test results and the

types of higher education completed by groups A-C.
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Table 1 Sex. Percentages

81 ,

, Sex
Group

Boys

,

Girls Total (N)

A 54 - 46 345

.,. B' '52 48 235

C
_._,,,,-- - -.------38 '62__- ,- __25i__ _,

-=-

11 49
0

51 -1854

:Total . 49 51 2692

O

The social classification is based on that used earlier by the Central Bureau

of Statistics (SCB) with reference to statistics concerning the Swedish elector-
,.

ate.

Table 2. Social class. Percentage

Social class
rade,9)

Group ,

I

("high")

I I I I I

("low")

Total

f (N)

A ., 22 52 26 I '345'

B 11 51 38 ,235

C 8 51 41 _258_

0 3 ,37 60

il

1854

Total 7 42 Sl* 2692

Concerning the balance between the sexes, it is worth noting that boys have a

somewhat greater tendency to pass through the education system without any

intermission. Girls on the other hand preponderate in group C, i.e. the group

whose members already suspend their education after .lementary.:chool and then

proceed, one-way or another, to higer education,

Table 2 shows that the uppermost social class (I) choose the "direct" route to

a greater extent than students from social class III. The preponderance of

people frpm social class III (manual workers)' in group C may suggest that a

system facilitat4n; higher studies without the stipulation of previous theoreti-

cal studies is potentially conducive to equality. B...t there are problems
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'nvolved here. Kim (1978) has shown, fo example, that only a few post-secondary

students admitted prim...ily on the strength of their job-experience have taken

..cgrees or been in a.position to pursue very advanced studies. Another problem\

which Kim points out is the rising proportion of adult students curtailing

their Post7Secondary studies at an early stage.
-----

There used to be a certain element of segregation in grade 9 of elementary

---scho-ot planatng on upper secondary schoal_eatrance_tookla separate line.

Table 3 shows that almost all members of groups A and B took a pre-upper second-
.

ary line of elementary school, while one-third of group C took other lines in

grade 9.

Table 3. Line chosen in grade 9 of elementary school. Percentages

Line
Group

Pre-uppei-

secondary line
Other lines Total (N)

A

B

C

0

98

95

67

3^

2

5

33

70

345

235

258

1854

Total 48 52 2692

Table 4. Highest level of paternal education. Percentages

Educa-
tion

GroUp

Elementary
school

Folk high
school

Jun. sec. _
school,
technical
college etc.

Gymnasium
etc.

University
etc.

Total

(N)

A 53 6 15 10 16 324

8 63 6 15 6 10 212

C 70 5 17 4 4 223

0 83 5 8 2 2 1524

Total 76 5 10 4 5 2283

Table 4 sh s that there is a clear connection between paternal education and

the route chosen by sfUdencs to higher education. Those opting for the direct

89
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route (A) tended far more often than the members of group C to have fathers who

had attended upper secondary school or received some form of higher education.

Similarly, group C, comparea to group A and B, is over-represented in terms of

_ fathers whose education is confined:fO compulsory s,hooling.

Finally we can compare the various groups in terms of ability as measured in

grade 9 by means of a standardized intelligence test.

4

Table 5.. Intel] igenCT-FeTterTST.frifird-potrrtstr-ileec-entages:L.,.....

Stanine-

u
alue

Grop
1

6 7 (N)*

A (XA=7.0) 0 0 1 3 12 20 26 20 18 342

B OB=6.5) 0 0 1 5 18 25 21 18 10 235

eiR,=5.3) 1 . 18 27 19 15 7 2 256

D (R0=4.6) 5 8 15 19 %22 16 1808

Total

"(Rtoti5'.1) 4

11 16 21 17 13 , 2635

5

Table 5 indicates a certain shift towards higher intelligence test scores for

groups A and B compared with'group C.

- Of the total of 838 persons making up groups A-C, 654 (78%) had completed their

studies in1977.

Table 6 shows tne types or education which had been completed, with refdrence

to the various groups.
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Table 6. Higher education completed by groups A-C. Horizontal percentage

Group .

:56.dies,com-

;plet:ed-at
<

B
-,--.

C N

,

faculty of law 92 . 8 - 13

Arts faculty 84 7 9 105

',Engineering faculty 82 9 9 43

Teacher training
establishment 80 5 15 0 91

Medical, dental,
_pharmaceutical ,..,

79---21--facult 19

Gradua school of
social Science and
public administration 77 10 13 . 30,

Faculty of economics 69 22
r

9 23

Pre-school teacher
trainingl) 12 8 80 .50

Nursing education 4 37 59 68

Other education 26- 38 36 212

Total 5G 21 29 654

O o

As can be seen from the abode table, there are distinct differences between

groups A and C where prestigious courses of education are concerned. A` very

large proportion of the'students completing the courses provided, for example,

at faculties of law, engineering and medicine come from group A, i.e. the ,

group from which studenes"have traditionally been recruited. Nobody in group C

has studied at a faculLy of law, medicine or dentistry. Only a small number of

people from group C have studied engineering or economics at post-secondary

level.

It is therefore:a debatable po'nt to what extent the reforms which have in-

creased the proportiOa of adult students at higher educational establishments

have also led to an increase in social and economic equality. It seems as

though the new groups of students at higher education establishments tend to

a great extent to take courses which do not lead to the well-paid status pro,

fessions. 1..

1)
Group C includes three individuals for whom it has been difficult to tell whether
the occupational activities that preceded the pre-school %:Irilar training merely
are to be regarded as the compulsory practice that is needed admission or if
it is to be regarded as regular work.

..1;
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The above argument applies to those who had completed their higher education in

1977. Those who were still studying in 1977 diSplay the same pattern of distri-

bution between the different courses of education. Thus the same pattern ap-

plies to those who have_started but not yet completed their higher studies.

The study shows that increased opportunities of university and college entrance

have contributed towards social equalization, insofar as recruitment now in-

volves a greater number of individuals who were not recruited for higher educa-

tion previously. However, the data indicate that some form of tracking has

occurred in that the prestigioUsslines include a largeP proportion'of group A

lan-af-group-C

0

J.

The change of the occupational status overtime

.

All education, Of course, has one or more purposes. Compulsory schooling is

meant 4,o provide young persons with a platform of knoWledge and skills on which

to oegin adult life. Education after compulsory schooling contributes to a

still more auspicious starting point for the individual person's future career,

cspecially in terms of vocational options and the chaoces_of finding a fitting'

occupation.,.

There are many indicators of the long-term effects o

most important of them is prooably the profession or occupation which the indi-

vidual goes in for during adult life, cf. Hopper and Osborn, 1975, p. 151.

Knowledge of . person's vocational activity makes it possible, among other

things, to ascertain his approximate ear, d income, working hotirs and social

status, which of course are m0j3r determinants of his ability to control his

own work and leisure.

If, therefore, it is possible to trace an individual'person's vocational career

over the years, one can also obtain an indication of the long-term importance

to him or her of education.

The data base which has.b2en collected for the survey group' intains par.o.u-

lars concerning completed education and concerning current oc,".upations or em-

ployment at several different points in time..This makes it possible to study
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the,develoObent of individuats and groups over time as regards their occupa-

.;tional'status. The occupations recorded have to be classified by some simple

-Means, and we have adopted the modified version of Roe's classification system

A1962), employed by:Husk '(1969).

=leading position - higher education required

2 = senior clerk och equivalent; normally at least junior secondary school

certificate or its equivalent required

3 = foreman Or the like,

4 = skilled worker

5 = semi-skilled ronual worker

u d-wor

By way of introuuction, figures will now be presented for the three social

classes (1, II and HO into which the Swedish people have been divided earlier.

,These figures illustrate the connection between social background and the trans-

formation of the occupational status over time. Figures 2-4 show the changes

undergone by the occupational status of each group between 1968 and 1977, i.e.

between the"ages ofabout 19 and 28.

100%

voe-class 1 and

50 %

Year
1 1

68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 -76 77

Figure 2. Change of the occupational status of pupils from social
class I (Thigh")
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100 %

59- %

Year
68 69 '70 72 73 1 74 75 76 77

Eigure_3. Change of the occupational status of pupils from social class

100%
and

50 %

Year
74 75 76 77

une-4,--Change of the occupational status of pupils from social

class III ( ":ow ")

The connection between social background and the change over time of the occu-

pational status is clearly apparent from figures 2-4. In 1977, most of the

people from social class I (about 70%) had high status occupations. By 1977 the

proportion.of low status jobs in this group had fallen to about 10%. Change in

social class III is far more subdued and appears to have practically stagnated

by 1977, unlike social class I.

In the argument concerning figures 2-4, no allowance'has been made for the fact

that the different gr.:4s have different educational levels, nor for the way in

a
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. which education -s acquired. Instead these figures are mainly to be viewed as
4

an illustration of the great importance of social antecedents as a determinant

_._.ofoccupatianal_developmentThese_fiwes_also..serYe_tailluSIrs he_point___

that measures-of allcation policy in the e ation sector have not yet achieved,

full impact as a means cf 'securing greater soc 1 and economic equality. Ifc4C%4

they had achieved their 1'111 impact, developments would follow roughly the

!ame pattern irrespective of social class.

71i, . or,

In a previous secti (p. 79ff) we cifscusSed various access routes to higher

education. Our thre coups - A, B and C - have been described according to a1111

number of background variables and in'terms of the types of higher education

received.

One essential question in this connection is whether_IhzOoups pursuing higher

studies in the form o0 adult education, i.e. groups B and C, will eventually

catch up with those who took the direct route (group A. In figure 5 the

various groupsare compared qith regard to the change of their occupational

status. The group which never embarked on higher ,tudies,group 0, has been in-

cluded forthe saki of compatison.

1001,
Roe-class 1 and .2

Roe -class 31 4, 5 and 6
Year

68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Figure '5. Change of the occupational status of groups A -D. The area above the
graph lines refers to the proportion of high status,occupationg
(Roe's classes 1 and 2), The area below the graph lines refers to
the proportion °1 other occupations (Roe's classes 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Here we find a clear difference between those pursuing higher studies in the

form of adult education (groups B anc C) and those who opted for the direct
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_route (group A), During the latter part of the period under cons4ieration,

group A has a proportion of high status occupations about 10% greater than in ,A1

---the-other lrodOsyThis-is-we1l-in.l4ne with the.f.inclings,presented.earlier__.-e..-

(p.84 ), to the effect that group A tends more than the other groups to opt for t:

prestigious courses of education. We may also note that group 0 - the reference

group consisting of people who never embarked on higher studies - has an insig-

nificant change of occupational status compared with the other groups.

Finally, figure 6 shows the change of occupational , status among those members,

;
of groups A-C who completed the higher stndie they had embarked on.

100 %

,_.

Year
Roe-class 3, 4, 5 and 6

Roe-class 1 and 2

s 8*
--C*

A*

°

68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 7§ 77

Figure 6. Change in the occupational status of the members of groups A-C .1

completed their higher education. The area.abbve the graph lines
refcrs to the proportion of high status occupations (Roe's classes I

1 and The-aces -trelow the-graph-Hoes-refers-to the proportion-br-
other Occupations (Roe's classes 3, 4, 5 and 6).

is pa ern ofoleuetaparent rs-very- sjinttar -to ttrat-presented_infigurP 5,

though we may observe that the stipulation of completed education produces a

difference between groups 8 and C as well. Once again, group A has the ldr;Ast

proportion of high status jobs from 1973 onwards.

Summing up, the group opting for the traditional direct educational route has

a more favourable starting poInt and pattern of occupational eevelopment than

-the-groups pursuing higher studies in the form of adult education.
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Participation in adult education 197.7
0

7 6

The postal questionnaire. by the sum./ group in 1977 at the age of

28 made it pos3ible to chart the extent to which they were participating in

various kinds of adult education. Just over one person in four tias receiving

adult education of one kind or another. Table 7 shows the connection between

participation in adult education and education completed previously.

Table 7. Completed education inrelation to participation in adult
education, 1977 ,

Edudation completed ,. Proportion taking part in
adult education in 1977

N

9-yr compr. school 17% J 330

9-yr !'ompr. school +
continuation/vocational

school 22% 1 297

9-y compr,.. school +

upper sec. school/uni-
versity/college 36% 1 039

Total 27% 2 666

0

This table shows that a great many of those who participated in adult education

in 1977 had received a long education already. More than twice as many adult

education participants (36%) were re( uited from among people who had completed

their upper secondary or post-secondary education it from among those who had

only completed their compulsory elementary schoo6"- (17%). Those participating

in adult education in 1977 also displayed ; somewhat bore favourable change of

occupational status up till then than the dcn-participant groups, as can be

seen from figures 7 and 8, below.
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Figure 7.

100 %

50 %

Year
68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Change of occupational status among persons not participating in

adult education in 1977, Numbers refer to Roe's classes (cK p. 86).

100 %

50 %

Year 0

68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Figure 8. Change of occupational status among persons participating in adult

education in 1977. Numbers refer to Roe's classes (cf. p. 86).

Thus, where occupational status is
concerned we may also note that the persons

participating in adult education in 1977, taken as a group, had developed tore

favourably up till that date th,,n the non-participants - an observation which

can be extended to imply that adult education tends to widen rather than reduce

the educational, economic and social gaps in society.

'We may also note that men and women
participated in adult education to the same

extent in 1977 (27% and 26% respectively). On the other hand, persons belonging

to a "higher" social class (I) in grade 9 participated more than persons from

) 1, 98



social class III. Participation rates here were 34% and 23% respectively.

Furthermore, it transpires that persons going in for higher education, i.e.

groups A, B and C (cf. p. 79) participated in adult education in 1977 to a far

'greater extent than persons who had never undertaken higher, education. The par-

ticipation rates for groups A=C were 44%, 34% and 40%, while group D", partici-

pation rate was only 20%.

The adult education offered varies a great deal ,in terms of both scope and con-

tent. Some educational opportunities are mainly designed to qualify the partici-

pants for working ;if e, while others are above all concerned with providing the

knowledge to open up,a rewarding, meaningful leisure. Many of the available

educational opportunities can serve both these purposes. Personal motives for

participation are of course -.ru:ialliimportant.in determining whether of not

education is regarded as a means of acquiring vocational qualifications.

o

Since we have already discussed the importance of adult education as a means of

reducing social, economic and educational inequalities in society, it may be

interesting to distinguish between the education des-igned to qualify the inuivi-

dual participants for vocational activity tinvestment), cf. Sohiman, 1976,

pp. 249-252, and the education pursued for other reasons (consumption).
44.

In table 8, the participation ot the survey group in various. forms of adul, edu-

cation in 1977 is related to the motives given for taking part. The educational
-0

activities attracting very small numbers of participants come last in the table,

with percentages. in bra.kets. Activities involving large numbers of .2,onsumer"

participants come at the top of the table.
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Table 8. Participation in adult ed.:cation :1 1977, viewed in relation to

reasons for taking pa.-t. Percentages.

-

Type of education

Consumption Investment
Other or not
readily
classifiable
motives

Education of,
no import'ince

to the indivi-order
dual person's
vocational
activity

Education
needed in

to

acquire a
trade/retrain
ing

Education
needed in ''.

order tp cope
with present
job/qualify
for promotion

Course or study
,circle arranged by

an adult educapon
association

Trade'union'educal
tion

General municipal
adult education

Course arranged by
employer

University/college
studies

Other higher
education\

Labodl market
training

Upper secondary
school

Folk high school\

Vocational munici-
paI.adult education

Other course/educa-
tion

.

57

50
.

. 40

.

,

3

13'

4

(-)

(7)

(11)

(33)

21

n-

n

,

2

2

25

.

3

26

.

56
-,

(ES)

(50)

(34)

(11)

13

'

32

21
0

28
.

82

30

34

(39)i

(43)

(22)

(56)

55

:

9

,, ,

27

7

12

11

6

(6)

(-)

(33)

(-)

11

198

103

53

111

113

48

18

14

9

18

103

0

(Some persons took patin more than one type of education: Hence the-column

totals exceed the number of adult education participants in 1977.)

All courses of education, with the exception of courses or study circles arrang-

ed by an adult education association and trade union studies, were used as in-

vestment education by more than half the participants concerned. Only a slight

proportion of university or college education constitutes consumption education.
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Which persons.go in for adult education as an investment relating to their
0

future vocational activity, and which persons have other reasons for participat-

::
ing?

0

Tables 9 and 10 shoo the various motives by sex and social.background.

Table 9. Motives for participation in adult edutation 1977, by sex. Percentages

,Sex Adult education as Adult education as Other motives, or

consumption investment motives not readi -

ly classiolable

Men 24 66' 10 353

Women 35 53 0 12 , 346

Total 30 59 11 699

Table 10. Motives for participation in adult education in 1977, by social class

(grade 9). Percentages

Social Adult education as Adult education os Other motives, or 1 N

class consumption investment motives not readi-

(grade 9) . ly classifiable

I ("high")

tI

i
16

28

?I

62 V

13

10

61

'.330

IzI ("low") 35 54 11 308

Total 30 59 11 699

As can be seen from table 9, above. men tend more than women to participate in

adult education as a_form of investment- relating to future vocational activity.

On the other hand, there is almost complete similarity between the sexes in

terms of education completed up to, and including, the time of the questionnaire

in 1977. This state of affaimcannot be altered to any great extent by the

differviceorevealed by table 9 in terms of the focus of adult education.

The differences of educational level existing betueen the various social levels

Will not be evened out but will, if anything, be accentuated as a result of

participation in adult education in 1977. The educationally advantaged indi4i-

duals from social class I make more investment use of adult education than

101
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persons from social class LI. The proporticr of stuHents from social class III

going in for adult education which did not directly confer` vocational qualifica-
,

,tions - educational consumption, in other word's - was almost twice thecorre-

sponding figure For Social.claiss I. The same tendency applies if the level of

education completed is kept cAstant; the smaller the amount of education ender-

gone previously, the more likely the person concerned is to regard participa-

ti6 in adult education as consumption rather than investment. At the same time

some research indicates that young individuals to a greater extent take part in

adult education as investment rather than consumption (Cross, 1979). When one

gets older though, reasons for participation in adult education turn to be more

and more reasons of consumption rather than reasons of investment: This might

imply that our investment group in the future will catch up with the consumption

group with reference to participation in adult education as consumption. It might

also imply that our,consumption group will never catch up with the investment

group with reference to adult eddcation a5 investment.

Interest in future studies

The postal questionnaire administered to the survey group in 1977 also se'ved

to chart their interest in future studies. The tendency thus ascertained resem-

bles that which emerged from the survey of educational participation in 1977.

O

Thus proportionally a little more men than women declare an interest in future

studies (61% as against 56%). Respondents from social class I are more inter-

ested than persons from social class II and III (70% as against 60% and 56%

respectively). Interest in future studies rises with the level of the educatton

already completed; 39% of the respondents who have only received nine years'

elementary school;pg are interested, while the corresponding figure for persons

who ,have completed upper secondary or_post-secondary education is 72%.

To an overwhelming extent, the purpose of the education in which the resprin-

dents declare-interest is investment, not consumption. There is no great differ-

ence in this respect between the sexes 3r between social classes, nor does the

level of thd education previously completed appear to influence the focus of

the studies in which the respondents are interested.

Finally, figures 9 and 10 show the change between 1968 and 1977,of the voca-

tional status amopg the persons who in 1977 were interested in participating on
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some form of educational activity during' the near

were not interested in doing*:

100

50 %

Year

68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

future and among perSons who

-**-..**.
Roe-class 1 and 2

Figure 9. Change of vocational status among periOns who in 1977 professed
interest in participatiAg in some form of educational activity
within the near future. Figures referp Roe's classei (cf. p. 88)

100%

50 %

Year

68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

oe -class 1 and 2;

Roe-class 3 and 4

Figure 10. Change of vocational status among persons who in 1971 stated that
they were not interested in participating in any form of e6catiohal

activity during the near future. Figures refer to Roe's classes

(cf. p. 85)

-We 4)0d that; taken as a group, the persolis wishing to participate in future
t,

eckNetional activiteies have undergone a more favourable development in terms of

vO4lionalctatus...thdn those who are not interested. Th,s tendency, like that

alreadylninted out Concerning the development of vocational status ong par-

4
.
ticipants and non-participants in adult education in 1977, suggests tt the

°respondents professing interest in future educational activities are already in

a favoured position. ,Thus it is a debatable point whether their educational

10-3



interest and any future educational activity on their part will reduce or widen

the educational gaps ip society. There is nothing in this study to suggest that

ei reauctiOn,will bethe likeliest result.%

Final comments

The study shows that increased opportunities of university and college entrance

have.contributed towards social equalization, i.e. a greater number of indivi-

duals who were not recruited for higher education previously, now are being re-

cruited. On the other hand the study indicates that the pt-pstiiious lines re-

cruit their ,participants mostly from the "traditional" group (A, cf. p. 79).
T.+

This probably means that the occupational status of group A will exceed that of

group C in.thefuture. group C consists to a higher extent of girls than of boys

and of students from a' lwer social class (cf. p. 83). It is therefore probable

that increased opportunities of access to higbceducationare not enough if edU-

cational equality is the aim. One must also notice that the great majority of

individualg (group D) do not participate in higher education at all, even if

_opportuni to start higher education'have increased.-,

The postal questionnaire in 1977 made it possible to chart the participation in

different adult education activities on that occasion. More than twict as many

adult education participants were recruited from among people who previously had

completed quite long education as from among those who had only completed their

compulsory schooling. In other words: Participants in adult education cre to a

great extent peOple with previously completed long education. It is also evident

that well-educated people more often take part in adult education which As to be

considered as an investment education rather than consumption (cf. p. 94 f.)

FurthEmove it is to be noticed that individuals from social class I ("high")

use Mit education as an investmecCtb a greater extent than persons from

social class III ("low").

Summing up, th study show's that participation in adult education'is most'fre-

J quent in educationally privileged groups. Those who partitipzte have already

through their upbringing and formal schooling gainer: a cultural capital for...the

future and participation in adult education further increases this capital. On

the other hand it is evident that participation in aduitteducation increases the

general level of education even if the educationally privileged increase their,
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isivel:more than do,other participants, 0

Ifinally a few. words en the contivation of the research baied on the data bank

l'ceniidered in this paper. Inuividual patterns of development will be investigated

rregardin§'occupational and educational ,status. Different patterns will then' be

1.related to income, attitudes to ds present occupation and other variable
, . , .

connected with' adult'life. Speia 'nterest will be devoted to those who failed

to complete their participation in adult education. It is';also probable that

( efforts.will be made.to administer another questionnaire within the next five

years in order tu receive more "finall" informatiOn,abut the individuals' posi-

tions in society concerning occupationaleCononex en0 social status. As educa-

tional reforms of various iMportance are carried out quite often, it is important
z,;.

t have continuous possibilities ,O. evaluate them. A data bank like the one this

$a r is based on can, among other things, help to supply information on the
;- i

effects of different reforms. It is thzrAfore of great interest to maintain the

='). data bank as intact as possible for l'uture use.

?'
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:Description of the data bank oft-which this paper is based:

Time of
collection
(Age of
subjects)

198i-66
(15-17)

Method of collection

.Appendix A

General description'of the data

collected
v

Data from registers
varioLs kinds,. e.g.

records of marks.
0

.1966 (grade 3) . Tests
(16-17) .

1986 (grade 9) Questionnaire
(16-17)

1968
(8-19)

1970
(20-21)

1977

-(27-28);

1977
(27-28)

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

Register data

Questionnaire

of Sex, social clag's, lines chosen in.,
grades 7, 8 and 9. Marks for spring
term, grade 0. Current activities,
autumn 1966 (education, employmeneetc.)

Scores in Swedish; English, physics, -
chtmistry and social subjects.
Intelligence tests.

Parental schooling. Attitude to various
school subjects. Plans c- leaving
school. Vocational pfani.

Current educational and vocational
activities. Future plans regarding
occupation and education.

Current educational and vocational
activities. Education,completed. Plans
regarding occupation and education.
Attitude to the compulsory elementary
schooling completed four yeari previous-

ly.

Extracts from the 5C8 population
register. Inc6me, address, marital

status.

Current educational and vocational
activities. Education completed.-
Occupaticns 1971-1977. Attitude to
present work. Attitude, with reference
to current situation, to education
completed. Discontinued studies.
Leisure activities. Educational and
vocational plans. Perceived impediments
to education

The above is no more than a rough description of, the total data base, which ,

comprises a total of some 350 variables.
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' Appendix 8

(A) Compar..i'sOn of. respondents and
non-respondents in the 1977 questionnaire

study and . -

.(b) table of dropout rates for the various questionnaires,,

(a) Comparison of respondents (77%) And non-respondents (23%) in the 1977

questionnaire study (horizontal percentages):

ex ,,,,, Men VOTITERF---

nor- respondents

respondents

60'

49

,'40

51

Social class in graae 9' 1 ("high") II III ("low'ri

non-respondents 7 34 58

respondents 7. 42 52

Line chosen in grade 9
.

Pre-upper see-, school Others

non - respondents

respondents '

.

.

s

37

48 , ,

63

52.

Intelligence test scores': <(2tot-S) XtottS) >(Xtot4S)

non-rtrepondents (- 4,/,-4.".2).,,t

respordents 0 Igo)
2i

...

16

67

67

12

17

Marks for Swedish in grade9 1
2 3 4 5

.

nrnon-respondtat* ( X .2.9)
'

respondents (c. .3.1)

5

3

28.

20

42

44

20

, 26

5

7

10
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We may conclude from this comparison that the non-respondents, ,compared with

the respondents, include a larger proportion of men, a larger proportion of

:people from social class III, and a smaller prop8'rtinn of students who opted

for the'pre-upper seconJary school line in'grade 9 of elementary school. Further-

, riore:, the non-respondents did slightly less well than the respondents in the

intelligence test and in Swedish.

It is hard to judge the extent to which tne structure of the drop-out distorts

the results presented. The above compariso conveys only a general prcturo of

I the characteristics of the drop-out. One would, of course, like to find relevant

variables for a comparison in connection with every presentation of findings,

but this has not been possible in the present investigation because complete

information on:the sgrvey population is only available for certain variables

(including those contained by the comparison). This problem, of course, affects

the majority of postal questionnaire surveys.

The structure or the drop-out is uniform from one questionnaire to another, and

the comparison for the non-response in the 1977 questionnaire is valid on the

whole for the non-response in the prey ous questionnaire studies as well.



(b) In longitudina, studies of the kind which we are now considering, things

are complicated by one's having to keep tabs on several drop-out groups. Diffe-

rent people reply to different questionnaires. The following table illustrates

the size of the various drop-outs over time which have to be taken into con -'

sideration in the present study when interpreting the results obtained.

Table of response (R) and non-respbnse (NR) over time

1968 questionnaire 1970 questionnaire 1977 questionnaire N %

(response = 86.4%) (response = 81.3%) (response = 76.5%)

NR NR NR 147 4.2

. R- NR NR 205 5.8

NR R NR 66 1.9

NR NR R 106 3.0

R R NR 412 11.7

R NR R 200 5.7

NR R R 159 4.5

R R R 2229 63.3

3524 100%

The. -base number 3 524 refers to the number of persons we know to ha rece' 1

the 1977 questionnaire, The hundred and more persons who are missing compared

with the3 650 members of, the original group
haiie either died or emigrated or are`

otherwise untraceable. The table, shows that'4.2%.did not reply to any of the
4

questionnaires, 10.7% participated once, 21.9%- participated twice and 63.3% Pe-

, plied to all the questionnaires.

This means that there is complete longitudinality'for about two-thirds of the

original group. In comparisons over time, the questionnaires can be studied in

pairs, which serves to reduce the drop-out somewhat; cf the table above.

Finally, we may observe that the diSadvuntages ent4iied by a longitudinal'desigh

in terms of drop-out are often counterbalanced'by
the superior precision of the

informatiOn obtained. For example, errors of recollection are more common when

data are collected retrospectively. t ,
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DROP-OUT IN MUNICIPAL ADULT
SCHOOLS IN THE CONTEXT OF
ALLOCATION POLICY

Lena Borgstrom

The,,past decade in Sweden has seen a rapid growth of interest in adult educa-

tion. A reform of this sector in 1968 made it possible for adults to receive,

free of charge, instruction corresponding t4 the curricula for youth education;

the system thus established is termedrmunicipal adult education.

Drop-outs are one of the Mar problems affecting adult edu. tior, and muni-

cipal adult education is no exception. The finoinls on this subject which

shall be presenting in this article come from a project aimed at evaluating

municipal adult education in certain respects and concentrating particularly

on the p,oblem of drop-outs. Before we go on to the actual project, however, I

sffould start by outlining the municipal adult education system, the background

against which i,t was established, its aims and the pattern of its development

so far.

A short history of municipal adult education in Sweden

e

Briefly, the background to the 1968 reforni of adult education was as follows

(see also Rubenson's article above).

There "lave been several refo.ms of the Swedish school system during the pre-

sent century. The reform process has started from the bottom and worked up-

wards. The 31d selective school system has been superseded by a nine-year com-

prehensive elementary sc;lool in which all pupils receive the same instruction

up to and including their sixth year of school. A certain amount of differen-

tiation takes place during the last three years via optional subjects an a

ochoice n' augmented,courses of study in certain theoretical subjects. iiild

academic oymnasium has been,superseded by an integrated upper'.lecondarY school

incorporacicg both two pr three-year as well as four-year theoretical line

and two-yrsr vocational ones. Today about eighty per cent of elementary school.

leavers go on to upper secondary school.

1.11
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The initiative leading to the reform of adult education came from the Govern-

ment Commission appointed during the 1960s to investigate the content and orga-

nization of upper secondary education. This came after a rapid expansion of the

school system, with propessively larger proportions of each annual Cohort re-

ceiving education, both compulsory and voluntary. Labour force surveys and

forecasts indicated that this educational interest op the part of young persons
o.

was matched by heavy demand for skilled labour among the majority of prospec-

tive employers of upper secondary school-leavers. Emphasis was laid on the

crucial importance of education as a factor of national growth and development.

Developments in the labour market were characterized oy structural change and

rapid technological progress. It was clear that i, a situation of this kind

education also had an important part to play as a means of enabling adults to

adjust to the changes thus occurring in working life. A rise in general educa-

tional standards would facilitate retraining and further education and would

thus be conducive to the more efficient deployment of a limited supply of

labour.

Given this situation, it was essential to exploit the reserve of talent which

must exist amonT>e labour force, An the form of persons who were capable of

assimilating upper sRcondary education but who had been prevented by the in-,

adequacy of educa6on,1 resources from doing so when they wer ounger. In 1963

the Upper Seconder); Schools Commission estimated' this educational reserve at

about 180 000 persdfis.

There was no longer any novelty attached to adult education as such. The ques-

tiOn of a jh school for adults had already been raised by the 1940 Schools

Commission t up to investigate the organization of the school system: The

proposals put ferwara by the Schools Commission led to the establishment of a

()national school for adults in 1956.

By this time a number of evening sc)iools had started, usually under the auspices

of adult education associations. The arguments in favour of heavier investment

in adult education were reiterated in a report presented by the Commission on

Social Benefits for Students in 1962. Ideological considerations now began to

appear when reference was made to "strong arguments of just4ce .. in favour of

people being given the opportunity of education denied them in younger years"

(SOU 196245). A second national school for adults was founded in 1962.
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The Upper Secondary Schools Commission,
Whose investigations were started in

1950, acted on its own initiative in prOposing a public scheme of addlt educa-

tion. This new scheme was primarily envisaged for the benefit of people who had

wanted to change their course of studies during youth education but had been

prevented from doing so by the inflexibilities of the system. Another important

group whlch the Commission had in mind was people who had attended upper second-

ary school previously but who, for one reason or another, needed ;to improve or

augment the education thus received. Adult education was also to provide persons

who had come straight into wor1ing life on completion of their compulsory

schooling with subsequent opportunities of "receiving a form of upper secondary

shooliltg which they were capable of completing."

The view was taken that upper secondary education should be the prime concern

of an adult educational ostatlishment.
Elementary education should also be pro-

vided, however, primarily for persons needing to augment their basic education

in order to pursue higher studies successfully.

The adult education reform passed in 1968 made the municipalities the sponsors

for a form of adult education to be conducted in accordance with the elementary

school, upper secondary school and vocational school curricula, but compared

with youth education, the normal time schedules for adult implied a reduction

by between 30 and 70 per cent. The aggregate resources of each municipality -

in,stenms of facilities, teaching materials
and teaching staff - were to be mad

available for adult education purposes.

The proposed reform (Govt. Bill Prop.
1967:85) was heavily criticized in many

quarters. The popular education
omanizations took the 'view that many of the

duties entrusted to the adult high schools could have been more economical-fly

and flexibly discharged by adult
education associations and folk high schools,

with their long expei.ience of adult education. Also the National Board of

"Education (NBE) was critical on several counts.

The Government Bill also came under heavy criticism from the non-socialist

parties on the grounds that it was incomplete and that no consideration had

been given to the industrial policy and to the ability of Swedish enterprise to

compete on the international
plane. The Government Bill, they argued, was

fettered by a traditional scholastic mentality.
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Developments following the reform of adult education

:beielopments after the reform were influenced by the big trade unions, especially

LQ (the-blueColjar union) and'TCO (the white collar union group). Among other

things, LO argued from a research (OVUX, 1969) showing that persons with a ,

longer formal education had higher pirticipationrates in adult education than

.persons with shorter formal education. LO heavily critized developments that had

t been dominant in the past. They argued that adult education in the future would,

have concentrate to a much greater extent on bridging the educational gap between,

the generations.

In the Government Bills presented after 1968 one finds that adult education is

justified on expressly ideological grounds and that these can be related to the

overridiig educational goals of the community. A clearly formulated allocation -

'and equa'ity goal appeared for the first time in connection with adult education

in the 1S,70:35 Government Bill. The danger emphasised is that the educational gap

may widen further if those who have the poorest education are not given a real

chance to use the range of provision. In view of this possibility society's efforts

in the adult education area must be increased.

This involved a shift of target group. The emphasis now changed from those who

Were educationally talented but had not previously had the opportunity of study-

ing and those who needed to improve or augment their educational qualifications

-:to those whose p-evious...schoolfng had been of the briefest duration Thins group

of "under- educated" or "short -term educated" persons, usually (and still, for

the time being) takento,comprise people who had received up to eight years'

elementary schooling, was considered in need of further education. But the

n- change of terge-groyp was unaccompanied-by ay-a-Inge in the content or design

of teaching,

The establishment of municjpal adult education was followed by a heavy expan-

sion; During the first yeat of "Komvux" (i.e. municipal adult education), abciut

11 400 students attended subject courses at elementary school level some 26 300

attended upper secondary school courses and another 69 900 or so attended voca-

tional courses. Student figures stagnated after the -first few years, but a

rther increase has occurred since 1975. In the autumn term of 1976, about .

43 000 students attended elemertary school courses, about 68 500 attended upper

secondary school courses and about 52 400 attended vocational courses. Most

Koimvux students are,women, the figure for 1976 being 69 per cent. ThiSlioredomi
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nance is particularly noticeable in elementary school courses. The following.

table s 'hows the previous schooling of students in the spring term of 1979.

0.

Table 1. Newly enrolled Komvux students, week 10, spring term 1979, by study

route and previous education. Percentages.

Comp lete-previous
education --

Upper sec. ed.:
2-yr theoretical lines,
3-yr/4-yr lines or
equivalent and post-sec.

education

'Upper sec. ed.:
2-yr vocational lines
and other vocational ed.

Elementary school as per 1962 (9g)
or 1969 curriculum, general junior
secondary school or
equivalent

Elementary school (not 9g),
practical junior sec.

school or equivalent, and
8-yr elementary school

Elementary schooling: 7 yrs

or less

Foreign ed.

Total no. students

Komvux study,route

Elementary Upper sec. school

school courses

courses k 2-yr lines 3-yr lines

6 13 --46

ty.

7 13 8

16 51 29. 25

28 13 6

27 .5 4

16 5 7

100 100 100 -

Vocatio-,
, nal

courses

°28

.12

13

19'

3

100

Source: Statistiska meddelanden U 1979:20:

0

As can be seen from the above table, just over half (.55 %) of the newly.enrolled

students at elementary school level have had either less than nine years' pre-

vious schooling or else received a nine-year course of education not correspond-

ing to a complete elementary school leaving certificate. The overwhelming majo-

rity of students taking the two and three-year upper secondary courses had re-

ceived,at least nine years' elementary schooling (see also 0lofsson's article

in this voiuMe, table 7).

115
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The number of students with eight years' br less previpus elementary schooling

,Tose_somewhaWn the elementary school courses dtring the early years but has

declined in recent years despite efforts made to recruit students from this

group.

-Another developoient trend in the seventies was the Pise in the numbers of day

students. Municipal adult education was originally intended - mainly for eco-

nomic reasons - as part-time education for leisure hours. More and more day

courses havl been introduced, however, partly because of the rising number of

students whose education is being financed by the Labour Market Administration

as a retraining measure (usually on account of their being unemployed oi= in

danger of unemployment), and also because an Educational Leave Act was passed

in 1975, followed in 1976 by a scheme of study assistance for certain adults

whose previous schooling had been of brief duration, Asti result, more students

are now studying full time or half time than ever before..%

Premises of the GRUV project

By the end of the sixties the education explosinn that had dominated tie decaee,

--when it had been important to utilize the educational reserve, had subsided.

Moreover, the connection between economic growth and Mucation had been called

into question-towards the close of this period. Increasing prominence was given

to the aim of achieving_greater equality, and education was regarded as an im-

portant means to this end 1. Kogan (1977), who has made an interesting

Analysis of the complex and conflicting factors, which combined to create

educational policies in Britain between 1960 and'1974),

It was predominantly the influence exerted by the major union organizations

(LO and 7C0), by the Social Democratic Party and by the Workers' Educa-

tional Association (ABF) which led to the redirection of adult education policy

as manifested in the Adult Education Bill presented by the Goyernment in 1970.

In that Bill, adult education was described as a means of transforming estab-

lished society in favour of greater equality. AdOt education thus became an

instrument of allocation policy. During the 1970s the allocatory apprOach was

reinforced at the'expense of the service approach.

tt

116,
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The concrete measures accompanying this change of course were principally aimed

at improving the recruitment of under-educated Persons, above all through ex-

periments with outreach activities at workplates and in housing areas but

also through study subsidies. The, measures taken within the school system in-

volved giving priority to admissions to elementary school courses, while res-

trictions were placed on the expansion of courses at upper secondary lemel

School resources for auxiliary instruction and educational' counselling were

augmented somewhat, but no changes were made to the content and design of the

actual courses.

Expressed in the terms employed by Holmes (1956), ne change of policy which

now occurred can be viewed as a change in the normative pattern, with the insti-

Autional pattern remaining practically unaltered. But, as Holmes points out,

new norms rarely, if ever, become effective unless accompanied by' institutional

innovations. In other words normative innovations are only successful when

accompanied by effective organization.

It was against this background that the GRUV project (Elementary School Studies

for Adults) came into being. The purpose of the project was to evaluate the

benefits of municipal adult education to persons with a short-term formal edu-

cation, the difficulties encountered by thaSeztudints and the need for changes.

One of the aims of the project was to shed light on the drop-out problem, and

I propose to look at, this problem in the present paper as it Came to be-the

principal topic of inquiry in the. whole project, which in turn was due to the

0 fact that mast of the students included in the study group dropped out soon

lif-44121a5th21111r-le-222C2111cQL--

FiAt of all, here is a grief description of the project.

Strategy and implementation

The project was arranged in the form of a follow-up study in which we observed

a number of courses -from beginning to end, continuously canvassing data from

teachers and students. The study group comprised students taking English,

mathematics and Swedish courses, these being the municipal adult education

(Komvux) courses attracting the largest numbers of participants. The invest

tion covered all courses in these sybjects beginning during the evenings as

.
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cart of Kgnivux in Stockholm (at ten different Ault high schools) for a period

of'two terms. All the courses were at elementary school level, because these

. are the,courses attracting the majority of under-educated pes;ons. Most of the'_

courses took three terms to complete. The figure'ilelow ilfustrates the process

of data collection.

A Previous

/maledge

Data from and cuncerning course participants

kM

Course evaluation

lbatkgrouni data

Term 1

Question contemn!
the pluming otin

atru:tion

Terely awards

Questions concerning

the ten's work

Course evaluation

TralY awards

Course etaluttion

ecneerama,pe ten
vend conceriing the

course es whsle

Term 2 Term )

Question coneeruisg

the terks work

I Mutt
award

Questions concerning

results, treble!' etc.

of thV course as a

whole

Particulars supplied by teachers

Continuous recording of drop -outs.

O

Questionnaires and personal interviews were the main methods *cloyed. The pro-
,

ject took five years to complete, ending in 1978. Findings were continuously

presented in interim recohs, and a concise report in English (Elementary

School S.tudies for Adults, 1979) has also been issued.

Description of the participant grop

Backgrould data were collected for 1 579 participants, over 70 per cent of whom

were taking English. Immigrants comprised 21 per cent of the total survey popu-

lation and were mostly taking the Swedish course. Women comprised 73 per cent

11.8
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.and men 27 per cent of the entire,meterial. The median age pftheyarticipants

,A908, the women as a rule being slightly older than the meilan'd the immigrants

'-'considerably younger than the Swedish participants.,Theli6-ticipants' previous

schoolingjs.illustrated in re:2;WhiCn'hAs b6g; confined to the Swedish
...---

....--,

participants, owing%to_the Sifficulties involved in classifying the educational
i

qualifications of the immigrant participants.,

V".

ble 2. PartiCipants, ty previous schoolin,g

Schooling

Elementary school,' 6-7 years.

Elementary school, 8 years
Folk !iigh school

Comprehensive elementary school
Junior secondary school,'girls'
School, discontinued studies
Continuation s_hool, gymnasium,
discontinued studies

Total

high

"

Percentages (N=1 255)

44

29

5

9

12

1

100

As can be seen from this table, nearly th.ree-quariers of all the Swedish parti-

cipants had only received six, seven or eight years' elementary schooling and

could therefore be classified as under-educated.
I-

.

Komvux courses offer formal, qualifications and aregearedeared to the same curricula

as youth educ.ation. The participants, however, are seldom bent on acquiring

formal educational qualifications. The majority state at the beginning of the

course that they are studying in order to improve their general education. Other

.powerful mo ves are those of satisfying one's educational interests and meeting

/more Pep e. The majority have not studied -..i. Niult high school before, though

more pan half the participants have had experience of courses of other kinds.

More than half the students completing the course believe that the merits thus

acquired will come in useful. It is possible that the participants are led by

uncertainty regarding their ability to complete the course to state initially

I

,tions, whereas many of them in fact are hoping that their studies will 'prove 'to

be of practical importance.

that they. are studying for other reasons than a desire for formal qualifica-

Ili

i'e '
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jhisl:short summary of the distinguishing characteristics of thelparticipant

group shows thit,where these courses are concerned, Komvux appears to have been

.very.successful in recruiting the group which is considered most in need of its

Services,naiilely the under-educated.

The term "under-eaucated" refers to Formal education. The Bills referring to

this group as the group most in need of further education have not disctissed

whether persons who are under-educated in the formal sense are also under-educa-

tedpinreal terms. Brostrbm and Ekeroth (1977) discuss under-educated persons

in terms of economic, political and cultural resources. It is the persons who

are disadvantaged in these respects, i.e. excluded and inactive persons, who

should constitute the real target group for adult education measures. The

writers maintain that the under-educated persons recruited for adult education

are not typical of the group because they tend to a more than average extent to

be already possessed,of the qualities or resources which adult education is

designed to create. The outreach activities carried out in Sweden have

seldom reached any further than this group, because the genuinely disadvantaged

are so much more difficult to recruit. This approach has been adopted and

illustrated by means of the following diagram in a report published recently by

the Government Committee which is at present engaged in a review of municipal

adult education.

A 111111r
n()

At least nine years' basic education

At most eight years' basic educatio

Disadvantaged

(SOU .1979:92)

Advantaged

The=participant group in the CRUV project is probably a relatively advantaged

group. The members regard education as a means of satisfying their needs, and

they have applied for the course of their own volition, usually out of educa- '

4:9
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tional interest. Interviews with the participants have shown: however, that be-

hind the professed motives there are often feelings of inferiority and inade-

quacy on-account of not knowing enough English, for example. If participation

in courses can help to enhance.the self-esteem of these students, their educa-

.{;tton must be sa41 to achieved an important subsidiary purpose. Where this group

is concerned, greater self-confidence and self-esteem must be considered a

necessary precondition for the retainability of several of the aims of adult

education.

Drop -ciuts

Most,previous studies of drop-outs have recorded drop-outs for one term. Since

the groups iii the GRUV'project have been followed for the duration of the

courses (usually three terms), this has made it possible for drop-outs to be

recorded on asumulative basis and for. an indication thus to be obtained of the

total drop-out rate.

, Definition of terms

We employed the tqllowing definition of drop-Ott students. For the'purposes of

theAkIV project, drop-out students are participants who have started a course

(i,e. attended at least one lesson) but have discontinued their studies before

the conclusion of the course.

This f.efinition do:s not preclude the resumption or continuation of studies

during a subsequent term. It is also possible for a participant who has dropped

out of an English course, for example, and thus been classified as a drop-out

Oglish student, to complete one or more other courses taken at the same time.

The drop-out rate

The following tables show tne drop-out rates of the course included in this

project. For each subject, our investigation included tlil evening courses

starting in Stockholm during two conse,,.tive terms. The percentages in table 3

are cumulative and are based on the numbers of students joining each course in

the Jirst-term. The table does not include students joining the course in the

second or third term.

21
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Table 3. Drop-out frequencies among student's taking evening ,courses in English=

mathematics and Swedish (percentages)
1

Typo of course -,....
.1 '/ :-j

No.
*asps

proceste 0)
Total
cospl
theIr

Curing
let
'ten ,

Seturea
lit and
W.,
terse

Dario]
tad '
UM

..
Between
tad aad
3rd
terns

Dur1-4
3rd
term

Total
drop-
oat

gajlissl) Wear:ere court*
0.4464

rCoatlaustica course, 5 torus
($487)

.
NatheastIce

21,
3 terms

($449)

Svedlh3), 2 vane (11.234)

22

2j

17,

17

,

20

26

35

37

P...,

19

'21

17

13 .

12

8

7

If

12"

11

6

6

9.

3

.._

68

W

31

32

3o

1) met* startdito the autust urn 1973 and spring Toirm 1974.
2) e ,* 1974 1975.

3)
s 1975 1976.

In all three subjects, roughly two-thirds or more of the students starting the

course failed to complete it. The English courses, especially the three-term

elementary school 3urses, had the highest drop-out rates. Like the element

2
ry

school mathematics and Swedish courses, these courses involve two lessons ekly.

The tree -term English beginners' course has only one lesson per week. But our

findings do not show that there. are fewer dropouts from the "slower" courses.

In al) courses, the majority pf drop-outs occur during the first term. More than

a third of the mathematics and Swedish students dropped out during this term,

aTnl at the,beginning of the second term only about half the original students

were still on the course.

Apart from drop -outs. during the first term, especially at the beginning of the

course, many students also curtail their studies between terms. This applies

part4ularly to the first holiday, i.e. between the first and second terms of

the course. In the case of the courses we investigated, the first holiday came

either in the summer or.at Christmas. More students dropped'out during the

summer holidays than during the Christmas holidays, which is understandablesin

view of the long duration of the former. The results show that a large group of

1(2'
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II. 4, I
" studeritsfail, for various reasons, to returp to their courses after school holi-

days.`Therefore. prior to the commencement
of.a new term, thgre is a need for in-

'Creased:effort to 'recover' previous tertiCipants.

..
-

immigrants make up a Targe contingent of
the students taking the courses covered

.
by-this project: 17 per cent of the English students, 13 per cent'of the,mathe-

matics students and 48 per cent of the Swedish stud4its.

The immigrants taking English and Swedish were sufficiently numerous for certain

special studies to be undertaken. Among other thligs, we investigated drop-out

0 'rate's among. immigrant studepts.

The immivrant pupils taking the English .course have drop-out i:ates similar to

.those of the Swedish
students. 'On the,other hand there is a clear difference

between the immigrants and Swedish students-taking Swedish. The immigriht-stu--

.

dents have the highest drop-out rates in these courses, about four-fifths of

them having curtailed their studies as against roughly two -fifths of the Swedish

participants.

easons for dropping out

Related research

,"' Previous research into drop-outs,
undertaken with the aim of otting causes,

= has often resulted in an enumeration of causes of drop-outs. T se causes have

been of two principal .inds:

1. Factors connected with the participants' external environment (working hours,

changes at work, travelling times, family circumstances etc)

2. Factoh relating,to the
participant himself, e.g. lack of previous kns ledge,

insufficient self-confidence.

There has been very little theoretical development in this field.

Boshier (1973) has attempted to construct a theoretical model relating drop-outs

to the type of background motive involved. Boshier maintains that

i

the motives Of
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Wdrop-out students are often rooted in an experience of i eiciencx or a situa-

tion of deficiency. Those who complete their studies tend more often to,have

embarked en them becaus they want to develop their personalities. From the very

outset, the feelings of insufficiency entertained by the drop'-out students make

'them particularly sensitive as regards relations between themselves and the

teacher, the other members of the group or the course as such.

/

One of the weakneSses of a number of previous studies and models is their lack of

connection with educational reality, i.e. what goes-onLin the teaching situation .

Another weakness of many previous studies js'that they suggest that drop-outs are
1 due to individual factors', whereas more recenteresearch indicates that drop -outs.1.

ought instead to be regarded as the result of combinations of factors.

For example, the en4ctation.valency theory developed by Rubenson (1976). This

theory is based primarily on the theories of Lewin and Tolman and puts more

emphasis on situational factors. Briefly, this theory assumes that-Iperson's

choice nC activities constitutes a product of the value he attaches to the

cult of his acelons, and of his expectations of being able to carry out the

action in ques6on. Rubenson and Edghielm (1978) have applied the expectation

valency theory to drop-outs frog quit education. A simplified explanation of

drop-ours could thus be constructed as follows:

The extent to which
puticipation is re- ,

garded as a fruitful ,

means of satisfying
perceivdd needs (valency)

Believes him elf to have
, a chance of completin

-coplig-t with the,

educationlexpertation)

Power

(thstrength of this
power will decide
whether the person'
concerned fulfils or
curtails his studies)

(Rubenson andlfoghielm, 1978)

This model implies that the strength of the participant's power to go on study-

ing is-a function of the product4of valency and expectation, i.e. the value of

participation as a means Of catering for certain needs and expectations of

succeeding in studies. .f valency or expectation,should fall to zero, power to

participate will do the same, resulting in a drop -out. '
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,A previbus study undertaken at the StlholiPedagogical Centre (Borgstriim)

et al., 1970) concerned drop-outs
from municipal adult high schools in"Stockholm.

.

This study was aimed at plotting the causes of drop-outs with the aid of tele

phone interviews.'.The causes which were identified were above all connected with

the fact of the participants studying and also being gainfully employed. Over a

third of Iht dropout students stated
that they had left their courses on

account4a lack of time and energy dUe to their jobs.

This finding gave food for thought. The majority of participants were gainfully

employed. Some of them, indicated that they discontinued their studies, because .

of the difficulty of combining these two activities, while others did not.

What other contributory factors could have been involved here? How important was

subjective experience of the actual teaching situation, for examplerTo try and

find the answers to these question, we
interviewed a number of drop-out students

in the,cou?se of the GRIM project. We felt that in order to explore the causes

of drop -outs as accurately as possible, a .relationship of confidence needed to

be estattlisheA between the drop-out student and the person asking the question,

444
and the interviews were therefore conducted personally, usually in the students'

homes. These interviews were fairly
openended, the aim being for the inter-

viewtes to experience them mo as re)axed'conversations than interrogations.

Results of the interview survey

In the preceding section we saw
that roughly two-thirds of the survey population

withdrew before the course was concluded.
The reasons for these drop-outs are,

of course, a matter of great interest. The drop-out p9blem was'raised both in

teacher-surveys and in course evaluations'. The follaing section is a general"'

presentation of the results obtained from interviews of participants who have

discontinued their studies.

A total of 116 drop-outs from all three subjects were interviewed. Theeinter-
1

views support .the theory that dropping out is seldom a simple phenomenon

, and should instead be.regarded as the result of several factors combined. A

synthesis of conditions helping to produce
orop-outs shows that the dominant

factors are those connected with experience of the teaching situation. The

following figure represents a brief summary of the information yielued by the

-

interviews.

1-25
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In the first instance, a sudden change occurs in the pupil's circumstances - ill-

ness or migration, for example - and may force him or her to give up studying.

,Students dropping'out_in this wdy are clearly positive as a rule towards most

things connected Witii'the teaching and only leave because of outward impediments:

The other pattern follows a more gradual path wheieby, after several negative

experiences of the Course, the student leaves. Often, however, this curtailment

occurs in connection with, say, illness, and the latter is given as thereason

for leaving. If we were to°accept the stated r'ason at its face value in these

t"----cases, we would-obtain a false picture of the causal relationship. It seems more

accurate to,say that the external cause referred to in cases, of this kind is

the factor triggering off a drop-out. But the withdrawal has probably been

planned for a longer or shorter period previously or has existed at the back

Of the student's mind. The student obtains.an outwardly acceptable and neutral

reason for leaving, although the true causes have in fact materialized earlier.

The,kinterviews revealed cases, for example, where the students expected things

to impe6e in the second term. When this proved not to be the case, the student

left after only a few lessons. There are other' ases where the first written

test of the second term was the triggering factor.

Most of the interviews proved to be consistent with the second of our drop-out

patterns. Some of the n4ative experiences include the following.

11

1

A very large proportion f the interviewees, particularly those who had been

iakinglEnglish and math atics, had difficulty in keeping up. This is revealed

-4:"-'1m various ways by the i terviews. Many of them felt that the rate of progress

1

0

a
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was too fast for them to be able to learn anything. Some of them had difficUlty

in,asserting themselves in relation to the other members of the group, whom

they regarded as much cleverer than themselves. Others had a feeling that the

teacher never asked them any questions because they were less clever than the

°thefts.

- The interviews show that the teacher is an important factor determining the

,

satisfaction of individual members of the group. Some pupils had a definitely

'negative impression of the teacher and left the course for this reason. Some-

times the teacher was viewed in this negatilie light because he treated the

students like children or only put questions to the cleverest ones. There are

many cases where changes of teacher had such a negative impact that students

left for this reason.

The interviews also show that students who are a little older than the rest of

. the group and Who are unaccustomed to studying are particularly sensitive to a

,
number of factors. They felt uneasy and nervous when lessons approached, espe-

cially if they had not had time to do their homework properly. Many of them were

also afraid Of having to speak in front of the rest of the group.

Illness is a common cause of drop-outs. Although this is sometimes just an

excuse for leaving, it is clear that a student who has missed only a couple of

lessons can often have great difficulty in continuing, because the working pace

seems so fast as to make it impossible to catch up. A strikingly small number of

the persons interviewed had been offered or had even known about the chance of,

supplementary
instructionl) after a period .of absence. It also seems to be un-

utual for absent students to be contacted by somebody from their school.

1

Luk of contact within the.group has been a problem to many students. This

applies particularly to immigrant students, who had hoped to 'get to know people

via the course. One student left mainly because of his financial worries. He

thought that he might have been able to continue if he had somebody in the group

to -.talk to about these matters. I)

1 A

I) Every school receives financial aid to arrange supplementary instruction for

students-who.need...4t,_e.g._students_Who_have been absent from courses.

A
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.Many of 'the interviewees suggested using group work as a means of getting to

'141Ow F :11.other. In other cases,. group,work had been practised and had'made a

*Wye iMPression.*In one case, however, it was a contributory cause of

droll -out, been% the student in question (an immigrant woman). found,jt difti-

cdlt to talk irithe group.

"

The group taking Swedish comprised roughly equal numbers of immigrants and

Swedes, but the immigrant students had a very high drop-out rate. Most of the

.teaching groups included both Swedes and immigrantslo begin with. The immi-

grants varied- a great deal. in their initial command of Swedish. About half of

them had previousl.:'attended a Swedish language course.

The teacher interviews,showed that several groups had experienced great diffi-

culties due to the presence of immigrants. Often this. was due to the immigrants'

inadequate knowledge of the Swedish language, but arother reason was that the

needs and expectations of the immigrants concerning the course differed from

tho.e of the Swedish pArticipa4s. These difficulties were also refleaad in the

interviews of immigrant drop-out students.

Most of the immigrants started the course in order to practise their Swedish -

they wanted to be able to read and write Swedisftetter. Often their expectations

were disappointed because relatively little time during lessons was devoted to

written exercises and they did not get the chance of talking as much as..they

would have liked either. Instead, lessons were devoted to grammar, which was the

main thing that the Swedes wanted to learn.

The interviews point to two principal causes of drop-outs among immigrant stu-

dents in cases where they have not been forced to give up a course because of

problems connected with their finances, their jobs,or their families.

1. They left in disapPointMeht at not having the opportulity of learning what

they wanted to learn.

2. They left because the course was excessively difficult in relation to their

previous knowledge of the Swedish language.
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"..Inboth'cases they derived very
little benefit from the course. Some of the

,

Swedish students interviewed had a
negative impression of the immigrants in the

grouvbecause'they were hard to understand or because the teacher had teipend

too much time explaining things to
them which were self-evident to the Swedes.

Follow-uk of drop-out students

For the-purposes of this project we have defined drop-out students as students

curtailing their studies during the course.
Students merely changing groups in

order to attend lessons at different times or at a different level in Stotxholm

Municipal adult high schools have, not been classified as drop-m4'students.

The drop-out figures presented in this proJect have been criticized, partly on

the grounds that many drop-outs are not
really drop-outs at all, since' the

students merely suspend their studies in a subject for a time, resuming them

one or two terms later. In order to investigate this point further,owe followed

up the students discontinuing
their mathematics studies between the autumn term

1974 and the autumn term 1975, together with Swedish students who dropped out

between the autumn term 1975 and.the spring term 1976. This follow-up was per-

formed with the aid of the data register kept of students attending adult high

tockhalm1wh4ohino-ludeonnencinstudiesunderthe
aegis of'Municipal aduit education.

Altogether the follow-up covered the 138 students who left the mathematics

course and the 101 students who left the Swedish course in the' first round of

the study. We followed these student
for four terms after they dropped out.

The results are presented in the following tables, which only show whether the

students returned to a mathematics or
Swedish course, as the case may be. (That

is, some may have enrolled in other types af courses.) Some-of them returned

only to drop-out again.
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Tattle 5. Re ults of a ,follow -up of, drop-Ou t. otodents..of mathematics (Number)
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Table 6, Results of a follow-up of drop-out students of Swedish (Number)
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Table 5 _shows that roughly a quarter of the students who dropped out of toe
t.

mathematics course returned to a new mathematics course within four terms after-

t=Wards. The corresponding figure for Swedish is one-fifth.

a

the immigrant students tended to resume their Swedish studies to a greater

extent than the Swedish. stufints.

In brief, most of the drop-out students followed up did not resume their studies

,within tiolears after leaving their courses., These findings lend little support

to the claim that drop-outs from municipal adult education are often temporary

a 1-3
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intermissigos.*4 might'possibly be true of students dropping out of daytime

courses;; Ut it does not hold good for the student categories investiglted:in

-.01e411i'OrOject..
N

-Suinary.ofesults

The results of the drop-out studies made in the rurse of the GRUV project can

be briefly summarized as follows.

- Roughly two - thirds or more of the students in the courses Covered by the
GRUViproject dropped nut. '

- Most drop-outs came during the first term of the course, experially
during, the first few weeks. A large number of students also dropped out
between the first and second terms of the course. Drop-outs were equally
frequent among newcomers joining the course in the second term as among 't

students joining in the first term.

- Withdrawal was often due to a combination of factors. External circum-
stances such as illness -were often stated as,the causes of drop-outs, but
in many cases one finds that they merely served to trigger off a drop-out
which had been contemplated previously. -

.- Dropping out was often associated with dissatisfaction or difficulties
regarding the teaching situation. A very large proportion of the drop-out

students had had difficulty in following'the instruction.

- The teacher was a very important factor determining the partfcipant's

o
adjustment to the each'ng situation.

- Lack of community between those who dropped out and the other members,of
the grOup seems to have been a frequent problem.

Translating these findings into the terms used by Rubenson and lidghielm (see the

model on page 101), we might say that the strength of the power to take part in

the course had declined to ztro in the case of a majority of the originallparti-

cipants. This power is a function of valency (i.e. the tent to which partici-

pation is seen as a means cf satisfying experienced needs) and expectation (be-

lief in one chances of coping with the course).

Thus withdrawal may result from a person no longer viewing the course as 3 means

of reaching a desired objective or from a person no longer believing in his

ability to complete the course, or again it may result from a weakening of both

'these components.
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Valency -may well.hAve decljned during the course where many students are con -

CernedllaCk.of'contactbetween the students in mantgrouOt'has helped to*pro-
.

,:a-large-number,of drop-eits-as,,well as the student's' feeling of pot having

learned anything. This type of, experience is bound, to lead to a steep decline

of valency .in the cite of A student:Who has started a coarse in order to

. meet newfriends or improve his general education by learning English, for

example,

The other component delermining the power to participate is the student's op:Ilion

.of his chances of, successfully completing the course. ,Clearly the participants'

hopes on this score were dashed. .

°,

One of the consistent features.emerging from the interviews is the difficulty

involved in keeping up with the instruction and feeling that one, is learning

something. This is ma".fested by the drop-out students' complaints about such

things as the rapid rate of prbgress, the large volume of homework, lack of

revision or the teacher only putting questions to he cleverest students.

In many cases,, particularly where English'a4 mathematics are concerned, diffi-

r----culty in-keeping up-can be_attributed_to the_iaadequacyof the students' previous,-

knowledge of the subject. This can be illustrated by means of the following

figure:

r
Poor previous

% knowledge
IStress

Fast rate
of progress

Good previous I

knowledge

Fast- rate
of progress

-> i'i stress1

(Rubenson and Mghielm, 3978)
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Negative view
of the teacher/
teaching

Dropout I

.Positive.view of
the teacher/
teaching
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iteIM:6062:..figuig, good previohs knowledge leads to a positive view of the,

,teacilkkre4iyed,_whiie ,difficulties in:keeping-up make the student critical of

-theoteiChe'r-indthe'teiching..

'our findin§s'also show that the students very-often focus criticism on them-:\

selves, -and that they feel that.they are too oleto learn, that they were un,-

suitable for the course in question or that they did not put the necessary ":

amountof time and effort into their.studies. There, is a serious risk of the,net

-resuYt of the course where these students are concerned being that they have

leaenea that they are not capable of participating in municipal adult edutation.

The four-term follOw-up of drop:out students, summarized above, showed similarly

that only a small proportion of the drop-out students.! resumed their studies

Within the period concerned. A

,

Discussion

O

.

The municipal adplt education (Komvux) courses incluoeu in the project have

recruited a large proportion cf under - educated persons, a category which must

be regarded as one of the most important target groups for adult education.

It is clear that many under - educated persons regard participation in municipal

adult education It a means of iatisfylhg self-perceived -needs. As the course has

progresse,d, a large number of them have been forced to reconsider this view,

often as a result of finding that thir expectations of successfully completing

the course were misguided. The results suggest that this pattern is etielly
conspicuous in the case of students with inad...z. :te previous knowledge at the

. beginning of the course - a group which is probably more akin to the most impor-

tant targe/lroup than are the students who completed the courses.

hunicIpal adult education does not entail any formal entrance requireTents, apart

from a minimum age and the stipulation that the student must be judged capable of

following the instruction. Most adult high schools have certain resources avail-

able for iiiformation, educational counselling and 'tudent welfare. These re-

sources are at the diposal of students who are interested enough to request them,

but they are not an integral part of thEractual teaching process. The special

auxiliary measures availahlle to student having difficulty in coping with in-

struction. are few in number (auxiliary instruction) and the students interviewed

0.
0
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.have made very little use of th,..1M, usually because they did not know thit,the
.

,provision existed. This system has resulted in responsibPity for successful

studies being completely thruit on the individual student and in a discontinua-
,

-,iipn of studies often being viewed as a personal failure. ,

it Komvux, there is little overt selection at entry through the admission system.

Instead this function is performed by what Clark (1960) terms "cooling-out",

-i.e. students are not rejected in open competitionyith other students but in-

stead meet hidden and informal forces. There is an interchange system where the

recruitment process act with the internal educational process. Municipal adult

:education an be seen to operate in-the same way_as compulsory schooling as far

as thesorting os students in concerned. Komvux drop-outs certainly appear to be

the counterpart of disciplinary problems and poor marks in compulsory schooling.

Despite the change of policy, the allocatory effects so far have been small.

Brostrbm and Ekeroth (1977) have tiucidated these effects by studying the repre-

sentatiqn of disadvantaged groups in adult education, in 1968 and 1974; The change

occurring between these two years was negligible. This is corroborated by the

findings, obtained in the GRUV project, that Under-educated persons recruited

for evening Komvux courses run into great difficulties - difficulties which have

prevented a very large-proportion of them from completing ffieir studies. These

findings have to be interpreted in relation to the structure of the education

system.

Municipal adult eduction is,part and parcel of the regular school system.

HUghielm's accompanying article deals with conditions governing and
ft

restricting school activities. Apart from curricula andlhe aims defined for

schools is context in which the allocation aspects are less pronounced),

teaching is also subject to social norms and values of the kind summarized in

the diagram on page 118 by the terms frame system and formal rule system. These

frames do a great deal to restrict the aopefoechange in teaching.
o

At the same time Komvux is a part of the adult edpvation sector, a sector in

which the allocatory objective has been emphatically stated. Municipal adult

education has become a form of schooling with roots -in two distinct educatioNal

traditions. It is-supposed to have a compensatory effect and to reduce the edu-

caiional.gaps resulting from a school system which - sogfar, at least - has not

succeeded in eliminating class differences in society. The dilemma of municipal

0 )

I
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'adult education is.to succeed in doing this with the aid of the same instruments

-ancrorganization as the compulsory school system.

This has led to what Holmes (1965) refers to as a normative inconsistency. The-

nonnative pattern has fhanged. Institutional Changes have focussed on the re-

cruitment of the target group, but the rest of the system (the actual teaching

proceis) has continued to operate in the same way as when the target group

comprised the reserve of talent. As a result, KoNvux remains a form of eduCa-

tion for the advantaged. This means that instead of reducing the gap between

the "poWerful" and the "powerless" the gap is in fact increasing. What we have

to do is to purstit a normative consistency, either through changing the selection

system, or adjusting external add internal conditions to make it possible for

disadvantaged groups to take part in adult education.

Paulston (1977) discusses theoretical' perspectives underlying social and educa-

tional change. The theoretical and ideological orientations are often unspecified

and little acknowledged. Pauiiton:s approach can be applied to Swedish adult

education policy. The normative change which has. taken place can lie described

as a result of a diagno5is inlerms of conflict theory. The needs of underprivi-

leged groups are "eu6ht into focus in order to bring about a more equal distri-

bution of the wea,.., of the community. Views concerning the means Whereby this

end is to be achieved however tend more to De based on an equilibrium world

view where all but "adaptive" changes are undesirable. A_syster imbalance

should require no,more than small increnlental ao,Nstments. From a theoretical

viewpoint, this too is an inconsistency.
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THE MUNICIPAL ADULT EDUCATION
,TEAP,HING PROCESS IN THE ;CON-
TEXT OF ALLOCATION POLICY
Robert Hiighielm

Overview

The followidg paper is organized into five main sections:

(1) a general background discussion of the relationship between adult educa-

tion and its surrounding social. structures,

(ii) a model shows.,, how society's norms'and values are manifested through a

frame system and within which all education operates,

(iii) a short review of previous classroom observation research,

(iv) a brief description of Swedishlmunicipal adult educatiun and the research

(v.) ,'main findings of the study includingia) objectivt,s, b) the use of

different teaching strategies, c) "pilqing", d) classroom interaction

analyses (general a;tivities, the "pace" group, comparisons with youth

education).

I

MM.
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INTROOUCTION

In many countries adult education has been given the role of reducing educa-

tional discrepancies in society - something which to a certain extent, in some

cases, has taken-place. See e.g. Halsey's.Origins and Destinations pp. 21? (Halsey,

et.al., 1980). Adult education will have to be allotted additional resources if

it is really to become the tool by which an educational equalization in society

is to be accomplished.

CL.

When we discuss educational resources, we are in fact considering the process of

the.management, distribution pnd evaluation of knowledge. A central problem in

this area is to-getan-idea-of what variables-,are prominent and how these are

handled in a complex society. Every educational system can be regarded as a

central instrument'of social control which Operates through the social system,

making available or restricting the understandings, identities and opportunities,

which, in turn, influence the distribution of power in a modern society. Eggleston

(1977 a, p. 57), adopting an ecological approach, makes an important distinction

oetween the ecology of educational systems or institutuions and the educational

ecology of the individuals. The latter cannot be excluded - sbmething that is

ignored in the work of some French sociologists, (e.g. Claude Grignon). These

writers often work from a conflict perspective in their analyses and in doing so,
1

they-are-successful in pointing out "deficiency" groups in society. This some-

times create a dilemma especially if, as Paulston (1977, p 375) points out, you

work with the "equilibrium" paradigm, i.e. encompassing a number of different

theories, or causal models that focus on particular questions, methods, and

phenomena while sharing certain core assumptions about social reality, values and

research methods. Some prefer to refer to the situation as a normative inconsis-

tency, e.e. a discrepancy between the official curriculum and the real conditions

in society. This viewpoint is consistent with Eggelston (1977 b, p123), who

stresses the importance of the selection process of curricula content. This

.
process can be regarded as an expression of society's power mechanism. What

complicates the analyses is that the intention of-the official curriculum can

differ depending on who makes the interpretation.

Eggelston summarizes these processes. In any society it is probable to find five

key factors:

, 138
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1. the definition of what shall be regarded as knowledge, understanding,

values an0 skills;

2. the, evaluatitii of this knowledge - into areas'of greater of lesser

3. the principles on which such knowledge shall be distributed; to whom and

at what time various kinds of knowledge shall be made available and from

whom they are withheld;

4. the identity of the groups whose definitions pievail in these matters;

5. the legitimacy of these groups to act in these ways. II

It is necessary, to consider how all educational systenii operate on both a macro

level aod. on a micro level and.yet these levels are very often mixed in a way

that makes it difficult to sort them out in a meaningful way. Consequertl, it is

very difficult to avoid the conclusion that adult education operates in a society

with a number of differing objectives and that official objectives are not always

translated into reality with in the educational situation. In other words, there

are viten clear differences between the manifest function of adult education (as

expressed in official gw,ernment and institutional policies) and the latent

function (as shown in the operations of the systems at the micro level).

This point can be illustrated in reference to 1Bourdieu's and Passeron's (1977)

theory of cultural violence, influenced by Basil Bernstein's work (see for

instance Bernstein, 1971), which defines the imposition of an arbitrary cultural

system by an arbitrary power.,If Bourdieu's ideas are applied to adult education,

it shows that the more successfully we proclaim the neutrality of cultural trans-

mission or reaffirmation in adult education, the more entrenched is the mis-

recognition of the society's poweri7elations and social interests and the mOre

effective is the process of legitimation of the cultural system which happens to

be in power. Bourdieu and Passeron have been criticized by Bisseret (1979) for

only seeing symbolic violence in the selection mechanism of the society and

___Ignoring_the fact that relations of economic doMinance also fundamentally deter-

mine scholastic- options and success. -

. importance and status;

Regardless of the validity of this criticism it can be assumed that, in the same

way as the formal compulsory school reflects the surrounding society, adult

education operates in a similar way. One way of illustrating such a claim is to

focus on the teaching process and try to draw a "map" of what is happening at

1j9



this level, and more especially, the ways in which values and statements from
_

the society emerge in the process Of teaching adults.
.`

Sole theoreticans, often referred to as the new educational snciolOgists (see

Karabel & Halsey (1-17-1)), claiM fhai one riatstiMOortant tasks of the

school system is to help reproduce the surrounding social order. They also assume

that the agents or the students are essentially passive in such a vocess. In

view of these assertions, it can be of interest to try to, get an idea of how

participants. in adult education 'act in the teaching situation and consider

- the extent to which any empirical findings support these types of statements.

,
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2 FRIANGSYSTEM-OF ADULT EDUCATION

To what extent are the society's norms and values reflected in the educational

process? As a guide to this discussion the following diagram is given showing

a classification system which is a version of asystem suggested by Lundgren

(1977).

Society (norms, values manifested through political decisions) operates
through mainly three systems of frames via,

Programme

Goal 'system

E.G: Syllabus,
textbooks,

teaching

materials

Diagram 1.

Administrative appa-

ratus

Administrative
system

Constitutional,
organizational,
physical

overning i Constraining

A// \
CO TENT, STRUCTURE

FUNCTION

of the
educational
situation

1

Judicial

apparatus

Formal rule

system

Teacher employment,
tutoring weekly,
obligation to give

marks

Regulating

.;



As Opinted out earlier the complexity of society's educatio41 system, means

that this'figure must only be used as a guide to understanding under what

conditions the "actors" in the process of instruction operate. In using tnis

figure the limitations of such an approach must be stressed, in that it refers

only briefly. to theories, of learning as a starting point for looking at

instruction, as the context factorshere called Frame factors can also not be

neglected. These factors embrace for example the subject matter expressed in

the syllabus, curriculum, textbooks and the grouping of participants. In the

figure these elements are referred to as organizational factors: The formal

rule system must al' be considered. Organization0 changes in program planning

cannot be made arbitrarily, because there is, for instance, a reality expressed

in how many hours weekly the tutors work and special conditions bound to the

instructor's conu,,..ns of employment. These three systems govern, constrain

and regulate what happens in the educational situation of the classroom. They

limit the content of the educational situation, structure it and also settle its

fucntion. Sometimes there might appear to be considerable freedom to act in the

teaching pocess, but if consideration.is,given to the fact the situation must

always be adapted to certain environmental circumstances expressed throught the

above-meptioned frame factors, then it becomes clear that the possibilities of

real change inikhe learning conditions are very limited. A teacner can always try

try make alterations in cooperation with the participants, but if these are too

divergent, the "system" has a good chance of ultimately 'winning'. In the study

which is presented later in this paperthis same figure has been used as a

starting point for the'research planning.

In discussing the particular characteristics of adult education, there is

frequent reference to the special classroom condit ons or the educational

situation. In this reference mention can be made of the debate of aridragogy vs.

pedagogy in Adult Education during fall .1979. The uniqueness of teaching adults

is, for instance, supposedly related to the greater) possibilities for the '7

participits to influence the planning and the use of the rarticipants' experi-

ences. This is the same type of argument that the politicians in the Nordic

countries use in justifying the spending of more money on expanding adult

education activities. Effective adult education is expected to improve the

participants'. ability to exercise their democratic rights - as expressed.for

example in a greater capacity to take responsibility for their own actions and

play a greater part in democratic' decision proCesses. If the educational level

of e.g. under-educated adults is generally increased then it is, in turn,

\
\
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assumed that there is a corresponding decrease in the probability of having

a society with inequality and misuse of political power. It is not sufficient

to use conventional statistical data to materialize this argument, but rather,

it is necessary to describe what happens inside "the system" - e:g. drop-outs,

educational strategies, textbooks, curriculum.

It would-therefore appear necessary to use both quantitative and qualitativd

data when trying'to mike an evaluation of the system in-adult educatioh, of

which the teaching.process is an important element. Research in this area

cannot confine itself to traditional micro-studies of the psychology of

learning or to short term studies of classroom behaviOur, be it classroom (-4

interaction or evaluation studies of instructional programmes. If'the

teaching styles etc. are to be assessed then there isjio point in trying to
e-

-

use different test programmes because these only reflect minor differences.

Instead, it is better.to postpone Ws type of research activity in favour

of making a surveyieaching process itself. The latter type of research

approacqpoin,oT course, also be combined with an analysis of results in terms

- of gtt scores. The broader approach, which includes the process conditions,

' may be called functional analysis in contrast to the criterion - related

r'esult analysis.

If these statements are considered in relation to the diagram presented, some

short comings can be noted. One obvious problem is that the diagram seems to

neglect psychological aspects. Of course these aspects must be included and

this can be done as follows:

SOCIETY

FUNCTION OF A.E. IN SOCIETY

(which varies according to the type
concerned e.g. municipal A.E.)

4-1 I I I I I I

T
EDUCATIONAL
SITUATION

1

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

.049Yr 2. *

DIFFERENT
1YPES
LINKING

OF

MECHANISMS

A A
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4nAiagraM 1 ,pnl the upper part of the figure was, covered but, of the bottom.

J107b,(pSycholOgical factors) must also be considered in research work concerning

-,_the;teachinj'process,

It is also problematic to describe how the linking mechanisms work, partly

because these mechanisms sometimes concern factors which are difficult to

41assify. The best solution therfne kom6tO biAO;have a pragmatic approach
I 0. ,,

.andrefer,ttejsy0o10,5goefptf, 'directly as possible to the actors

theAleiverin'heAcational situation.

V

X.'
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3. OBSERVATION SYSTEM IN CLASSROOM OBSERVATION

For a long time educational researchers have taken a great interest intrying

t' describe the characteristics of a.good teacher or educator. Much research

work has been done in this field, for instance with the purpose of showing which

personality traits, or which type of instriAtion should be used to ensure success.

In one of the earliest reported studies by Kratz (1896) students described what

characteristics they believed distinguished between the best and the worst

teacher respectively. Subsequent research methods were all very subjective. In

the beginning of the 1930's, there was a trend stressing the importance of using

objective instrument. This trend prevailed for a long time in research studies

of this genre.

.:----.,----Ouring-the_thitties,_atternpts...were_made to apply the same type of observation

.techniques which had become well known in child development research and which

had produced good results within that field. Experiences from these classroom

observations carried out during the 1930's Were not Very er,.. -aging. Problems

in handling the problems of reliability and validity were reported. The only

result of efforts to increase reliability and validity was that the observers

only had trivial matters to report. Problems of this type were reported, among

others, by Jersild (1939). This type of research was not used on a broader

scale until the beginning of the 1950's, when.access to better technology. for

example made it possible to,,work on the vast amounts of material collected.

Since that time, many different observation systems have been developed -

most of them are reported in Simon & Boyer's "Mirrors of Behavior" (1967,

1970). An important point to note, however, is that all of these systems must

be regarded simply as observation tools with different capacities and with

which a situation which necessitates classroom observations can be confronted.

Most of the systems are tied to the sociometric tradition in classroom /

:research which has focused in part on the relations between e.g. students

background, social class and partly on the social network between different

students,
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ASHORT DESCRIPTION OF A STUDY IN MUNICIPAL ADULT EDUCATION

,IntioduEtiOn

, .

Ihe,present study deals with municipal adult,education (Kemvux), an area funded

jointly -by the Swedish Government and the loCal community. (See Borgstriim in

_this volume,I,participation is voluntary and one of its main purpc\ses is to

offer.formal education to adults ranging from primary school level through to

Apper secondary school. The primary school part includes a section corresponding

V6 ABE in U.S. Most participants fall within the 30-40 years age range. The °

objectives of municipal adult education (as of-;all adult education in -Sweden)
11;

can be summarised in the following points.
1

,Swedish adult-education.aids to:

- decrease educational discrepancies in society and act for increased

equality and social justice.

- increase people's critical understanding of., and active participation in

cultural, social and political life,

- effe_tiveiy contribute to the 'development and prog.ess of the Swedish

economy,

* meet the cwpresseci need; of adults for increased educational opportunities.

Municipal adult education is aimec primarily :t reouiting adults with low

levels of primary education and adults with differen: 4pes of handicaps

Data needed for the study

Conditions for consideration

Earlier studier and experiences from working life undoubtedlY influP,ce the

participants' behaviour in the learning situation - for example Oysiral study

'conditions and its general 'modus operandi'.'Other aspects to be considered are

tne participants' previous qualifications as well as the instructor's former

experiences of different types of education.

1
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,Study.needs;are,often regarded as an, expression of uncovered motives. Dependirig

on whAtjinds,of motives, the same process of instruction can be experienced in

very different ways. he degree of convergence between content and the strategy,

of instruction'and study motives must,inquence the participants' behaviour.

It is also necessary to differentiate between psychological factors and social

factors. The former can be considered synonymous with the individual participant

or instructor, while the latter are expressed in.the different frames.

In the present study, in view of these considerations, the following examples

of factors can be given of what have been mapped?

psychological factors:

_participants' own perception of their behaviour in the process 3f instruction

and how ...neycan be related to the participants themselves, their educational

ambitions and objectives,

general social factors:

ocal school edministration.and working conditions, individuals' environnnnt

g. particii.unts' social cultural, political and economical resources,

inst ction situation:

diffeaTt types of working conditions, planning of lessons, the study pace,

degree of\indtvidualization, different key groups, network of communication

and the Ovate of the class, participants' study intensity and study results,

curriculum: \\

expressed and interpreted in textbooks, contents of instruction and choice of

working-rules. \

o

With this approach, however, it is difficult to cover the issue of how much Aach

variable contributes to,an overall explanation of what happens. In this study it

was considered to be important to combine an intensive study at the micro level,

with an extensive one at the macro level, to gain an overview of which patterns

And structures are valid. Through an intensive study of the teaching process

used in these circumstances, it was hoped to have started a process of exploring

the syntax of instruction in ad9t Aucation.

a
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'Methods:for data collection

to,Cover Someof the factors-already mentioned earlier, it is necessary to

.operate,einseverel.levels. Some of the.problems can be illustrated through the

- extensive study which dealt with more general,questions, such as the objectives

-of mit:education and the provision and content of local training programs for

--instructors. In these areas, questionnaifts and interviews were used for data

Oollection. In the intensive study data, were collected onithree levels: olds-

room observations, tape-recorded lessons, and questionnaires and interviews

with both tutors and participants,

No specific observation method was chosen because most

tioned in Simon's and .8oyer's survey were deficient in

Of the study. Special interest was made in identifying

the order in which Ihe classroom actors were speaking.

observation_SYstem influenced by eianders! work (see e.

constructed.

of the techniques men-

some' way for the purposes

who was speaking and

Therefore, a simple

g. Flanders, 1970) was

All tape-recorded lessons were transcribed and analysed using Bellack's sys *em

(1967). All vocal interaction was divided into themes according to a modified

version of Smith's & Meux's system (1962) - this system has also been used by

e.g. Lundgren (1972), and Gustafsson (1977).

The intensive study covered 18 Oasses in municipa' Ault education, 9 classes

in the mother, tongue (Swedish), 9 classes in mathematics. From September 1977

to May 1978 approximately 240 lessons were observed and approximately 30 further

lessons were tape-recorded. The questionnaires and interviews were completed

during autumn 1978. The extensive study was carried oqt during spring 1978.
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' MAIN FINDINGS'

Objective; reflected in tilt general planning of the teaching process

Onc of the study Was to gain an impression of how teachers perceive the

objectives of adult educed°, Most of the answers given by the respondents

were clearly, influenced by the debate in newspapers and radio and TV in.the

beginning of 1970. This debate resulted from several state reports showing

that many adultMlad only a short basic education from compulsory school.

Prior to this in Sweden, there were a number of special pieces of adult educa-

tion legislation (in 1967 and 1970) which allocated a considerable amount of

economic resources to municipal adult education.

V

Many teachers appear to regard municipal adult education primarily as an

instrument to improve the participants' formal education. Of course, they were

also aware that adult education is supposed to increase the participants'

social resources - i.e. increase their ability to formulate their awn wishes *

and exprets them through more direct actions, such as cultural an political

activities. The question, however, :s whether this opinion is superficial (i.e.:

lip-service to an ideal) or whether it is an opinion that is fact manifested

in the teacher's actions - that is, the teaching situation.

Working on the assumption that one, of the main tasks of adult education in

society is to ,increase the social potential of under-educated persons, then it

should, in turn', be reflected in the process of instruction, for instance to
4

strengthen L;ie participants' responsibility, their self-confidence and their

ability to relate their own experiences in the learning situation.

In the extensive study (findished in May 1978) approx. 70 t of the teachers

(N = 544) who had new adult basic education classes in autumn 1977 said that

they never had tried to make arrangements to plan the course together with

the participants. One pf their rain arguments put forward was that the parti-

cipants had too little everience of the specific subject. Another reason for

this situation could be that some subjects have such special conditions which

make it difficult .o plan together with the pat:ticipants. Mathematics is often

mentioned as such a subject. Only 18 % of the mathematics and 19 %'of the

science teachers in fact report having tried to plan together wtth the parti-

.1
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cipants. -Teachers of Swedish, English and Civics plan za-operatively inAabout

5 %.of the cases. But this is still a very low figure, especially considering

that the last-meationed subjects,seem to be more open to these serts Of pussi-
4

bilaties than mathematics. The fact that only 19.% of the science teachers try

to plan co-operatively is a little more surprising this subject has a more

.direct connection with "real life" situations than mathematics, for example.

On the othpr hand, results of the intensive study indicate that the participants

were quite interested in taking part in the planning process: When.ask d about

tsth apparent cqntradiction the tutors replied that they assuaed that they woe's)

move in this Orection later in the courde. They subsequently repOrt
1(

that they

had in fact achieved ,this aimi'The participants, however, were of the opposite

opinion. They believed that they were allowed to take part ip planning of the

courses to only a minor extent. It is difficult to explain ay this contradiction

exists. One explanation could be that the tutors had been deceive a by the warm

social climate hich in fact existed in most of these classes.

When considering how the tutors organized their lessons generally, it is clear

thatothe lecture method is the most common way orgaaizing instruction. .Only ,

about 25 t of the teachers $ay that they incorporate activities such as gr=oup

work in their courses (used as a method in only 20 7. of their instruction time).

Furthermore, discussions predominate in only 10-20 % of the classes which rely

mostly or discussion (60 of the total). A very similar picture emergy from

our intensive study, '

Time spent on different types of activity (in minutes). All classes, all obser-

vations (ibtensive study) Tiole 1.

Swedish.
..N

Total: 4744 minutes

Minutes (percentage) Minutes -ercentaqe

1. Questioning
(examination)

2. Genera' lecturing

3. Group work

4. Discussions

507

1861

645

843

(11

(39

(14

(18

%)

%)

%)

%) /-

5.

.6

7.

Same directed
activity for
all participants

Individualized
tutoring with
different tasks
for participants

Unspecified

637

216

,35

(13

(

( 1

%)

%)

+z

4

vs,



Mathematics

fotal: 4790 minutes

145

144

Minutes ercentane

'1. Questioning 145 , 3 %)

Zexamination)

2. General lecturing 2569 (54 %)

A.. 3. Group work 1 %)

4. Discussiolis 1-145 ( 3 %)

Minutes ercenta e

5. Same dire:ted
. activity `or

all participants

6. Individualiked
tutoring-with
different tasks
for Orticipants

1162 ( 24 %)

709 (15 %)

Hereit can be seen.that ccamination and general lecturing dominate in both

Swedish (50 %Ipf all. time we observed.these classes) and in the mathematics

classes (57 %). At the same time, only 32 % is spent on group activity and dis-
fi,;

cusstions in Swedish and 4 % in mathematics. The last extremely low figure can,

however, tO a certain extent, be explained by the structure of the subjeLt.°

whj iq tpe teachers act like this? Gne possible answer is, that the teachers

havept been able to consider these eltmeuts in the objectives, stating how

necessary it is to let the participantt be. trained in Making their own decisions

and taking responsibility for their act.,ns. But the results can also be inter-,

preted in terms of 'thr mooel (diagram 1), where one conclusion must be that the

instructors ca.inot let the participants spend time on processes of decision,

Cgr instance, because of frame restrictions (curriculum, how the group is orga-

nized, a certain number of lessons for the instructor). Turning to the gape

recordings, there is information of a somewhat complementary nature, when the

`teachers try to avert the dilemma of frames.

The tape recordings were made from the moment the mathematics instructors first

.itarted a new item and the classes-were then follosied through the whole item

until the teachers lip ready to leave the specific item being observed. In most

cases, this happened after approximately five to six lessons. The particular

item studied covered negative numbers and analyses fucntions (Including the

cp-ordinate system). Re also tape-recorded lesson's in Swedish. The teachers only

permitted tape recordings when they presented gralmatical items - possibly a

shortcoming ok this section.

tr,
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The'problem with considering all participants

i

Through different strategies %

A good overview of what happened was,gained by a.tecilnique using a system with

wireless microphones which made it POssible to transcribe everything which was

said: Thus, the only extra 'person present in the clasiroom was the usual

observer. By that time the class had become quite familiar the observer

after three months' experience of this siration. By analysi g the transcrip-

tions it was possible see, for instance, how the teachers, endeavoured to

present the item through different strateg,.... The following diagrams illustrate

,
what happened in the majority of the classes.

Strategy ' Use of different strategies over timq
period. Session A.

r1 11

f.

/

E

10.10 10.20

Strategies (concret)

10.30 10.40

StratOies (mechanical)

A = Loan and debt D = Make sums or differences

B.= Thermometer E = Rictate = x - (-) = +

C = Number arrows F = Calculator

10.50 11.00

Diagram 3A. (Dotted line indicates non-subject-relevant activity)
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Strategy

B

C

D

E

\F

\ 8 26

Nr-

--T
8.3p

I
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use of different strategies over time
period. Session B.

0.40 , 8.50

Strategies (concret) Strategies'(mechanical)

A Loan and debt 0 = Make sums or differences

B = Thermometer E . Dictate - x - (-) E,+.

C = Number arrows F = Calculator

Diagram 3 B.

g.bo
CTime 1

Diagram 3 A shows the use of different strategies over a period of an hour when

the teacher introduced the idea of negative numbers as-a mathematical concept

for the first time. The diagram shows how the teacher switches from strategy to

strategy in an effort to make sure that everybc4y in the class unde,stands the

new concept. But to what, extent dues the teacher succeed? in teaching the parti-

cipants what this particular concept means, there is a very real risk of ending

up in trouble in switching the e,,planalon strategy so often and at such a speed

as this particular teacher.

>Than makes the teaCher (and our other teachers) act like this? In following the

.dialogue in the class it becomes clear that the teacher tries to consider all

initiatsves coming from the participants. The teacher tries to respond to the

dempnd .f baking care of all initiatives from adult participants._ In doing this,

the teacher is forced to change strategic. often - with dubious results for the

students' learning. It is quite obvious that the participants are active because,

they are seeking a role, with which they can associate and be guided by later on.
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It is also possible toIdeduce via the individual conversations the fact that,

from the teacher's view, there are difficulties, with virtually no participants

understanding the concept of negative numbers the problem being'that the strate-

gies the teacher \can offer are not sufficient to explain all cases that arise.

Two strategies are possible - E (dictated - x - +) and F (use calculator), but

the teacher does not discuss these with the participants. Instead, this teacher

(and others) used different types of tricks' to solve the situation, including

lettin9 sometof the participants pilot themselves through the tricky paDsages.

Through the technique ofpilrtin2

The phenomenon of piloting is something the teachers use to pass a critical or

- time - wasting palsage more quickly and wits les. disruption. The same technique

reported from youth education (Kilborn, 1976, Lundgren, 1977). The following

diagram (4) can be a concrete illustration of this Ochnique.'

Proportions of Teacher three and participants' replies

for 6 (six).minutes.

In

chorus
?g
P.5

4

F2
P 23

? A
lo

P 14

P 19

P 15

T3

Number of
contributiohs

Diagram 4.

54

Mt

Yr-

a
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Here it 3s seen how two of the participants dominated theinteraction during a

6 minute period. These participants supported, the teacher's lecture by giving

reasonable remarks and answers about the item being represented, while the rest

01 the class was silent. The main issue is, however, do these participants in

fact, understand the item in question? The answer is no, because in private

conversations between the teacher and the participant (reported in follow-upsof

the individuals involved) it was abvious that the latter did not understand the

concept at all. The teacher's objective in ouch a performance (illustrated in

diagram 4) is obviously to secure a wad of passing through a difficult passage

without being hindered by the rest of the class who do not understand the topic

either. 1

Teacher piloting can be illustrated more concretely in the wollowing passage

from another lesson and another teacher. This time the teacher uses a parti-

cipant who is quite proficient in the subject. The following transcript

Illustrates how the teacher endeavours to avoid most of the difficulties

or complex explanations (P 23 participant).

Time:

12.06 Teacher: Here we have the positive number 3. Hcw many such arrows can

. 1 we draw now P 23?

P 23: As many as you like.

12.07 Teacher: and the length?

P 23: That you can see from the number.

12.14 Teacher: To the left yes'. Actually the (-2)-arrow should go like this,

because it is the (-2)-arrow! But you have subtraction. How

do you turn it now P 23?

P 23: To the right.

12.15 Teacher: We w1,11 start illustrating the addition. And the first arrow

shows the number.

P 23: (-3).

Teacher: (-3), plus?

P 23: : Plus (-2).

Teacher: Equal to?

P 23: (-5).
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in all these situations, there is something new and complicated which t4-being

Presented or the teacher degresses into a complex situationIn wanting to help

the participants understand, the most natural things,would appear to be to let

the participants try to answer. In a way, it is an act of self-deception (whether

consciously or unconsciously) to let P 23 "deliver" all the answers on behalf ,

of the group. F,or one thing tnere is the satisfaction of seeing participants

giving the right answers, and then the ,ther participants in the class observe

that students "know" - and perhaps it is only I who do not understand. ,

Another type of piloting is more sophisticated. An example of this is the expres-

sion: "You can easily see that..." often found in mathematical and scientific

contexts wnen there are uifficulties in explaining apparently easy relationships.

Tne student oftcn infers that the passage is so easy that you do not have to go

through it. The following example illustrates how a teacher iStlilts-ffi--Eparti-
cipants by using some pu, ..,eulat. words around so landmines"4n

this example, the participants wanted the sub raction operation of 3 -( -2)

explained ith the help of assets and liabilities. This is however, a blind

alley, but the teacher fdid not admit that. Instead, he chose the following

explanation: c.

Teacher-. I reduce my ,debt, this is something positee. t reduce a debt. And

this is accordingly something positive.
47),)

The tutor has not explained anything. He has toyed with words in such a way as

to make the answer seemingly relevant and the participants accept it for the'
present. The problem, however, is and this surely is the point) that these

participants cannot reproduee or'tranfer the example to another situation

similar to this one.

;

un another uccassion, the instructor wanted to concretize the operatiorrof2-(-3)

010 the participants could not follow. He therefore chose to illustrate this,

with reference to the thermometer.

'Teacher: If it is 2 degrees (c °) above zero in the imoriing and 3 degrees (e d)

below'zero in the evening, what'is the d 'ference in between?

The class: 5 degrees.

<Teacher: Yes, it is 5 degrees.

P 12: It was a good examplel ;;P
1.4



But, was it really a good example? What did the instructor do in fact? He

transformed the. original problem into a new problem, where he solved the problem

of 24.3.5! Some of the participants believe it is an adequate solution to the

problem. If they had analysed the original task, however, they could have dis-

covered that the teacher had solved another and more simple problem. The main

isgue, again, is whether the participants can Use the method and make generali-

zations from it. Is the model for the solution also correct:' The temperature has

inject gone down'5 degrees during the day, so if you consider that fact the

correct answer shOuld be (-3)-2=5: These are obviously diffiCuities ohich must

be sorted out befOre the participants can use the model presented by the teacher.

Discussion

The main consideration must be as to_why our teachers act like this, using

different types of tricks. To sort this out of course is not a simple task, as

it is not possible to use an explanation that this is merely a number of

examples of bad instruction. If it is assumed to be a question of bad instruc-

tion, then the solution to the problem clearly lies in the instructors needipg

retraining in the subject, thus avoiding more methodological mistakes. Of course

some improvements can be made up to a certain ooint, but to increase the effort

giving more time for methodologic,1 retraining will not necessarily lead to a

more correct behavior in the classroom. What is needed, among other thing;, is

more time for the course,and a subsequent avoidance of pressure to cover the -At

curriculum, as well as the demands from the participants that they must cover
r
all

items in the course so that they do not miss important parts of it Most of them

nuye also the ambition of getting the possible mark. In interviews with all of

the teachers in the intensive study they stressed how important It was to

cover everything in the course because they felt the pressure froM the parti-

cipants and kindirectly) from those teacher who perhaps would take over if the

participants studied further. Most of the participants do also want to go on

studying.

The extensive study shows that about 4o % of the teaching time is spent on gene-

ral lectures'("essentially a one way process in the chalk-and-talk tradition").

At the same time 5-20 % of the time is spent on group activity.

1 _57
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The tendency is exactly the same as we already have presented from the intensive

stedy. The conclusion must be the same i.e. that the teacher cannot "afford" the

more t-consuming techniques (group activity, discussion). There is a conflict

coming to the surface here trying to cover all items studied in the. compulsory

school in the shortest way, whilr being told at the same time to consider all

spontaneous initiatives from fie participants or use the adults experience from

life in your tutoring, for example. The dilemma is that the teacher must choose

and that choice is reflecited in how most of our adult teachers organize their

teachingl

Asked if they had completed the course without any changes, only 40 per cent of

the teachers in the extensive study said they had managed to do so. What type of

decisions du the teachers make when they have to change their planning? Of those

teachers who chanced their planning, only half lowered the standard of their

teaching by shortening the syllabus contents. Conferring with the participants

is a rather unusual decision (made in only approx. 1/4 of the cases). An excep-

tiongis found in the teachers of civics, who only consulted the participants in

2 per cent of the cases. The interest in point here is that it could have been

expected to have at least the same rate in this area as for the other teachers.

The answers also refloct the same attitude as has already have been presented in

discussing the question of objec,i,,es, showing that most of the teachers had not

tied to consult the participants in questions of course planning.

Classroom interaction activity as shown in the intensive study

General activity of participants

The results presented up to this point may perhaps be seen as something other

than e result of a system of restricting frames. Is it possible to get more

accurate information in trying to analyse how the participants really act in the

teaching situation? During approx. 240 lessons the activities of the parti-

cipants were studied using a simple technicice which indicates when a participant

makes a contribution and the ranking order of these contributions. fin utterance

Is defined as a'consistent statement of a certain category. Any shift of cate-

gory was coded as a newtstatement. A'statement could,'according to this defini-

tion, differ quite a lot over time, from a very short time to a longer contribu-

tion las,..ng several minutes. The contributions were categorized as follows

2 :_- n



-A =Aivirig:administrative information

1,=Aiving.AnForMition%related-to a
_specific iiieci,of'06'subjedt

-S = shorter responses always. preceded
'by a Kori7directed qu'estion

SR= shorter responses always preceded
by a directed question '

.153

Q = question.

H = individual help
,

P = probing

V = verification

Charts illustrating how activity goes on in the classroom were constructed. The

following diagram (5) is one example of these charts, as used in the study.

10 IS 20 2S 10 35 40 45 SO S5 SO 63 70 75 !a 15

'136

447

i

SR

90 91

11

100

I.WI

105 110

I.01111

115 120

ccapi it I

125 IN 135

II
cL.

00 a 070404
S t

i

enW of
to is 20 n 30 35 0.1 is SO 55 co 65 70 75 ao es 90 iS ICC 105 lia 115 120 (ZS lb ISs

Diagram 5.
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In this chart it can be seen how the teacher dominates activity in the class.ovm.

The same picture emerges in both mathematics and Swedish. Fifty-five charts were

,made from the mathematics lessons and fifty-one charts from the lessons in

Swedish. The main difference in activity between the classes in mathematics and

.Swedish is that participants in the latter make more contributions than the

former. Cr, the other hand, the teachers of Swedish tend to speak much more. The

picture from our observed lessons is the same - namely, that all the teachers

completely dominate the verbal activity in the Classrom. FurtherMere,.the

picture is exactly the sane when the tape-recorded lessons are considered. ,It

can also be seen how dift4rent groups of participants contribute in the class-

room activity. The Participants were divided intc, 1.3mber of types of activity -

how many times they make. a verbal contribution and often they do it in rela-

tion to their fellow-students. The following categories were used.

Activities in classrooms by intensity of contributions. Table 2.

A

Number of contributions
pn each observed
occasion

8

The med,an number of fellow contri-
butions in between every contribu-
tion a specific participant makes,
divided by the total numbers of
participants..contributions

A + 3

Combinat on of
A and 8

0

1 - 3

1 - 3

1 - 3

4 - 10

4 - 10

4 - 10

> 10

> 10

> 10,

0.00 - 0.05x)

0.06 - 0.10

> 0.10

0.00 - 0.05

0.06 l 0.10

> 0.10

0.00 - 0.05

0.06 - 0.10

> 0.10

0

2

3

4'

5

6

7

8

9

x)
Low = The participant has made very condensed contributions
High = More spetad in comparison to the other participants

For mathematics and Swedish the following table is presented. (Only the most

frequent activity indexes are Presented.)
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Postfrequent..ativity indexes Table 3.

Mathematics

4 7

12 30 12 12

42

'INDEXES'

Represents 66 % of the cases

x)
present but no contribution

PER CENT

Swedish

Ox)
1 4 7 6

5 . 12 6 36 13

17

Represents 72 % of the cases

The'mostaisual form of acting in mathematics is index one, i.e. a participant

speaks only 1 3 times on every observed occasion., Together with zero, the

conclusion can be drawn that most participants seldom make cohtribdtions in

mathematics lessons, a situation is perhaps not suprising when considering that

the subject is largely cehtred around individual excercjses of course. It can

always be questioned if this methodology is necessary. In Swedish, the most

frequent behaviour is index seven, where the participants make 10 or more

contributions during a rather concentrated peric,i of the lesson. The index,

indicating how condensed the participants' contributions are, is related to how

many Participants you have in the class, which makes it necessary to be careful

when making comparisons between the classes.

The stability of the participants' behaviour was considered by a regressional

analysis 4s4ng data from the first noted Sehaviour ansi observing the extent to

which this changes on different observed occasions. The results indicated a weak,
4 ,

1

decreasing tendency for those participants who spoke 10 or more times, while

those who were quite silent, (zero or 1 - 3.contributions), did not change their

behaviour These findings are based on an observed period of almost a year.

Evidently, the participants' behaviour did not change during that period. One

conclusion could be that the teachers try to "calm down" those who have a high

level of verbal contributiOns, while they do not manage to increase the verbal

activitity of those who are very quiet.

"---nepace_groupc P

Obviously there are categories of, participants who dominate more than others

during the lessons. An example already given

_

illustrated how the teachers could

use active or cuoperative participants to go through certain passages. The main
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uestion.which now, emerges is if there are participants in the observed classes

,who-set ,the pace of the activities. This idea has been formulated by Oahlldf

419670), who uses the concept "Steering group ". Id a re-analysis of research on

ability grouping Dahlleof (1971) found a similarity in result patterns. The time

spent on elementary curriculum units coaried with the absolute value of the

students between the 10 - 25 percentile in relation to general ability in each

class. Dahlldf Interpreted that pattern in terms of role behaviour. The,students

this group seemed to function as a ciiterion group for the teacher - a

"opeck-up" group when learning a certain curriculum unit and when changing to a

new one. Lundgren (1972) has deionstrated how steering groups operated in

academic high school (graae 11 - where the students were about seventeen to

eighteen years old). Lundgren points out that the steering group can be seen as

having an effect on actual frames (class size, composition of class and time

available) and goals. This' means that when looking at different classes, the

steering group will alter accordingly'. But the steering group can also be

considered as a fixed group, meaning that the teacher always relates the goal

level to the frames and integrates his Own pedagogical behaviour in such a way

that he always considers the capacity of those who correspond intellectually to

the 10 - 25 percentile. These, two ways of looking at the concept steering group

complement each other if the actual steering group is stated as varied, but

according to the teacher's Interpretation of his role, there a*.e limits.

Returning to our tape-recorded lesions, a clearer picture emerges illustrating

what characterizes the group setting the pace in the classroom.

The teaching process can be regarded as a result of actors' performance in

accordance to certain giver, roles. From the observed lessons the conclusion made

thus far is that there are clear differences,in behaviour and that behaviour is

reasonably constant. Bellack et al (1966) provides an analogy with behaviour in

classrooms and a game. The important point to stress here is that everyone has -

different pedagogical roles - both the participadts and the teachers.:

As already has Peen mentioned, most earlier classroom observation work has been

aimed at finding a relationship between the teachers' behaviour and the pupils

achievement or attitudes. The purpose has been to answer the question of tether

effectivness - often formulated in terms of personality variables. There are

some exceptions e.g. Waller (1932), Good and Brophy (1969) and Adams and Biddle

(1970). In Sweden (starting with Lundgren (1972) and lateTKilborn (1976) and-

1 n1-4
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Gustafsson (1977) there are examples of a new tradition trying to look it the

instructional process as a prOcess where all members have been given different

pedagogical roles. To fac.litate comparisons between those stddies from youth

education and adult education, our transcribed tape-recorded lessons were

analysed by using the Bellack (1966) system. Bellack uses mainly four peda-

gogical moves:

,

1) Structuring (STR)

"Structuring moves serve the fiewtion of setting the c-ntext,for subsequent
behavior by (I) launching or halting - excluding interactions between
teacher and pupils, and (2) indicating the nature of the "interaction in
terms of the dimensions of time, a ent, activity, topic and cognitive pro-

iaess, regulations, reasons, and i tructiona/ aids. A structuring 0- a hay
set the context for the entire c/a sroom game or a part of the'game ...
Structuring moves do not elicit a response, am not in themselves direct
responses, and are not called 'out by anything in the immediate,classroom
eituqion except the speaker's concept of what should be said or taught."
'( Bellack et al., 1966. pp. 16,17)

In our material it is the teacher who dominates these types of moves. The

structuring moves were also noticed to be quite different with regard to

intentions. It was therefore decided to employ the same type of separation of °

the structuring moves into four categories as Gustafsson (1977, p. 180) but in

this article the esults are presented in accordance with Bellack's'original

definitiOn.

2) Soliciting (S0L) which is intended to elicit

(a) an active verbal response on the part 1 the persons addressed; (b) a
cognitive response, e.g. encouraging persons addressed tc, uttend to some-

thing; ol (c; a physical response ... these moves may take all grammatical
forms - declarative, interrogative, and imperative ..." (6ellack et al.,

1966, p 18)

"To observe soliciting is to observe (1) who solicits whom; (2) what the
sofricitor indicates he expects the other person to do; and (3) the manner
in which the solicitor uses words to make his expectations known."
(Bellack et al., 1966, p. 87)

Even here it was reasonable to specify different tn.:: of soliciting actions

with regard of the content. Gustafsson's more detailed nine categories

(Gustafsson, p. 183-191) was also used but this Gaper considers only "the

original category".
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13) Pesponding.1RES) and

4) -iiacting.(REA).

The tatter is related directly to the other three moves, but need not in
iieelfbe initiated by any of them. ,(Bellack et al., 1966, pp. 16-18)

4
Analysis of the tap-recorded lessons in mathematics showed different types of

patterns in the, different classes. But in each class it became rather obvious

that there are acertain number of participants who act in a divergent way

compared with the rest of the class.

The following table indicates how many participants have Moves which'exceed the

90th and 75th percentile. It must be pointed out that the critical figures for

each percentile number are very different from class to e3ass.In some classes

only a few "moves" are needed to exceed the limit, while ih other classes

several "moves" must be made to pass the critical number. The different limit

numbers inofact reflect very different teaching styles, - for instance in some

classes it is very difficult for the participant to make structuring moves

because the teacher does not give anybody the chance of doing so in the class.

Participants' moves exceeding the 90th. and 75th percentile in per cent of

participants in each class Table 4.

Mathematics
STR

,Q 90 >0 75

RES
q 90 >Q 75

REA
N) 90 >01 75

SOL

>0 90 >01 75

Number of

participants

Class 1 11 '27 11 27 11

\18

22 11 17 18

2 18 27 18 18 27 18 27 11

3 14 19 10 29 14 29 14 29 21

4 : 7 27 7 27 13 27 13 27 15

5 15 15 10 25 15 30 15 i5 20

About 15 - 3b per cent of the partic.pants in each class correspond with more

than the 75th percentile of all activity in each of the Bellack categories. But

are these participants the same in all of the categories? The answer is yes -

but only to a point - something which can be seen frOm following table showing

how many of the participants are found in all combined categories'ef moves (i.e.

,RES and REA, RES, REA and SOL, RES, REA, SOL and STR).
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Participants' moves (in

of participants in each

Mathematics
75

RES+ REA

combinations) exceeding the 75th percentile in per cent

class Table 5.

>Q 75 >Q 75
RES+ REA + SOL RES + REA + SOL +STR

Class 1

2

3

4,

5

16

18

19

20

15 1

11

18

14

7

15

11

18

10

10
11

It must be remembered that these figures represent only a few participants in

each class. There is, consequently, a rather small group whose contributio or

moves are very dominating in comparison with the rest of the class. But so e of

the participants in the group perform a sli,gutly different role. There are some

partkipunts who have specializl roles (like only responding, reacting and so

on), but around 10 per cent of the participadts stand for more, than ihe 75th

quartile of all participants' moves in all of the,categories in question. They

not only respond, react and questioA, but they also make structuring moves i e.

they sometimes take the leadher's usual role. Contrary to Dahllof and Lundgren,

there is no information in this study about the participants' ability, (as

Measured from some intelligefice test) apart from assessment ratings. These

ratings show thatcin the active groups there is a mixture of individuals who

. have got both very good and average assessments in the subject: There are a

number of explanations for this finding - one being the problem of restriction

of range. However, it cannot be stated that our 15 - 30 per cent groups consist

solely of participants who have an agility corresponding to the 15 - 30th per-

centile. But it should be emphasised that the results show that in each class

there is a group (around 15 - 30 per cent of the participants) who hold a key

position - especially if the teacher wants to change the pace of instruction. As

a teacher it is always necessary to check with this pace group by directing

questions to some of the members. Otherwise they will "interfere" by reacting

and soliciting moves. There is also a smaller group (arourd 10 per cent in each

class) who even interfere by structuring moves.

If the frames are restricted it is important to note that there is a resultant

key group such as has been described i.e. a group which is very dominant in

16t
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the teaching process. Turning to the data from the more simple observation

system (which also covered a/ longer period of time) it can be seen from the

follc Ang table that a similar picture of a dominant group emerges:

Participants' behaviour, register over time via a simple observation technique,

exceeding the 90th and 75th percentile. The number of participants is expressed

in per cent of Participants in each class. Table 6.

Class 1

2

3

. 4

Li Q H S ' SR

(Lecturing) (Questioning) (Individual (Spontaneous (Response af- Number

help) response) ter directed of

4 90 %(1 75 >1) 90 >0475 'Q 90 5Q 75 50 90 'Q 75

10

11

12

13

.c
14

S2,

15
.

0

14 28 10 10 14

17 17 17 25 17

11 15 4 15 11

t .

1

8 25 8 21 13

13- 25' - -* 13

9 23 0 18 14

12 25 13 13 13

10 20 10 10 10

12 24, 6 29 12

0 - 14

9 27 18 ?7 18

13 25 13 1 25 - 13

6 25 13 1 19 - 13

7 21 - 14

0 18 12 29 - 12

28

)25

22

25 /

19!

27

29
i

30

24

'29

i27

' 25

125

129
i 29

question)
?Q 90 >1) 75

parti-
cipants

/

14 23

J

17 25 12

/ 11 22 27

is 13 24

13 13 16

14 14 22

6 25 16

10

42 29 17

14 21

1 27 11

13 25 16

'6 25 16

7 29 14

12 29 17

.1
16 Not presented - because the school administration .hanged the composi-

tion of the class during the observation period.

17 16 16 16 25 16 \ 25 16 25 12

18 0 26 10 26 10 10 10 121 5' 16 19

\

There is a group of around 1t5 - 20 per cent of the partiOpants in each class in
[

each of the categories, all of which exceed the 75th perc4tile of all contribu-

tions in the category in question. Some differences between\ the subjects can also

be discerned. In the mathematics classes there are seldom aiv participants who

do any' lecturing, a behaviour that is more frequent in SwediSh.,The lack of

lecturing in matnematics in terms of figures (while finding structuring

1S:64 \ I



moves in the Be] ck analyses) probably only indicates that the observation

technique used was not as sensitive as the analyses from tape-recorded, trans-

cribed lessons. Individual help is very unusual in Swedish compared with

mathematics where this type of activity is more frequent. The activities in the

mathematic classes are Also more dominated by individual activity which we have

showed earlier (p 128).. The participants exceeding the 90th percentile consist

of around 5 - 15 of all individuals in each class.
s.)

In combining the different type of behaviour categories Q + S, Q + S SR, Q + S

+ SR + L and checking how many individuals who appear above the 75th percentile

in each respective class for the different combinations the following tables were

compiled.

Participants' behaviour, registered over time via a simple observation system

in combination of categories), exceeding the 75th percentile. The number of

participants is expressed in per sent of partic-nents io_eaoh.tla. TOle 7

Class 1

2

3

4

..,

4., 5
...,

,.> 6
-.4

Ti 7

= 8

9

Q +5, Q+S+ SR Q+S+ SR + L
4 75 >Q 75 >Q 75

14

16

11

13

x)O

5 x)

13

20

18

5

8

11

4

0

0

6

20

6

.

sN
GG
vl

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

14 14 14

18 13 18

19 13 13

6x) 6 6

21 7 . -

24 11 11
..

Not presented because the school administration changed the
composition of the class during the observation period.

16 0 0

16 0 0
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Except for a few classes (marled x), about 10 - 20 per cent of the participants.

In each of the classes provide all the questioning and spontaneous responses in

the classes. The group diminishes,if answers to directed questions (SR) are

included, indicating that there are individuals in the SR-category who make

questions or spontaneous replies more seldom than the others in the class. If

the lecturing category is included in many of the Swedish classes, there is

stilt an active group consisting of about 5 - 20 per cent of the participants in

each class. But these figures in many cases reflet different teacher behaViours

- something all() noticed in the Bellack analyses in mathematics. This means that

the critical numbers for our percentiles are quite different ia the different

classes.

The conclusion drawn from this is that even if material based on a more simple

observation technique is used there is a group of around 10 - 20 per cent of the

participants in each class who are so dominating that the teachers have to take

acount - them. The differences between mathematics and SwediSh are less -than

expected, ...onsidering the structural differences between the subjects. Of course

there is a slignly higher activity in some of the categories, but the small

difference is, however, less unexpected taking the standpoint that the frames in

Swedish are also so restricting that the participant cannot take up too much of

the time available. Just as in mathematics there is a pace group and the group

becomes more pronounced in the Bellack analyses.

Unfortunately, the findings from our tape-recorded lessons in Swedish cannot be

presented here as these analyses are as yet unfinished. But having finished half

of the material, it appearF that about the same figure emerges as from the

mathematic lessons - namely that instruction is dominated by structuring and is

related to a pace group. The fact that the material is so similar has, however,

to do in part with that the teachers in Swedish only permitted tape recordings

when they went through grammatical items. However the fact that these teachers

used the same idea with a pace group strengthens the view that the teachers in

Swedish must also use that technique when the frames are fpund to restrict "the'

inner life of" the subject.
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General -,:tility in relation to some findings from youth educa'tion

,..

:.,

An interesting question is raised in trying to see if the general activity in

the classes is sikcific to the adults in the study and, that being the case, if

it is possible to explain why thi., occurs. The following table compares the

results of this present study with four other studies from youth educat -.

Rubenson is preparing a special report where he discusses a_ t education in
1

relation to youth education (Rubenson in progress).

ei

fiellack moves in per cent, different educational levels Table 8.

,

Secondary school

Youth education
t Compulsory school
1

Municipal adult

education

Bellack et al
(1966)

civics

Lundgren
(1972)

Math.

,Kilborn
(1975)

I Math.

Gustafsson
(1977)

Math.

Hoghielm & Rubenson
(1979)

Math.

SIR

SOL

RES

REA

ISO

6

34

29

31

-

11

29

27

33

-

1 12

1 35

1 25

I 27

i

2
1

11

35 .

23

27

3

32

24

15

30 4'

0

100 100

(All figures in per cent)

100 100 100

What is mst striking is the great similarity between the different fihdings

from youth education. The present article
i

is no place to discuss differences

between youth education and adult education in detail but it is clear that the

structuring moves are very dominant in our study in comparison with the others.

This activity refers mainly to lecture behaviour from the actors. It is an

activity which also concurs with our earlier findings from the extensive study

indicating (table 1) a high amount of lecturing. The soliciting activity is

however, slightly lower in the present study, which means that the teachers put

slightly fewer questions to the participants compared with their colleagues in

youth education. This is also reflected in a lower rate of responses from the

participants - only 15 per cent. The general level of reaction seems to be about

the same, but the situation changes if when differentiating between teacher

activity and participants' activity.
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Moves in per cent divAded on teachers (T) and participants (P), different
'educational levels Table 9.

Number
STR SOL R'S REA- IS of moves 'Total

Bellack et al T 8 46 - 6 40 1 9565
(1966)

P 2 11 65 15- 6 -1 5910;.., . _.... .

-,---

T 16 41 5 34 Ox) 7051

P 1 10 61 28 0 4336

Lundgren
(1972)

15457

11387

Kilborn T 18 43 6 - 33 0 3295'
(1975)

P 0 20 60 15 5 1803

Gustafsson T 17 45 7 29 0 4496
(1977)-

P 1 21 46 26 6 3001

5098

7577

Hoghielm d T 12 28 S _27 0 4724
Rubenson

P 14 16 36 34 1 2716
(1919)

7440

x)Lundgren also 'is a HEP category (4 %) indicating individual help.

In youth education, the squation is still rather similar, even if there is a

tendency that the findings from the secondary school are more homogeneous and

the same is true of the results from the compulsory school. The most obvious

discrepancy will be noticed in the structuring moves in Bellack's study, where

the interpretation presented here would be that the divergent result depends on

the structure of the subject (in Bellack's case, civics). In the komVux study,

it is, however, even more clear that the teachers have a lower rate of solicit-

ing (28 %), while the participants have a correspondingly lower rate of respond-

ing (36 %) than is reflected by the results presented from youth education.

Komvux participants also have a relatively high amount of reaction moves (34 %)

- which in combination with a high amount of structuring moves (14 %) indicates

a somewhat different way,of acting compared with the other four research studies.

It can perhaps be interpreted as an embryo far making it easier to change the

conditions for instruction. There is a readiness for the participants to inter-

fere More in the teaching process, but one main-problem -in facilitating this is

to change tha frames under which tutors and participants work.

The results from the Bellack analyses indicated that teachers are very eager to

cover as much as possible of the syllabus, and in doing so, they have to rely

17 +0
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on mainly structuring moves. They are also restrictive in soliaiting moves. In

such a situation the pace group becomes more and more necessary to toe teacher.

It is necessary to check your structuring with some of the participants. But de

teacher in komvux cannot choose . the same way as a teacher in the youth

education can, as there are a certain number of active participants (of varying

abilities), which restricts the teachers' manoeuvres.

SUMMARY AND DISCJSSION

Starting with a theoretical standpoint stressing the importance of how different

frame systems govern, constrain and regulate the educational situation and

influence the shape of the teaching process, the report has entered into a

rather complex discussion. Psychological factors were also considered as regards

the way in which they operate with this system. Society's norms and values must

eted_n_the educational process, which means that adult education cannot

be treated as a special phenomenon insulated from the surrounding society. This

does not mean that. the educational situation or a school system is simply a

mirror of society. The sociology of the school itself cannot be neglected -

something which for instance has been recently pointed out by Rutter, et al.

(1979). What can be said is that a school (or school system) can create a norma-

tive system which differs from that of the surrounding society. A good example

is Sweden's study circle organizations which, especially in their formative

stages, often had a different.yalue system from that of society. Nowadays this

discrepancj has ianished, meaning that society has accepted and integrated these

norms'(and vice versa). An example of this is also reflected by the objectives

of adult education (see p 123), which are very sibiliar to those of the old

study circle activities. The problem is, however, that these objectives are

difficultIo implement in municipal adult education.

The empirical study presented here was planned to charch the operation of the

teaching process in Swedish municipal adult education. The study consisted of an

intensive part, involving 9 classes in Swedish and 9 in mathematics. Classroom

observations (240 lessons), tape-recordings (30 lessons), questionnaires and

Interviews were used with both participants and teachers.. The extensive-part of

the study dealt with more general questions, such as the objectives of adult edu-

cation and the provision and content of local training programs for instructors.



The main findings were presented, starting wit, ah explanation of how the

objectives of adult education operate. The results indicated that teachers in

municipal adult education very seldom organize lessons in a way that makes it

possible for the participants to actively participate in and take responsibility

for the instructfOn process. After that section, results from the tape-recorded

lessons were presented, illustrating how different types ofl 'tricks' are used by

the teachers (e.g. the technique of piloting) to get sound the problem of

restrictive curricular frames, how the group is organized and a certain number

of lessons for the instructor.

By analysing the activity in the classroom via a simple observation technique

which indicates who is speaking and in which order "the actors" in the classroom

speak, a picture emerged indicating a very specific activity pattern in all the

observed classes. The behaviour of both teachers and participants was quite

stable over time (a one year period, with observations made at certain times).

When trying to answer why such -a -pattern exists, it becomes_neceSsan!AP____ _

consider the group setting the 'pace' as well as the forms of communication in

each class. This group is impoitant when operating uncle.. restrictive frames, e.g.

time and an "overcrowded" curriculum. By doing a 6ellaa analysis of the tape -

recordedrecorded Material a group, here referred to as the pare group, emerged in each

class. The results also showed that in each class the pace group consisted of

around 10 - 30 per cent of the participants. The teachers must always consult or

address themselves to these tToups, otherwise these participants will direct

themselves to the teachers. A similar] picture of a dominant group emerged when

analysing the materials collected via the observation technique. Finally, a

summary of the Bellack analyses was made indicating very clearly that the

teachers in the intensive study produced facts td a greater extent and put less

questions to the participants in comparison with pupils in youth education. At

the same time, however, the participants tend to make more comments i.e. they

think aloud more than the youngsters, something which can be an encouraging sign,

if the system itself can be changed.

The article ends with a discussion pointing out that the teachers' actions as

reflected in both the intensive and the extensive study were not examples of bad

instruction, but rathert the results of a framing system being too "tight ". The

fact that lessons are so dominates' uy the production of fact, is also a sign

12
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that society's merit system does not include objectives such aOncreasing the

individual's critical understanding and active participation in cultural, social

and political life. It can also be considered as a normative inconsistency

within society. The objectives, being very similar to old educational ideals

within popular education in Sweden (from the beginning of this century), cannot

operate in a system that is too rigid and adapted to a different reality in

society. This reality still promotes the ideal of looking for qualifications

which are easily quantified - which mewls that both pa,'icipants and teachers

choose ("to be sure") the quantitative part just in case. The strategy therefore,

is not to discuss how to give more opportunities for the teachers to enter

retraining prorams if bad instruction is detected. Rather, the more efficient

solution is to ease the pressure from the frames. This must be a dynamic

process, because society is in a constant process of change, which means,that

even if there is a framing system, there must be an awarenP5s that this system

also changes over time.

The,data can be lookea at from another standpoint: what is being recreated in
/(

the teaching situation? Obviously the participants are caught in a "benefit

perspective", meaning that they have a certain idea of what knowledge is

desirable and that it isimportant to get hold of as many of these "hard facts"

as possible. They actively "socialize" the teacher to become "a living book" who

must produce facts. If the frames are too restrictive the participants use their

adult position to change the teachers to behave like that. However, the point

here is, that society constitutes the framing system which"indirectly reflects

the merit system of the same society. There also seems to be no situation where

the teachers try to shape the participants into_some other pattern of activity -

for instance participation in T-groups, something which for instance Cross (1976)

claims in fact seems to actively improve students' self-concept. It cannot be

said, however, that participants sit passively and accept what the teachers do.

But it is probably somewhat surprising that the p,-ticipants use their "adult

power" to let the teachers behave in a way where it is almost impossible to take

into consideration all of the participants' experiences. The general solution does

not seem to lie in sending the instructors to retraining courses but must be

sought in discovering, for instance, how participants perceive knowledge and how

society's conception of, knowledge is reflected in its different merit systems.

Thus a :flange of frames can only take place in :iccordence with a change of the

merit system of the society.
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Appendix 1. ADULT EDUCATION IN SWEDEN1)

FINANCING OF ADULT EDUCATION

\Except for study circles, the types of adult education described below are in

principle entirely free of charge, although in practice there may bP expen-

es for study materials. The tuition fees paid byoar,ticipants in study circles

e quite low.

Ad It education accounts for a rapidly gi-owing share of the government budget.

Mor than one-.enth of the,national outlays for education goes to the various

kind
\

of adult education that are described here. On top on that, an equal amount

is spent on advancing allowances to students enrolled in labor market training

which is entirely government-financed.

Local atithority Expenditures on adult education have also increased rapidly. Mu-

nicipal governments pay about one -third of the costs of municipal adult schools

an about the same proportion of the costs of study circles.

National, \municipal and county governments together employ more than one-fourth

of Sweden's working population. Their staff training programs are extensive and

are aimed t all categories of employees. Thus, through direct payments, subsidy

systems aod'financial assistance to students, the national, county and local

governments pay the lion's share of adult education costs in Sweden. Other con-

tributors to these costs include the popular movements, political and non-profit

organizations., trade unions and private companies.

As of 1976, em' ?loyers began paying a special payroll levy for adult edu-

cation. This money is used, among other things, to implement the allocation po-

O

Hourly and daily study grants provide compensation for loss of income. Studies

which must be pursued for longer uninterrupted periods qualify for a special

adult study allow\ince which is mainly intended for persons of low'previous edu-

cational attainments.

I) The presentation is largely based on information material from The Swedish
Institute and is not a critical analysis of the Swedish system of aAult

education. I
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The payroll levy also finances study circles in "high- priority subjects", i.e.,

Swedish, English, mathematics and social science, as well as outreach programs,

at workplaces and in residential areas. These funds Ore distributed by special

regional adult education councils.

Outreach programs are aimed primarily at establishing dontact with and at re-

cruiting people having less than nine years of primary schooling. The outreach

programs at workplaces are administered by local branches of trade unions and

outreach programs in residential areas are handled by the voluntary educational

associations. In the latter case, priority is giveh to establishing contact with

immigrants, the handicapped, housewives and others working in the home.

Further, all employees enjoy an unconditional right to take leaves of absence

for studies that must be pursued during working hours. Although the leave to

which they are entitled under law is unpaid, certain grants are available through

the hourly and daily study grants and special study allowancei described above.

At present (1980) the governmentfinances 25,000 full-time study allowances.

FORMS OF ADULT EDUCATION IN SWEDEN

Residential Adult Colleges,

"Folk High Schools"

A specifically Scandinavian form of adult education is the folk high school, a

",type of boarding school. The folk high school is not the form of adult education

with the greatest number of participants, but it is the oldest one. The first

folk high schools were founded in the mid-19th centuray to give young rural

better opportunities for general education.

Today. there exist.110 folk high schools, which are owned either by county and

local councils or by trade unions, churthes,, to ranee societies or other non-
,/

profit organizations. Each school determines i own curric lum witnin the

framework of the folk high school philosophy. There is no offs ial syllauus or

compulsory subject matter for folk high schools. Studies focus on tn!,4.. areas
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raAher than on single subjects. A significant feature of these schools is the

high degree of student participation in educational planning and implementatcon.

1:3
*.

The folk high schools have made .in effort to improve their study facilities for

handicapped persons. More and more schools have been adapted to accomoodate phy-

sically handicappeu persons, the assistance given'to the blind and dea' is in-

creasing and about 20 schools work with mentally retarded persons,who are to

be integrated into the ordinary school activities As far as possible.

In the course of the schoot year 178/79, 150,000 persons participated in folk'

high school courses in Sweden. More than three-fourths of these people Ort3-

cipated in courses of one weep o less. About 15,000 persons participated in

the so-Called long-term folk high school courses with a length of 30 weeks or

lgnger. It is the students participating in these long courses that form the

backoone of the folk high schools and their work. Usually it is this group of

people one thi.As of when talking aboo fol.., high schools in general.,

The short courses.are, as d rule, arrancled in collaboration with organizations,

institutions and authorities. Experts frv.. the cooperating organization take

over the teaching during such short courses any are paid by the school with

money set aside for these purposes. But it is always the school that is re-

sonible to the government for the planning and, accoffplishment of such short

courses.

The teachers employJ at the school for the long -terq courses are to take

more than 24 per cent of all teaching during the short courses.

Vo:untary Educational Associations

By far the largest number of today's adult learners attend the study circles

organized by the local branches of Sweden's educational associations. In the

fiscal year 1978-79:study circles attracted about 3 million paiticipants,

of whom sligbtly over half were women. That figure should be put in relation

to Sweden's total population of about eight million and its adult

[aged 20-67) of about five million. But since any one participant may take
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part in more than one study circle, no net figure cap be given. These -study

circles are sponsored by ten voluntary educational associations, of which the

laps-hABF-(the-Worker's F.ducatiunal Assoctation)1 aCCOUbtt br just:Over

one-third of the total study circle hours qualifying for national government

subsidies.
-

In the regulations for awarding government suusidies tc, voluntary educational

associations, a study circle is defined as ".n informal grou'p which meets for

the common pursuit of well-planned studiei of a subject or problem area which

as previdusly been decided upon". The idel - even if this sometimes is diffi-

cult to carry of - is that the group itself determines how its work is to be

planned and carried out. A circle leader has certain coordipatirg and ad-

ministrative tasks but does not act as a teacher in the ordinary sense. There

are no formal requirements for circle leaders.

To be'cligi 11 le for sub:idy, a study circle must have between five and twenty

members. Itlmilst for at least twenty class-hours spreac over at least four
1

weeks. Each meeting may last no more than three class-hours. The subsidy,

fixed at a certain amount per class-hour, covers slightly more than 45 per

ceht of the costs, with the remainder coming from fees and municipal grarts.

Study-circle activity is supplemented by programs of public lectures, which

also receive government subsidies.

Two_subject2rea's account for two-thirds of the study circle-hours:aesthetic

subjects and civics. Study circles in Swedish, English, mathematics and so-

cial science at a level clrrespondirg to grades 7 - 9 of compulsory compre-

benSjve School (sometimes lower) have been given higher priority throuyh a

system of extra State subsidies
1)

. Priorityis also given to union and immi-

grant circles as well as to study circles for the handicappe More than a

third of all study circlet fall into these high-priority categories. For Zi

many of those attending :Ugh-priority circles, their studies are the first
0

phase of a recurrent educational process of varying length.

1) The Commission on Popular Adult Education (SOU 1979:85) has suggested
that the f.nancing system should be changed so that priority is given to
selected groups - not selected progrzms. The Riksdag will aeal with the
report in the autumn of 1980.
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There are also study circles at university level. So far the number of par.ici-

pants in such circles has been about 9 per, cent of the total. h person who has

ailipiaed an approved-curriculum study circle at university level may ,ike,a

special examination at a university and earn credit points there.

Immigrant education has grovn rapidly in volume and has come to bulk ever larger

Stuoy circles are politically valuable, as a conduit between the government and

the population. For example, recent circle discussions were held on whet* or

rot Sweden should use nuclear energy as a future power source - promted, Inci-

dentally, by the'government. Swedish leaders have received highly accurat

readings of current poplarthinking on this volatile question.

During the last years the study circle has come to be used as an instrument by

groups order to find solutions to serious problems confronting the group.

For Omple in 4.Clages threatened by loss of job opportunities people have

started circles to investigate,the possibilities for alternative productrop.

in the total course offerings at the educational associations.

The educational associations have likewise made a great effort to provide study

possibilities for the mentally retarded and those with serious physical handi-

caps. The government has provided special money for research and development in

order' to facilitate participation for these group.

Munilipal Adult Schools

The inunicIpl ad.lt are uperated by the school boards of each local

authprity. They offer instruction in accordance with thL uniform national curri-

cula for the lower secondary school level (grades 7 - 9) and for the'various

study lines and courses in upper secondary (2 -,4 years beginning with grade 10).

However, compared with the education of youth, the normal time schedules for

adults imply a reduction of between 30 and 70 per cent.

A system of special vocational training operates alongside the 'Jcation that

follows the curricula for the compulsory comprehensive and upper secondary

s o
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Most courses are offered in the evening. However, eligibility for leave of ab-

sence as from 1975 and for special adult study allowance as from0976 has in-

creased the proportion of daytime 'students. The student takes one, two or more

subjects as a time; most students study part-time, but many daytime students

go full-time.

The increased possibilities for financial aid to study during daytime might

have led to a decrebse in dropout vates for municipal adult educationA_study

of evening courses in Stockholm, 1973 (constituting 57 per ,.ent of all parti-

cipants in Sweden) reported thaeljust 30 per cent ,copleted the whole pro-

gra;-. (Borgstrom et al, 1979). A follow-up study of day courses showed that as

many as 65 per cent completed the courses (Rubenson, 1980a).

The purpos4 of full-time or part-time studies is often to acquire the actual

skills and satisfy the formal prerequisites that will qualify a person for

fu;'ther studies at higher levels or to meet the requirements of a certain pro-
.,fesSion.

Tn repent years the municipal adult schools have increased their enrollments

to about 310,000 students per year. Over 40 per cent take general courses at

upper secondary level, while just under 30 per cent each take lower secondary

school courses and vocational courses under the upper secondar4oschool's curri-

cula. The trend has been toward larger numbers in general courses and some de-

cline in the raj: Jers studying vocational subjects. This trend, though, is

slowly changing. The thrust and design of the vocatiunal courses are the sub-

ject of development projectr launched both by the National Board of Education

and through local initiatives.

A parliamentary decision in 1977 has given municipal adult education new tasks

to perftrm on behalf of adults with no previous or deficient earlier schooling.

The so-called basic education of adults is meant to give all gruwn -ups, whether

they be Swedes or immigrants, a minimum standa of knowledge and skills so

that they can practice a trade a i take part in the society's other activities.

English, mathematics, Swee'sh and German are the most popular subjects at com-
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pulsory comprehensive school levels and in the general upper seccndary school

courses. Among vocational t-aining programs, the dominant subjects are in-

dustry and handicrafts, home technology, and commercial and office -ubjects.

The teachers in municipal adult schools have the same training as tuose

teach the same subjects in upper secondary schools. Sirce 1975, it has been

possible to create special teaching positions within t.ie municipal adult

schools. But most teachers are connected to secondary school or upper-level

compulsory comprehensive and teach only part-time within the adult school.jhe

Stuckhulm Instit ze trf-Educatron-offers a special-program for thosevIsning

to teach in municipal-adult schools. The admission requirements are the same

a

as for applicants to the secondary-teachilng credential programs, i.e., the

equivalent of a fil.kand. (roughly, Bachelor of Arts) degree.

All students at municipal adult schools have access to educational counseling

if needed. Extra tutoring and financial aid is also provided. Study assis-

tance grants i.ere improved ionsiderably,by an Act f Parliament in 1975. Part-

time grants in particular (hourly and daily study assistance) have increased.

Certain local authorities also arrange child-care services for their adult

students.

For organiotional purposes and depending on scope, municipal adult education

is linked either to a compulsory comprehensive or upper secondary schaol or

forms . separate unit for such education.

State subsidies to the municipal school systems for adult education cover the

entire cost cif employing a principal, a director of studies, a "SY0 functio-

nary" (i.e., a person who is in charge of educational and vocational guiaance)

and the teachers, plus part of the cost of information and outreach programs.

Instruction is free of charge but students may often be required to pay for

their own study materials.

1
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State Schools For Adults

Study programs equivalent to the municipal adult schools are available at two

adult schools (at Norrkdping and Harnbsand) directly administered by- central

government. These schools are intended for students who do not have access to

adult education in their home towns and people who cannot attend regular day

or evening courses. The courses take place either entirely on P correspondence

basis or by correspondence combined each term with relatively short and in

tensive in-school courses.

Labor Market Training

The system of labor market training originated in the need to act swiftly

against imbalances in the labor market, both by helping under- and unemployed

workers to improve they' employability in occupations with better opportuni-

ties and by increasing the supply of skills it industries where a shortage of

suitably trained personnel tends to exacerbate inflationary pressures. The

labor market training system has now a running capacity of more than 1 per

cent of the total labor force. Witt) courses lastin; for an average length of

4 - 5 months, more than 3 per cent of the labor force can be reached in the

space of one year.

The main provisions of this scheme are as follows. Persons unemployed or with

precariOus employment conditions (threatened by ur,mployment due to working

in declining sectors or troubled by personal c..ficulties) as well as those

who 2.e willing to leave their employment (or take educational leave of ab-

sence) in order to take training for sills in short supply, can attend trai-

ning courses arranged by the labor market authorities in cooperation with the

school authorities or with employers. Courses are free of charge and trainees

receive subsistence allowances. The pay to trainees exceeds the unemplcymept

benefits per day, amounting to some 80 per cent of ordinary wage income after

taxes.

The courses vary in length and level bf qualification from a few weeks for

introductory courses, detigned to accustom participants to working situations

outside their experience, up to two-year courses for skilled workers and

93
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technicians, partly at academic levels. In recent years, half of the partici-

pants have been women. One of the important functions of this activity is to

forrena1 e--entry tcrthetabar -rnarke t .

Most of the faining
1

is carried out at permanent or temporary and often impro-

vised training centers, admiflistered (jointly but with a great amount of dele-

gation to their county sub5idiaries) by the Labor Market Board and the Natiorol

Board of Education or by arrangement, w4th vocational schools, which are now

integrated with the system of upper secondary education. In the fiscal year

par-tic-ipated4nth45--k-i-nd-of tra444

The Labor Market Board can, when the employment situationso- wdrrants,

porary training grants op private firms and municipalities so as to compensate

for introductory training costs. Similar° subsidies can also be given to employ-

ers hiring handicapped or older workers, and to municipalities organizing shel-

tered employment. Employers who let women try male iorccupations (or vice versa)

can get a special grant. per hour. In regions with a limited;demand for labor

employers can get training grants for new hires. A subsidy is also available Lo

employers who arrange training of old or new employees in connection with a

net increase in their work-forces. For cyclical,and other reasons, it can some-

times be a '4visable to support the in-plant training activities of business en-

terprise. Firms abstaining from laying off workers during a slack period and

giving them training instead can get a special-subsidy per hour and trainee

up to a maximum of 960 hours. This part of in-plant training expanded rapidly

uring e past recession, when the number of participants in 1976-77 rose to

more than 100.000 compared with roughly 10.000 in the previous year. In 1978-.

79, when the econom had started to pick up, it was down to 50.600.

Training is used not only

among workers but to spur

set cyclical and seasonal

tions to its volume.

to imprve the level and amount of industrial skills

"investment in human capital", the aim being to off-

variations in employment by countercyclical varia-

Solution of the administrative problems conncted with this policy for "-apid

action" against employment variations demands a cons4dcrable freeeom of de-

cision-making by loca' employment offices in cooperation wit,' mun'ci;lal and

school authorities trade unions and employers. It also entails a centrally

1 8
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organized provision of educatidna' material (equipment, books, teacher training)

and the uph_.ding of reserve capacity in permanent or temporary training centers

-during-tvi-gh-emialoyment periods, so -that courses tan rapidly increase their in--

take as soon as the employment situation in an area begins to deteriorate.

The primary objective of labor market training is to ensure steady jobs for the

unemployed. Regular ilow-up studies show that of those who have taken.voca-
e

tional courses and who then enter the labor market, some 85 per cent haye ob-.
,

tained jobs within three months of course completion. Approximately 85 per cent

--ef- hese- people -have; -rrr turn-, obtarned work within the OCCUpation li-r,InCh Tor

which they were trained.

A substantial proportion of those enrolled in lot,. market training have no

other educational attainments than six to eight years of elementary schooling.

To give these groups a wider range, of choice on the labor marker is a major

redistri4utive goal of manpower training.

eHigher Education

"Regular" higher education has usually not been considered as a part of adult

education. However, the Swedish reform in higher education (1977) obscures

this distinction. The reform ciula be seen as an attempt to evolve a coherent

approac o opening post-secondary educatiol. to ad,Jlts. A cornerstone here

has been to accord increased value to work experience as a ground for ad-

mission to higher education.

4 1

The Swedis' admission system makes a fundamental distinCtion between general

. qualif Jtions (elio'bility) and special requirements. The new admissions

scheme defines four main ways cf obtaining general eligibility for higher

' ducation. They are

(1) to have completed a three-year stream of upper secondary school;

(2) to have completed a tWo-year stream of upper secondary school;

(3) to have equillent education from a'"folk high school";

(4) to have more than 4 years cf work experience and to be over 25 years old
(the 25:4 qualification). .°



In these admission rules,work experience is giveA a wide interpretation; any kind

of work experience including child care and military service can be included in

-tfii-4-iiire-qUira-foe-0-67.5:4-quar11tcatton;-However-ttre-speciel-fequire

rents often mean that the equivalent of upper secondary school knowledge in

certain subjects is required in addition to the general requirements (which al-
.

so include knowledge of Swedish and English).

'Work experience also has a second function as an additional selection criterion

io restricted rams, Previous to the 1977 refprm, selection had been entire-

ly based on school results. In selectiqn to full degree programs, the applica-

tions are placed irrso-called quota groups corresponding to the four grounds

.
for general eligibility. Each group is allotted places in proportion to the

number of applicants in the group.

4
Applicants in all categories can add credit points for work experience to their

school marks. The broad definition of work experience which is used for gene-

ral eligibility is also used .or selection to restricted programmes. Applicants

must have at least 15 months of work experience (in addition to the four years

included.in the general entrance requirements for 25:4 students).

Staff Training in The Public and Private Sectors

Scme government authorities t'ain their own employees. In certain agencies,

for example the Customs Service, the Post Office and the Labor Market Boird,-

er%oettional-tnatfting-coursi.1-ya prov4ded. -More-adva-nced-traliring-in

the formlof short and long courses 's available within most government agen-

cies.

The county councils and larger municipal goverhments have extensive staff

training programs. Nursing staff in county hospitals and other county-oper-

ated health care institutions receive vocational training. Advanced courses

. are also available. The Swedish Association of LOcal Authorities and the

Federation of County,Councils each have training departments which sponsor

,courses for various staff categories, and for elected municipal and county

officials.

r
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Most large private coritpanies.have training departments which carry out, edu6-

tional planning and sponsor courses; Employees of small and medium-sized firms

are-e4401O12,for training courses sponsored by the various employer fettera-
o

Pig's and their affillated-trzte associations A_number.of_joint employer-

employee bodies also sponsor training to meet the needs of working life, among,

these are courses for shop stewards.

As a rule, the employer pays the cost of staff training and the participants

pay no fee. Staff training prograMs within local governments and private com-

panies are not generally eligible for nation,1 government subsidies. An ex-
1

cp ition is onthe-job training of an elementary vocational nature sponsored

by an employer in collaboratiod with the local upper secondary school, re-

ferred to as "intramural company schools".

Training Programs Sponsored by Employee Organizations

Sweden's two largest employee Olganizeations, the Confederation of Trade Unions

(LO) and the Central Organization of Salaried Employees (TC0), have extensive

study programs of their own. They are designed to give union members a solid

background in union affairs and other social matters. The also supply trained

union officials at local, regional and national levels. Most courses are red

sident.aI and last one or two weeks, but some last un to six months. Thp na-

tional jovernment provides subsidies for these. programs.

A vit. _as-for_the organized-employers-ts-
to give all employees information and training on the various labor-law sta-

tutes that have been enacted in recent years. The most important of these

from the educationaj aspect is the Co- det "rmination Act, which came into force

on January"1, 1977. So far ali public employees have been assured of at least

two days of information about this law on the strength of special contracts.

But knowledge must, also be spread about the Se:urity of Emplofilent Act and the

Shop Stewards Act.
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Rau:o, Television and Correspondence SChools.

Educat4onal-progams-on_radio-and television are produced by a special corpo-

ration which operates on government funds. The programs are aimed at the re-

gular schools as well as at adult students and undergraduates in higher educe-

tra:1Brdadcast-prtigrams are -usually supplemented with printed study material.

The broadcasting media collaborate with various sponsors of adult education.

--

TwO correspondence ,chools, Hermods and Brevskolan, dominate this educational

medium. Hermods designs courses chiefly aimed at helping people fulfill .he

iormal mquirements for completion of courses at primary, secondary and uni-

versity levels. Brevskolan mainly caters for the needs of various special-

interest '41anizations.

In recent years the traditional type Of cor-espondence course has been ih-

t. creasingly5ombined with other forms of instruction, especially study circles

, and educatianal broadcasts. This type of combined course generally leads to

more effective learning than pure correspondence courses.

Public Libraries and Teaching-Aid Centers

Public libraries and the audio-visual or teaching-aid centers operated by

local authorities play a vital role in the work of both the educational

associations and the mur -ipal adult schools. The public libraries lend-

books,-magnPac,--tapes-and-film-s-tr-ips--to-s-t-udy-c-tre'ss-and-private persons

Teaching-aid centers tape educational bmadcasts and lend copes of them.

The libraries arrange exhibitions, lectures, concerts and so on, whicI often

serve as\ adj- :.ts to stud; circles and courses.
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